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8:00 am On-Site Registration

9:00 am Call to Order
Christopher A. Smith, US Department of Energy, Designated Federal Officer (DFO)

Opening Remarks by Commissioner Co-Chairs
Senator Bob Graham and William K. Reilly

9:10 am Panel I: History & Expansion of Offshore Drilling

J. Robinson West, Chairman of the Board, Founder and CEO, PFC Energy

Joe Leimkuhler, Offshore Well Delivery Manager, Shell Exploration and Production

10:30 am

Carter Roberts, President and CEO, World Wildlife Fund

Break

10:45 Panel II: Existing Regulatory Structure & Consulting Agency Roles
Part 1: Statutory Framework
Meg Caldwell, Executive Director, Center for Oceans Solutions
Stanford University

Part 2: Interagency Consultation & Planning
The Honorable Nancy Sutley, Chair, Council on Environmental Quality

12:15 pm

1:30 pm

Lunch

The Honorable Jane Lubchenco, Under Secretary of Commerce
for Oceans and Atmosphere, and NOAA Administrator

Panel III: Meeting the Regulatory Challenges
Tyler Priest, Clinical Assistant Professor and Director of Global Studies
C.T. Bauer College of Business, University of Houston

Thomas Kitsos, Former Acting Director
Minerals Management Service

Randall Luthi, Former Director
Minerals Management Se~wice

Elizabeth Birnbaum, Former Director
Minerals Management Service
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2:30 pm Panel IV: Industry Culture & Managing Risk
Retired Admiral James Ellis, President and Chief Executive Officer
Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), and
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INPO and the World Association of Nuclear Operations

Erik Milito, Director of Upstream and Industry Operations, American Petroleum
Institute (API) and John Modine, Director of Global Industry Services, American
Petroleum Institute (API)
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4:30 pm Public Comment

5:25 pm Concluding Remarks

5:30 pm Adjourn
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Christopher A. Smith, Designated Federal Officer Date
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.Chris Smith: Good morning everybody and welcome to .the secondmeetir~g of the
National Com~. ission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore f)rillhig. So
I’m hereby calling this meeting to order. My.name is Chris Smith and I’m the ’designated
federal official for this commission. I atso serve ’as the Deputy Assistant Secretary .for
Oil and Natural "Gas at the US Department of Energy. I’ll be helping, to guide us through
a busy day of hearings today.

BEfore We igroceed I would like to fmmiliarize everybody with the safety features of this
building, To my left, your right, and to the back oi~the room you’ll see two exits. Those
ard the ~mergency exits that we’ll be usiHg in the case of an em~rgency. So. if there is an

¯ emergency please file calmly towards these exits. You’ll .see a hallway that goes back to
the back, there is a stairway that will take you outside Of the building and safety. Then
agairi, that’.s in the case of an emergency.

The President established this bipartisan commission to examine the root causes of the
BP Deepwater Horizon Oil. Disaster and provide, reEommendations on how we can
prevent future accidents in the offshor.e and mitigate their impact should the.y occur. The
President appointed two co-chairs to lead this commission, the former Senator Bob
Graham fr, om the state of Florida, the honorable William Reilly who led the
Environmental Protection Agency under President George It. W. Bush.’ The Commission
is ro’u~ided out by five other distinguished Americans who were. selected based on their
extensi~e scientific, legal, and .engineering and environmental expertise and their
knov~ledge of issues pertaining to offshore operations.

They include Frances Beinecke, the President of the Natural Resources Defense Council;
Dr. Don.ald Boesch, President of the Uhiversity of Maryland Center for Environmental
S’cience; Terry Garcia, Executive Vice President at the Nati6nal Geographic Society; Dr.
.Cherry’Murray, Dean of the Harvard School of Engineering .and Applied Sciences; and
Fran Ulmer, the Chancellor of the University of Alaska at Anchorage.

This commission is conducting its work and plans with.this Fe.deral Advisory Committee
.Adt which sets a high standard for openness and transparency. As such, today’s hearings
are bding held in this publiq forum and are being broadcast live via video ~eed. Before .I.
hand the event to our two distinguished co-chairs, I’d like to p.rovide a quick summary of
today’s agenda. Our first panel at 9:10 will cover the history and expansion of offshore

., drilling anal wd’ll hear from panelists from PF.C Energy, from Shell Exploration and
Prod/ration, ar~.d the World Wildlife Fund. Our panel at 10:45 will cover’ existing
regulatory structure and consulting agency roles with panelists from Stanford.University,
from the Council on Environinental Quality, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Association." We’ll break for lunch at 12:15 and then we’ll reconvene ’at 1:30 with the
panel on Meeting the Regulatory Challenge which will feature panelists frbm the
University of Houston _and two former directors from the Materiais Management Service.

¯Our final panel at .2:30 will cover industry culture and mahaging risk and will feature
panelists from the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations and the Allied Industrial and
’ Servi~e Workers I~temational Unior~. We’ll conclude with public comments at 4:30 that



v~ill stop at 5:25. Any member of the publi~ who would be wishing to su6mit a written
comment to this commission may do so via ’thg website and the website is
www.oilspillcommission.gov, again that’s www.oilspillcornm’ission.~ov. We’ do have a
very busy day today and we’ve got lots of p’aneli~ts that the commission is interested in
hearin$ from so we’It ask all the panelistsio please keep to your time limits. There’s
going t.o be a timekeeper fight here in front of you who will help keep you on track.and
then when we want to make sure that w.e dedicate as much time .as possibl~ and
~ppropriate toquestioning - the qu.estion and answer period which will be run by our two
co:chairmen. So at this point I’d like to hand the floor over to our’two co-chairmen,
Senator Bob Graham and the honorable William Reilly.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you leery much, Chris. Last month we began ourjoumey in
New orleans. There we l’eamed ftrshhand from the people of gulf about the inipact the
spill was taking on their lives. This week we are seeking .tb understand the root causes of
the April 20th Deepwa~er Horizon explosi-on and the critical question of whether our
regulatory systems, and bflsiness practices are .adeqimte. .We’ll be hearing from a
distinguished, group of past and present government officials as well as experts from
private industry, academia, and non-profit organizations.

Deepwater drilling is a new frontier for energy exploration..Some statistics tell the story.
In 19.90,’ wells deep.er ~han’1000 feet accounted for just 4% of total Gulf of Mexico 0il
production. In 2009, that figure was 80% and we are going deeper. In the past five
years, the share of the Gulf’s production from ultra-deep wells, wells deep than 500 feet,
climbed from 1% to 32%.

But ultra-deep water drilling creates special risk~, including that which appears to have
been the primary cause of’ the Deepwater Horizon tragedy, un lmeontro!led blowout.
Tl~ese risks were there to be seen but were largely unprepared for or ignored by both
government and industry. We want to know why. ’It is.clea~ that the mo:ce to Deepwater
r~presents an enormous change in US energy exploration. Unfortutlately, our
government and industry did not undergo a similar transformation in its regulatory,
safdty, and response focus. We need sue[{ a .shift now and today we will be hearing
information to guide our thinking about what it should be. Many of the causes of this
disaster go back decades and are attributable across the specixum to government, to
industry, to White House, to Congress, to Republicans, to Democrats. We should be
clear:, this disaster represents an enormous and shared failure of publi.c policy. We are
holding all responsible parties to account not so that we can play a blame game. but
because we must di~gndse what happened. What was the course of progress of this
policy collapse before we can credibly prescribe new directions for the future? I look
forward to hearing from today’s speakers and I thank them in advance for taking the time
to contribute to our effort to understand what went wrong .a~d what can we learn from it.
my colleague and co-~hair, Mr. Bill Reilly.

William Reilly: Thank you, .Bob. Good morning. Since our last meeting in New
Orleans, the gusher has been kept, we can be grateful for that, we are, i~t it is hardly
cause ’i~or celebration. Th~ lesson from other spills and. other disasters is that the.



consequenc.es play out over a long time, often in unexpecte.d ways... Some issues
undoubtedly will turn out to be less severe.than we had fea/ed and oth~rs may be worse
than we had imagined. Even if it is too soon to spell out the full impact on the Gulf, we
do recognize the immense human and economic cost that has already been experienced.
Eleven lives were lost and many more were injured. Billions have been lost in tourism,
fishing, oil revenues, and other elements of the Gulf economy. The psychplogical impact
on people of the region already traumatized by Katriha and other pressures has been
notable l as we saw and heard in our visit to the Gulf. The continuing moratorium on
deepwater drilling has taken a toll as we also heard, repeatedly, in New Orleans. Before
April, many of us wer~ ~mder the impression that the risks of an accident like this were
small. That view has been shattered. What we don’t yet know is whether the accident
was the result of one company’s missteps, bad judgment and human error in managing
this complex drilling technology, or whether it Was caused by something more systemic
in the way the country and the industry has sought to tap these deepwater oil reserves.
Consequ~nces, regardless, have been profound. We do .know for sure that we must

¯ seriously rethink how we regulate offshore drilling ahd how the industry meets its safety
responsibilities. It would seem in everyone’s interest, when drilling resumes, .that every
operation is safe and ran in accord with world class standards, with agreed upon best
practices. The government has to take the lead in ensuring thi~. But industry has a
critical part to play as well. Today we will hear about an industry-sponsored approach
that has been used effectively with great success in the nuclear power industry as an
important ¯safety dompliment to, not a substitutefor, go~ernment oversight and
regulation, a kind of defense in-depth. The President has charged our commission with
detenmin_ing the root causes of this accident and we are examining the regulations and the
regulators: the industry and its culture, the technology, and its adequacy, and other factors..
We are keen to extract the lessons from this bill to develop policies to guide the long term
future of offshore drilling not just in the Gulf but elsewhere in US waters. ’ As one of the
staff papers we are releasing today makes clear, the future oi~ significant oil recovei-y is. in
the deep waters. We all had better figure out how to do it because that is where the
hydrocarbons ar.e and ’that is where the industry is headed. We will. make
recommendations to the President, the American people that willmake a disaster like this
one far less likely to occur’ again. And should something happen, for whatever reason,
that we are bette~ prepared .and have a greatly improved containment and response
capability. It is also vital to look at the region’s environment. The Gulf has suffered over
decades from policies that favor flood control and navigation on the, Mississippi River
and lessen the sediments deposited in the Delta. The result, along win the channels
made foroil and gas development, has b~en an alarming loss of wetlands that protect the
Shoreline, buffer the effects of storms, serve as nurseries for economically important
fisheries, and provide recreation and enjoyment for residents and visitors alike. They are
as important to the Gulf’.s r.~covery, .the economy included, as th~ region’s other
resources. And this commission will consider restoration priorities at its next hearing in
September. For the first time in my career in cdnservation, theie is a realistic prospect of
serious fundkng for restoration of the marshes and buoys of the Gulf and I hope that we
c.an be helpful in ensuiring that they are protected. The commission will be taking up all
of these’topics here and in subsequent hearings.. Today our focus is primarily on the
policies, regulatory, and otherwise, needed to prevent future disasters. Thank you.



Senator Bob Graham: Thank you Mr. Reilly. Ore- first panel today is on the history and
expansion of offshore drilling and we are fortunate to have three distinguished witnesses.
Our first presentation will. be by Mr. 7. Robinson West, Chairman of the Board, Founder,
and CEO of PFC Energy. Mr. West.

J. RobinsOn West.’. Thank you. Good morning, my name is Robin West, I’m the CEO of
PFC Energy and we advise many. of the world’s leading .oil and gas companies,
governments and financial institutions on strategy and markets in the industry. I should
point out w~’ve been retained by BP on certain matters relating to the Macondo ~pi!l and
therefore I cannot comment on that at all. From 1981 to 1983 I served as Assistant
Secretary of the Interior for Policy Budget Adminis{ration with responsibility for US
offshore oil leasing policy. I initiated the five-year Outer Cont~ental Shelf Leasing
schedule and managed the $14 billion i~er’year OCS program which was.the largest non-
financial auction on earth at that point. During my time the interior of the Offshore
Leasing Program was surrounded by bitter controversy. I was confronted by what John
Gardne~ referred to as unloving critics and uncritical lovers. The uncritical lovers urges
us to open up all federal waters to leasing and virtually give the. leases to the industry
with little or no regulation.. That struck me then and strikes me now as a very bad as well
as illegal idea. Likewise, the un!oving critics demanded that we prove a negative, that
therewas no risk of any possible damage l~om offshore oil and gas operations.. The only
way to satisfy them would have been to shut the program down~ That too struck me as a
really bad idea. The challenge then, as gow, was to fred constructive compromises.

All national governments, including the United States, have a responsibility to review
their offshore, hydrocarbon resources’ in a number of different ways’ which requires
compromise. They must 6onsider the amount of oil and gas they can .produce and
provide of the nation’s energy security; the terms under which they can open up these
resources; how to decide which comp .antes can participate based on nationality, tecbNcal
capability and other, criteria; the potential re.venues to the state from. lease bonuses,
royalties, taxes, and. production sharing; appropriate safety and operating standards
including work and environmental safety; and last but by no means least, the emp. loymen.t
and economic development impacts for the domestic economy as a whole. Many failed
to. appreciate the scale of the industry in the US. It’s not just a gulf coast industry,
millions of high paying, export-generating jobs are at stake. One small example is the
helicopter industry. The offshore-owned gas industry is the largest user of medium and
heavy helicopters after th~ Pentagonl These helicopters are not built in Louisiana or
Mississippi but in states such as Pemasylvania and Connecticut. There are hundreds of
such examples.. In total, the US oil arid natural gas industry is estimated to provide ¯
directly and indirectly 9.2 million .full time and part time jobs or 5.2% of the nation’s
emplo’yment. Every country faced with these various policy issues decides in: favor of
dev.eloping its offshore ~esources. The net benefits to the country are simplytoo large to
Be discounted. This is tree even in countries we think of as having higher levels of
environmental awareness and being less pro-business in the United States. For e~.ample
Denmark, famous for its bicycle.s imd windmills produ.ces the eq.~valent of 127% of its
domestic energy needs.by aggressively developing offshore oil and gas. Brazil, a country
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industry and its regulators..Each is followed by a Commission of Inquiry and a report.
Then government and tl~e industry introduce better r.ules and practices that are informed
by the accident. The Macondo blowout has been history’s largest such event in terms of
the volume of oil spilled, the level of media atteniion, the scale of the cleanup effort, .and
the financial responsibilities .assumed by the operating company. But it’s not the fir.st
tragic offshore accident. The North Sea experienced three defining events." the Ekofisk
Bravo blowout in 1997, the first in the North Sea -- after the Ekofisk Bravo blowout in
1997, the first in the North Sea, b~bwout preventers, were mandated on all wells; in 1980 a
flre in the Alexander Kielland accommodation unit in the Norwegian sector killed 123
people; in 1988 the Piper Alpha.Platform. explosion in the UK sector killed 167 peo151e
and triggered what were, until then, record insurance claims; in Canada, the 1982 Ocean
Ranger. accident caused 84 deaths; 1.1 people died when Brazil;s P-36 Platform iri the.
t(Olicador field exploded in 2001; most recenily, in 2009, after th.e blowout in the
Montaro Platform in Australia’sTimor Sea, it took five tries over more than 70 days to
kill the well and end the spill After these disasters, nd country chose to stop offshore
activity and either should the US, Just like’ last week, for instance, the Canadian Senate
Committee conclude there was no cause to haul offshore drilling ~ Canada. I believe the
fundamental, challenge all regulators face is the potential mismatch between very
dynamic business processes and static regulatory systems. In every business there is a
trade off between production and safety. The offshore industry progresses and meets the
growing global demand for oil by constantly advancing the, barriers of what i’s possible
and safe. A static regulatory system cannot keep f~p in this dynamic environment. Static
prescriptive regulations result in static prescriptive safety practices. What we need, in
safety is the same dynamic paradigm .the best companies use to ensure quality.

Some key featu~.,es of this: are: one, everyone is responsible for safe operations; two,’
safety is cultural; a way of thinkirfg through and anticipating potential problems that
fiffect all activities; three, safety is about active performance rather than defensive
compliance; fdur, responsibility lie~ with the operators and their contractors and
suppliers, i:egulators, supervi.se and audit rather than inspect’ and approve; five,the goal is
not "good enough" but "zero failures," no accidents, no fatalities, no spills; safety
encompasses not only personal safety but safety of the entire .process, including
environmental safety; seven, we design, implement, and audit performance management
systems rather than rules; eight, there is active collaboration, trust, and sharing between
operators, contractors, employees, and regulators; nine, we see misf£kes and near misses
as opportunities to learn rather than occasions to finger the guilty or, even worse, cover
tip systemic weaknesses; ten, we have greater, transparency between different operators,
contractors, and regulators to accelerate that kind of learning; eleven, organizational
structures and motivation compensation systems promote safety rather than undermining
it; twelve, we have seamles~ unified systems that cover operators and .~ontractors, not
marine systems for rigs and boats and different ones for platforms and not patchworks of
federal and state or regional rules that can be played off against one another; regdlation, s
are not fixed directives but approaches to flexibly accommodate cl-ianging situations; and
finally fourteen, a process of continuous improvement and adjustment addresses new
risks which always arise from new techno!ogy and from adapting older installations to do
things that were not imagined when they were first designed..I’m’not advocating self-
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with a reputation for running on hydroelectric power and sugar cane ethanol produces
~ffshore the equivalent of 45% of its domestic energy needs and is.planning dramatic
increases in oil production from the deep water. In most cases, off~hore oil and gas
producers operate in close proximity to shore as well as in active fishing [inaudible
18:40] grounds. Before the spill, the .US offshore industry had an exemplary safety
record. Between 1971 and 2010, a total of 24.7 billion barrels of oil were produced from
US waters. Over the same period, oil spi!ls as a result of blowouts were 1715 barrels.
This is an a’cerage of.44 barrels per year.or one out of every 14 million barrels’produced.
Most oiI spills in the. US and global, waters come from dmcidents involving tankers,
pipelines, and loading facilities. I often say that the complexity-scale and technical
challenges of deepwater E & p are comparable to landing a person .on the moon. You
might say the challenge is even greater since a human can walk on the moon but not in
5000 feet of water. Yet neither are offshore regulations nor are technology for containing
and cleaning t~p after accidents have kept pace with our ability to find and produce ~il
and gas. We have gone from exploring in water depths of 1500 feet in the 1980s to over
5000 feet, in some cases over 10,000 feet by "2010. Remember, too, that drilling may go
an additional 15,000 to 20,000 feet below the mud line. This is an extrao.rdinary
accomplishment requiring some of the largest commitments of capital and technology of
any indus .W. on. earth. Each welI, let alone the industry as a whole, is a .massive
undertaking. Clearly, con.tainment and cleanup technologies did not keep up. The
industry did not invest in them because they were not commercial and government did
not sufficiently imagine the potential risk to make the necessary investment of require the
industry, to invest.

The Macondo blowout has been a significant and. expensive learning experience that has
forced government and the industry to. beg’m t.o improve .and exp.and o.ur containment and
spill response capabilities. At the present stage of our development, the Deepwater Gulf
holds the largest, most productive oil resources in the US. We pr.oduce about 1.8 million
bai-rels ofoil each day from federal and state waters in.the Gulf of Mexico, about 30% of
our domestic production. In comparison, we import an average of about one million
barrels a day from Saudi Arabi~. In fact, we produce more oil in the Gulf of Mexico Nan
we import from all Persian Gulf sources cdmbined. In the short term, .every barrel of oil
we do not produce domestically, must be imported. This usuaBy means bringing it by
tanker with the attendant risks. And it’s qu.ite likely that the marginal barrel would be
produced offshore in countries such as Mexico, Brazil, Nigeria, or Angola. To me the
economic, pglitic.al, and moral conclusion for public policy is that we must use the
refiottrces of the Gulf ~f Mexico and use them responsibly. This means that the extreme
caution - risk avoidance course of stopping deep offshore E and P in the gulf is not an
option. US public opinion agrees. On the other hand, the Macondo incident showed that
our existing level of carefulness ’has embodied in out" laws,’ regulation, practices, and
enforcement is not good enough. A r~-peat of the incident is absolutely unacceptable.
Never again can ~e allow’such a powerful Nob from such a large field to run.for so lon~.
We must improve our technology and systems, preventing accidents, containing them,
and.cleaning up after them. I’ve specifically been asked to cdmment on the comparison

"between US and international regulatory regimes.. The Nstory of global offshor~
rggul~tion is punctuated by tragic accidents tha~ are beyond .the prior matching of the



regulation. Making operators actively responsible under the vigilant supe~ision ~f a
well-designed and well-resourced regulatory system is not the same thing as just letting
the industry regulated itself. It requires competent and timely supervision by regulators
who understand the risks of the operations and can properly evaluate the mitigations the
operators propose.~ You received a copy of PFC Energy report that describes the offshore
safety regulatory systems in 12 foreign countries. The differences in systems arise from
different goals and constraints. How efficient the countries want to be. How capable are
the regulators? How much political capacity do they have. to write regulations,
implementregulations, and enforce regulations? How independent d~ they want to be of
the oil industry? Faced with these questions, .different countries’ systems essentially fall
into three groups: one, prescriptive, which is how we would categorize the US system;
two,. self-regulation, in which companies largely regulate themselves usually due to the
host country’s low political capacity, such as Angola; and three, approaches based on the
safety case, which was first introduced in the UK and we would categorize as the
regulations in Norway, Australia, and Canada. I’d like to fd~us my remarks on the
United Kingdom. I chose the UK for a number of reasons: one, the UK North Sea is a
major offshore province of. critical importance to that nation’s economy, not the energy
economy but economy as a whole; two, the UK used to have a .primarily p~escriptive
system like ours but 20 years ago, in response to the Piper Alpha accident, radically
transformed it to incorporate the kinds of principles I’ve laid out; three; the British
system appears to have been successful in controlling major offshore accident risks; and
four, the UK system is widely admired and many countries modeled their approach -
regulatory approach after it. Some history before the Piper Alpha accident has identified
¯ in one academic paper.                                        ..

The approach of the government agencies was to micromanage the specifics of design
and procedures, removing in effect the responsibility for the resulting degree of safety
from the operating oil companies as long as they complied with government
specifications. This policy simplified the task of the offshore operators who simply had
to show that they satisfied the requirements. Everything being permitted unless explicitly
forbidden, the emphasis was not on the actual level of safety achieved but on satisfying
regulation~ without seriously considering the resulting risks. These regulations were
often incomplete because the regulator carmot always keep up. with deve!opments and
expansions in the production, area. Therefore, this process could even stifle safety
innovation itself.. After Lord Cullen’s punic inquiry into the 1988 Piper Alpha disaster,
the UK introduced the offshore installations or safety case regulations..Before beginning
operations on a proj’ect and every five years thereafter, UK offshore op.erators must file a
comprehensive safety case with HsE. The safety case must demonstrate that the operator
has. anticipated every hazard that could potentially lead to a severe accident and had
developed management systems and. emergency responses to address them. It must
address the. role of contractors and sub-contractors and consider how to keep acciden(s
from escalating if the management systems do not work. I urge you to look seriously at

¯ this approach and consider what our regulatory system can learn from it~ It is a rigorous
b~t not adversarial system under which the industry, government, and other stakeholders
have all worked successfulljz for close to 20 years. It’s also essential that our government
invest, in people and syst.ems of the highest quality to oversee this indtista-y. As a former



government official, I Would say least cost bureaucratic responses would be a false
’econ.omy. Having a more effective regulatory system will redl~ce the risk .of a major
accident but we must also plan for the worst which means reducing the impact of any
accident that could still occur. Macondo has taught us that we’re not prepared to accept a
worst case accident in which tens of thousands of barrels of oil flow each day into waters
that are sensitive ecosystems and crucial fo~ fishing and tourism. We must upgrade our
capacity for snbsea capping, containment, and cleanup. This means our physical
capacity, not’just our laws and regulations.. As part of the - I’ll move briskly as I can
here - as part of the responsibility to manage our bffshore resources, the Federal
Government must ensure.that we have the necessary technology to cap subsea wells
quickly, contain any oil that’s spilled, and cleanup contaminated water and land. The
cost of building and operating the necessary standby equipment should be borne by the
industry, which means ultimately by the consumer. In short, we must build the cost of
ecological insurance into the cost of oil we produce offshore. I believe we have already
the makings of a response system that will dramatically reduce the risks associated with
offshore operations. The Macondo spill has triggered extraordinary cooperation between
different operators, service companies, and government agencies. They have learned a
great deal. We can build on this experience to create the technology response systems we
need. A number of the large -7                     "

Senator Bob Graham: Mr. West, if you could please summarize.

J. Robinson West: Okay, at any rate, the industry has made a great ~leal of progress on
marine containment.
Two other quick points is that much of the deportations of the gulf did not take place
because the oil industry did: not take place in federal waters but took placg in state waters
andI think this is something which you alluded to earlier which should be-considered.
And the second -point is that the Gulf of Mexico is part of a global ecosystem and that
what we learned in the United States should be shared worldwide so that operations and
safety can constantly improve everywhere.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you very much. Mr. Joe Leimkuhler, Offshore Well
Delivery Manager for Shell Exploration and Production.

Joe Leimkuhler: Good morning. It’s a pleasure to be here today and our pleasure to give
you an overview of offshore drilling in the Gulf of Mexico and also provide an overview
to you of what the challenges are and what we see as the solutions to those cha!lenges as
we go forward in deepwater drilling. Two things I’.d like for youto take away from this
is - the flrst thing is that there is an operating environment, there is an arena within which
we can operate and drill .these wells safely. It is enabled by a standard framework, if you
will, of standards and procedures. It is assisted by a great safety management.system and
a great safety culture and is enabled by barriers and controls concept that helps manage
the top risks. The third thing is that there are risks, it’s the physical nature of what we do
when we look at the forces and the loads that are involved but thdse risks can be managed
safely to drill these wells. So we can’t really talk about the challenges, the solutions in
deepwater without having an understanding of what the process involves, So I’m quickly



going to Walk you througI~ wha~ does it take to drill a deepwater well. We drill it from
one of three structures, one of them is’drillships, senii-submersibles, and then platforms
where you have both a combination of drilling and production from the same facility:

¯ Drillship is truly a hull-shaped form with a rig in front with all the support equipment
also included.. Semi-submersible is commonly rectangul.ar or triangular, there are holes
colmected upon them below, it is submerged thus the term "semi-submersible" for
stability to the right level to drill and operate from. And then there are production
systems where you have a platform, us_able arches in the Gulf of Mexico and pretty much
the world, tan actually handle productions from the field b~low in addition to satellite
production coming in from sub-sea wells. All of these have all the same COlmnon

components, .they all require station keeping, .they have to stay put. These either are
mooring system or dynamic positioning so it can stay on location to safely drill the well.
They all require a blowup pi:evention system and a riser to connect the rig to the wells on
the sea floor, [inaudible 34:08] a well head enables to safely contain the pressures and
manage the ~ensions from the pipe that you will land on the well head on the sea floor,
and of ~ourse a rig that manages the system, it installs the riser, it drills the wells, it
installs and cements the casing in place. To briefly go through the process of what it
¯ takes to drill a deepwater well, it’s important to maintain the concept of size, How large
are these structures? This is our [inaudible 34:31] tension line platform in 3000 feet of
water. For reference the boat attached to it is a 280-foot service vessel, approximately
the size of a football field. If you would impose the whole entire system, including its
mooring system over the city of New Orleans to give you a concept of size, the mooring
sysfem itself will pretty much encompass the entire metropolitan New Orleans, with
anchors on the lakefront, the west bank, and the suburbs in the east and west of the city.
These are large structures. The challenges associated with drilling from these structures

involve station keeping, keeping the rig on, rotation with the mooring and a dynamic
positioning system, the riser and BOP control system, including tensioners, the. well
design itself, and then the rig. If I have time, and I probably will not, I’ll cover the rig
and the.station keeping, but I really want to focus in on the riser and BOP system, and the
Well design. So how do you drill a deepwater well? The first thing you’ll do is. get on
location, [inaudible 35:26] anchors where you’ll put ydur beacons on the sea floor to
establish position, and the dynamic positioning often reference the satellite and GPS
systems for redundancy. After you have your rig on location the first thing you’ll pick up
is 36-inch diameter pipes, three feet across, and you’ll put that assembly, paneling about
300 feet long, it will be attached to a-drill pipe, you’ll lower that to the sea floor, and
you’ll ease it into the sediments. Inside the drill pipe is a bit with a motor to turn it and
just by pumping it you’ll create like a large water pick and you will ease that down into
the sediments and you want that to have enough friction to withstand - to keep the hole
from caving in but also provides, a pool later on in the well. You’ll unlatch from that
ca.sing and then you resume and you’ll drill ahead. We’ll drill ahead with a combination
of water and .mud to drill the hole, down to anywhere from up to 2000 feet at this point.
We’ll drill with mud or seawater but r~tums going to the sea floor. Once we get that
drilled we’ll fill it full of mud to keep it open and then we’ll run our conductor or service
pipe. If we run thd bottom, attached to that will be a high pressure well head which will
provide support for the remaining well. We’ll cement that in place by pumping cement
from the rig. We’ll pump cement until we see some of it come out on the sea floor.
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We’ll observe it through the rbmote operative vehicle’s cameras. Once we see cement
return to the sea floor, we’ll switch the water, displace the whole casing to water, there’s a
. check valve on the bottom that stops the cement from coming in. At this point we’re
ready to drill ahead so we need to connect to the rigs. So we’ll run a marine riser, it’s 21
inches in.diameter, five-eighths inch of.a well-fixed steel, it can only handle truly just the
weight of the mud, it can’t handle the high pressures if you get into an oil control event so
there are lineg on the other side of it called a choke and a kill line, they’re rated to the full
pressure of your well head, either 10,000 feet as high or 15,000 feet as higli pressure.
We’ll run the BOPs, we’ll latch up to the well, and now we’re ready to drill. So we’ll go
and test the BOPs, of course, and now we’re ready to drill. So the drill ahead from heze,
you’ve got a good sound foundation set and now the drilling ahead really consists of
repe.ating the same process as many times as necessary to reach your objective, the oil or
gas zone that you would like }o investigate, explore, or produce. To do that the ftrst thing
we have to do is determind what is the strength of the rock below. So our dri!ling
assembly will drill out to 10 feet, we’ll close our BOPs, we’ll pressure up on the whole
entire system and measure the strength of the rock. We’ll convert that into how much of
a fluid density would it-take. In fhis case, for this example, the rock will actually
hydraulically fracture at 10 ½ pounds per g~!lon. We’ll set a mud weight below that for
safety and we can drill until w.e hit pressures, close to that level, so we’ll drill until we
have about a 9-8. But if the zone you’re interested in is 11 pounds you can’t safely do it,
you must run another string up pipe. At all times you have fo ensure that the pressure
from your mud exceeds the pressure of the oil and gas in your reservoir, that’s the
fundamental of primary well control. Achieve that and that’s your most reliable barrier
in your system.

S0 we use.that to determine, it will dril[ ahead, we’ll drill out our hole, we’ll then pull our
drill string out of the hole, we’ll run in with our surface and conductor pipe, land it on
bottom, once again, same sequence, we’ll pump cement through, we have check valves
.on the bottom to stop the cement from flowing back into the .well, and we have that fully
cemented in place. We’ll repeat that process as often as necessary until I reach my
objectives. Amd in the Gulf of Mexico, the margin between the strength of the rock and
the fluid pressure it takes the drill is very close so therefore we have to run a lot of casing
strings and this leads to complex well programs. ’ It is not uncommon to start with a hole
that is three feet in diameter, 36 inches, and you end Up with a production hole that
produces some s~ven-inch pipes with a tremendous amount of casing strings to run in
between. So the technology to enable that, one of the key things is the riser and the BOP
systems and what you’re looking athere is the BOP stack. For scale, there is a man on
the bottom of the deck for scale, these are about 40 feet tall at le~t. They’re large units,
they have to be held and supported up to the rig with a riser tensioner system. There’s the
riser that attaches to the top. One of the challenges is you have to hold it all in tension,
like a .rubber band you have to keep it tight so it stays straight and enables you to drill.
To do so you have to manage the weight. So the riser’s encased in four feet of foam, up
to four to five feet, and the challenge was how do you create foam that can withstand the
tremendous pressures of deepwater. So we have some tactic foam modules that operat.e
over a range of water depths and we can essentially build a riser system that can go to
1-2,000 feet of water, such that when it’s in the water, its’ neutral weight, all you have is



andwe deploy rotary steer bolt systems that allow me to steer the well, steer the bit while
maintaining rotation.. And we also have measurable drilling systems that measure all the
various parameters in the rock. Within mi.’nutes after drilling it, there’s a computer
directly located above tile bit aiad the pulsing system. We have information that cones
i~ack to the rig as well a~ the real time operating center that tells us whether it’s oil or gas,
it tells us what theporosity of the rock is, it te!ls us all the various parameters..We even
have tile capability of stopping the drili st .r~ng, Cycle pressur.e 0fthe pumps, insert a l~robe
into the formation and to actually measure the tube pressure in the formation. So we.
.have a high degree of control and high degree of information that we can use to safely
drill the well. But all of that has to operate within the right system, within the right
design param~eters and one Of the fundamentals is having a good robust system of barrier
controls in not only your designs but your operations. This is a bow tie, it’s one of the
fundamental componei~ts, in my view, of the safety case. Shell ha; been operating with a
safety case in the Gulf of Mexico since 2002. A safety case is what we require the
drilling contractor to have to demonstrate that they’ve managed the risks, they’ve
identified the top risks, and they use a bow tie type of analysis to show and demonstrate
that the hazard is managed with proper barriers that are in place so that a top event does
not occur. And if it doesn’t occur, we have controls to stop the escalation of that event
and mitigate the consequences that are realized. So barriers are designe.d .to stop the top
event in your analysis from happening. For well control, it’s what enables the fluids to
stay .in place until we;re ready to produce them and that control is used to mitigate tt~’e
impact if the top event occurs. So in terms of primary well control; BOPs are actually a
control and not a barrier. If the wel! does get out of balance and.start to flow, the BOPs
become a control as well as being a barrier early in the process. The best practice is
design your well with sufficient barriers to [inaudible 45:.24] your use of controls.

So at the transition point, when you move from drilling to production, do you have
adequate inside barriers inside the casing you run? Do you havd adequate outside
barriers between the casing and the hqle you just cemented as well as further up the hole
to the mud line? Under Shell’s well pressure control, guidelines, you must always have at
least two independent verifiable barriers. Other tools that are common to deepwa.ter, and
I know my time’s getting short, is logistics. It creates a tremendous support organization
from boats, helicopters, marine terminals. We use automotive pipe handling systems
where it’s essentially hands-free for the handling of th~ drill pipe and other tubulars on
the well for their makeup. We use state-of-the-ml drilling systems that I have referred to,
The last well we drilled from [inaudible 46:08] was in 31,000 feet of water going six
miles, 31,000 feet total depth, not 31,000 feet of water, six miles down we hit a target,
150 by 150 feet. ROV capability, we’re familiar with that. The real time operating
center, we ha~e one in Houston, we have one in New Orleans, that maintains a second of
eyes o~rerseeing the operation and provides real time storage of the’ data offsite for the
operation. It assists us greatly in out" wel! plaiming. Is all offshore drillihg the same?
No, it isn’f, it is vastly different..In Alaska, compafi.’ng the work we would do in Alaska
in 130feet versus the workin the deepwater Gulf of Mexico, the pressure regimes are
different, the rock strength is different, and the well control is not as challenging. If you
look at the typical deepwater well plan, you can See the complexity. It’s nowhere near
what you’re going to experience .in Alaska, where you do the shallower water, lower



the weight of the BOPs below. Now we also employ lightweight alloys to measure the
weight. Sub-sea access is an issue for inspection, for function testing and even
maintenance, the ROV technology, that’s remote operative vehicles, I’m sure you’ve seen
what the capability of those have in the Macondo recovery efforts, so a full range of
operational capability. The other challenge is BOP controls. At those distances you can’t
centrally hook up a line and pressure up on it, the response time is too slow. So this is an
electro [inaudible 40:31] system which consists of fiber optics to send ~he signal down to
the stack. It powers electricity which controls the valves which release the stored
hydraulic pressure on the system and the whole system is capable of a respdnse to go
from.operations to a full disconnect sequence in two minutes or less. That closes the pipe
rounds on the bottom, operates the sheer reams, and then if the connection point in the
stack, the stack is disconnected. So it’s a tremendous amOUnt of capability those systems
provide. In terms of your well design, I’ve already mentioned the challenges betwee~ the
narrow margin between rock strength and fluid pressures,, v~hen you also have salt we
have to deal within the Gulf of Mexico. At its origi~ the Gulf of Mexico was similar to
the Great Salt Lake and other inland seas. Tremendous deposits of salt Would lay there at
the bottom. Once open to the oceans, 40,0.00 feet of sediment was laid on it by the
Mississippi and other rivers feeding into the gulf. The salt became plastic and it moves to
the system ,so when you get near salts and we drill through salt and sub-salt, that’s
additional reason why we have to run extra casing strings. We encounter a wide variety
of geologic envk. onments, some very soft sediments that will actual.ly compact whefl you
start production and your well design has to account for that. There are temperature
changes,.it’s cold down there, it’s in the 30:degree range in deepwater depths and we’ll
dril! into production zones that may be 200 degrees or hotter so you’re well is going to
heat up while you drill.

So in your well design you have to account for what’s going to happen to the well when it
goes on to pro.duction. And we have systems that do that very, very well from vacuum-
insulated, tubing to insulating fluids to manage those issue~. And there’s the transition
from drilling to production. And at sub-sea well in deepwater, you’re going to have to
remove your-BOP stack and install your completion eqnipme.nt. To do so you have to
make sure you’ve got adequate barriers installed at that point in the process to properly
and safelymanage the transition and we’re able to do that. the solutions that address one
or more of those challenges are high capacity well heads and casing programs. We
actually deploy expandable casing systems as a contingency or even in the initial well
design. This is a system where I may run 9- and 5/8 casing but I will expand it down
hole and physically cold force the steel to a larger diameter and seal inside prior casing
strings. We employ and manage pressure drilling and do gradie.nt dri!ling Where you
apply surface pressure in addition to the pressure from your mud as an additional control
to give you greater flexibility. Shel! is one of the pioneers of deepwater, we probably
have more deepwater wells in the Gulf of Mexico than anyone and we certainly have the
oldest and my team is responsible for doing depleted fill. drilling. It’s drilling [inaudible
43:02] production to .reach additional targets that we’re not capable to reach. So to do
that, managed pressure drilling enables me to do that" with a high degree of safety. We
deploy non-toxics and [inaudible 43:13] .drilling fluids to keep the holes stable. We
deploy real time operating centers as a second set of eyes, I’ve got a slide to address that,
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pressure, and a much greater margin between the mud weight required to control the
pressure in the rock and the strength of the rock results in a much simpler well plan. But
regardless of where you operate offshore, .you need to put it all together, you need a
Constant opera~or, a great drilling contractor, and a wonderful well plan. They must all
have ’.at Shell we require our drilling con~racto’r to have asufficient safety management
system and a safety case demonstrating they can manage the risks. We have our own
safety management system, our basis of design are well up to teaching plan and ottr
critical risks identified. We bring that together with what’s called a bridging document
and this bridging document makes sure that eveJ:yone understands the roles and
resporMbilities, we understand how changes are managed for our total operations.

Senator Bob Graham: Mr. Leimkuhler, if you could please wrap up.

Joe Leimkathler: Real quickly. API has done a great jOb on one of their taskforces.
They’ve taken that concept and including in their specifics to the well from well design to
the barriers to what are the risks specific to this well and that document is ready for - the
draft is ready for.release, API is ready to release it, I encourage you to take a look at that,
it is a great piece of world to help manage the risk - to help m .anage the risk from a total
systems basis. At the end, it all comes down to HSE: health, safety, and en-dironment. It

is our license to operate and in this current environment we know that’s being’ challenged
and we as an industry hav~ an obligation and a duty to communicate the total capabilities
we possess and when we put everything together, and we work very constructively with

’dur contractors, s.ub-contractors, and regulators it can be done safely. It’s enabled by
tremendous technology and it is sustained by production and the earlier presentation
addressed that very well, the importance of that. Thank you.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you very much, sir. Mr. Carter Roberts, President and
CEO of the World Wildlife Fund, Mr. Roberts.

Mr. Carter Roberts: Ths33_k you Chairman Graham., Chairman Reilly, members of the
commission, and staff for the Oil Spill Commission for allowing, me the opportunity to
talk to you today. I am President and CEO of the World Wildlife Fund which for 50
years has soughrto build a future in which people live in harmony with nature. What that
means is we. work on creating parks, studying species, creating smart policies., but also,
all around the world, working with .industry on sustainable practices on the exiraction of
commodities. We now enjoy the support of 1.3 million members in the United States,
five million members globally, and we’re the largest multinational conservational
organization ~n the world. We have worked in the interface of meetifig the needs of
humanity without destroying the planet aiad that’s why I’m so glad to be here today to talk
about what we learned from what is one of the world’s great environmental disasters.
The question is "How do we reframe how we regulate and plan for oil and gas
developme.nt without destroying the place this threat occurs?" We support all the efforts
that ha~e gone into thg response to the gulf and as Chairman Reilly mentioned, the
restoration of.the all important marshes in the gulf and understand that future hearings
will deal with that topic. The question that concerns us and I think that concerns the
p~lblic is what will change in the future as a result of the efforts of.this commission.



What will change so that we do not repeat this kind of disaster? Again,.it is obvious over
the long term that we will need to move away from a fossil, fuel-based economy and you
couldn’t help but notice the electric ca~s that decorated the lobby on the way into this
hearing. But in the meantime, as we continue to de[end on fossil fuels in that transition,
we need to make sure decisions about the extraction of fossil fuels do not destroy the.
bases of our current and future economies as well. I propose two specific
recommendations to the commission. One is to bring science back to the table. And the
second is to implement the recent executive order establishing an ocean’s policy to
incorpor~te science not just about oil but also about the natural resources of the ocean and
to use that using marine spatial planning, or mapping for short, to balance the nee~ls of
extraction with the needs of conservation and to define those areas, where we move
ahead in those areas, where we don’t, to manage risks more honestly to a~oid disasters in
the future. Let me talk about science for a second. I w~rk with colleagues all around the
world, they continue to be amazed at the.level of science we have in this country and our
use of technology to guide decisions to look at tradeoffs, to invent new ways bf solving
problems in the world. When you compare our ability to do that with our management of
oil and gas development, it makes Our management of oil and gas lo6k antiquated at best.
Utterly l dependent on what industry tells us of what wil! be gained with very little
knowledge of what we stand to loose. And it’s time to bring balance back to that
equation and unddrstanding how we, again, can meet the needs of humanity without
destroying the planet.. Our first recommendation is to create an independent director of
environmental science: shielded from the pressures of leasing and fees, who can collect
data with other agencies, to appl3~ that data against environmental standards and permit
regulations, explicit and [inaudible 53:08] and other regulations.

These standards call for minimizing environmental harm using best available and safest
technology, disallowing activity unless effective containment and cleanup of a worst case
spill as possible in real world conditions. Second, we need to make sure the science we
use is reliable. A small snapshot of the conditions in any of these places is insufficient
and we’re calling for three years of baseline data to guide decisions in these places. Is the
nation’s lead civilian ocean science entity and agency [inaudible 53:47] would be the
logical choice to collect these baselines? Third, we need to make sure scienc.e actually
guides, decisions across all phases of oil and gas planning, leasing, exploration, and
production. Two part~ to this: NOAA in consultation with other expert agencies should
outline important ecological areas where oil and gas development would be prohibited or
where higher protection levels should be.required. We saw an example of this in Bristol
Bay this past winter when the administration actually set aside Bristol Bay in Alaska
from any oil and gas development because of the value of the fisheries there. Second is
that environmental and resource agencies such as NOAA, Fish and Wildlife, EPA, and
the Coast Guard ’should set permits stipulations under existing resource mandates at the
exploration, production phases and a requirement should be set for BOEM to follow the
recommendations provided by these agencies. The bottom line is that we need science,
we need independent science, and we need science that can be applied against these
permit regulations in a rigorous way. My second recommendation and central
recommendati6n is to make smart decisions about our future usingcoastal and marine
spatial planning. It is a mouthful for simply saying we should map what’s in the oceans



and make smart decisions based on that information. If you look at the gulf over the last
90 years, oil. and gas development has been allowed to proceed within sufficient
consideration of the many benefits the gulf provides and with obvious negative
con~equence~ and it’s time to put in place a 21st century approach to the same,, an
approach that wouldn’t let us make smarter decisions about areas that are already
developed like the gulfand areas where we have a 5hance to get it right from the very
beginning, like the Arctic which is still relatively untouched. These concepts were at the
hea~ of the President’s July 19tu Executive Order which Sets the nation on a path toward
establishing more integrated approach to ocean conservation and management. It
establishes the first every national ocean policy and identifies coastal and marine spatial
planning as a key tool to get us there. WWF strongly believes that offshore oii and gas
development, including in the Arctic, must proceed only to the extent consistent with
such a national ocean policy and i~s part of an integrated spatial plan develop and adopt in
consistent with that policy. This is not about Saying yes or no to drilling, this is about
making smart choices based on great available science and information and using the best
available tools. Plans develop to govern" federal activities offshore should do a number of
things. One is they should colledt ecosystem data on uge and value of ecosystems,
particularly by indigenous people. Two, they should identify important ecological areas,
sensitive environmental habitats that should be off limits to leasing. Three, we should
identify areas br seasons most important for activities such as fisheries or renewable
energy development to reduce conflict. And last but not least, we should bring the public
into a deliberate process, science-driven process about how our oceans will be managed
and manage the risk that that process reveals. Fortunately we are not starting from
scratch, the Executive Order already lays the groundwork for making this happen, what it
should look like, and how it should be implemented.

We can also learn lessons from how other countries manage their oil. There are very few
countries that know as much about oil as Nbrway but.Norway has essentially established
the model for how this should be done. They have a plan that maps their oceans, maps
theresources in their oceans, and then make smart decisions based on that. That plan
directs where oil and gas development occurs, it directs where it should not.occur. That
plan closes certain areas to fisheries, poor fisherie.s, its key seasons throughout year and
that plan has rerouted shipping lines, that plan is the smart way to approach our oceans. I
want to just bring up some slides at this point and I think there’s a clicker on it. If you
look - and I’m just going to give you a brief example of what this would look like in
Alaska - but Alaska has many resources. We don’t know a lot about the Arctic of
Alaska, it’s so vast. It’s amazing to think that it’s part of the United States. It is one of
the most spectacular places on earth with incredible resources and a lot of places that we
still don’t know enough about them. A marine spatial plan in Alaska could start with the
ability to map for instance polar bear denning and polar bear range; the ability to map
bowhead whale migration, one of the rarest animals on earth and important to indigenous
groups; the ability to map lease sales, these are "the areas that the administration has
recently opened up for lease sales. In our mind, without’ knowing enough about the
region and the ability to amp some of the proposed oil and gas drilling in this region,
there ale many other data layers that should be part of this on fisheries, on minerals, on
valfies to indigenous groups but this kind of approach gives you the tool to make smart



choices not just based-on one sector on oil and gas using all the great infoi-mation we’ve
already h~ard btlt based on many sectors and many values that the oceans present to us. I
was f~scinated by the previou~ speaker and listening about the incredible technology in
drilling and how that technology is applied. This is all about having the same level of
sophistication about the natural world and the thing~ that are important to us so we’re not
driving these decisions just based on what the oil industry tells us can b~ gained. If you
look at tl~e gulf and you lo0k at the number of platforms and the pipelines in the gulf, you

¯ can see that the gulf is one of those place.s where the ability to respond is far, far greater
than in the Arctic. When you read the news reports about the number of pers.olmel, the
number of ships, the number of resources that could be brought.to bear in that response, it
is a far, far different scenario than in the Arctic. The Arctic is one of those places where
when you use marine spatial planning and you understand the true dynamics of the place,
what we call a response gap is much more present in the gulf. This is a place, with very
few people, very few ports, very few air strips, the Coast Guard has very little presence in
the Arctic, and your ability to respond to any disaster is far, far different. It is also a
place that doesn’t have the microbes, those wonderful microbes that began to consume 0il
in the ’ga.flf. In fact today you can go to.the Arctic, you can go to Prince William Sound,
you can sink ashovel just a few feet deep, and you can pull up .oil that is still there 20
years later. And for the commission’s consid~.ration, I have a jar of a few rocks from
Prince William Sound that has the oil still there, still present, and the impacts in that
region are still being felt. The fishei~es have ilever been the same and the orca population
is on its way to extinction. These are the kinds of values that we need to, know about
when we plan development in these areas. So in conclusion, this hearing is about making
changes that the public demands and how we approach the oceans. Not just for oil and
gas but for all the values in the ocean.

Our recommen~lation is to ensure a stro~lg role for science but also to have the right kind
of information so we can guide oil and gas development and protect the many other
resources in the ocean that are fundamental to our economy. You have a wonderful
oppollunity to bring the way we approach the oceans into the 21st century, I hope you
make it so. Thank you very much.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you ~ery much, Mr. Roberts. This commission has used a
practice of having lead questioners who are responsible for developing the questions that
the commission feels will bring out the information-necessary to complete our mission..
For this panel, the lead questioner for Mr. West and Mr. Leimkuhler will be co-chair Bill
Reilly and the lead questioner for Mr. Roberts wilt be Chancel!or Fran Ulmer. Bill.

William Reilly: Thank you. There have been - this question for Robinson West - and I
must.say I’m tempted to go deeply into y.otir principles which are admirable and to ask
you to. explain in some detail the de.gree to which you think cun-ently practices conform
or do not COlifOrm to your suggested ideals but I’m not sure we have enough time for that.
We are going to.spend some time today drilling down~ so to speak, into MMS.

J. Robinson West: Carefully, I hope, Chairman.
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William Reilly: You were present at the creation, there have been proposals, as you
know, by .[inaudible 64:01] and others to remove or, certainly to distinguish more
completely the leasing, permitting, enforcement, and revenue, co!lections posgibly by
,creating a new agency like the Nuclear Regulatory Council or to move some of the
functions, to. NOAA or to EPA, particularly the enforcement and regulatory oversight
ones. Do you have any views on that?

J. Robinson West: I think it makes sense for the regulatory functionand the .safety
function to be kept apart from the leasing funct!,on. It’s a different imperative. Most
other governments, frankly, view the offshore program of their country. In countries
such as Norway and the UK and Brazil, the offshore industry is a huge part of their
economy. And they have some highly skilled fiscal and legal .experts who 10ok at legal
and taxi They have HSE, Health Safety Environment, people looking at environmental
issues. In the case of the UK, for example, and Brazil and Norway, there has been a
tremendou~ focus also .on employment and creating local content and creating industries
around this. So I think the severing of these functions I think, frankly; makes a lot of
sense. I think it also -

William R.eilly: Did you mean severing them within the Department of Interior or
outside of the department?

J. Robinson West: I think that it’s ,- as long as they don’t get lost in the bureaucracy as a
whole, you could putthem in a number of places but I think that.whether they stay in the
department or not I think is critical. I think that there would be a critical delineation.
You need different kinds ofpeople for these different skills. The leasing and fiscal aspect
is a completely diffei:ent world than HSE and I think it should be recognized as such.
William ReiHy: We have heard so repeatedly, I certainly heard it in my time in office
and it’s in a story in theWashington Post today, about the use 6fthe term ".my clients" or
"my partners" being customary within MMS which makes one wonder if and .if the
functions were broken do.wn whether other .~lements of the departm~nt, would continual
,as they certainly have in my frequent encounters, regard in the industry as their clients.
Is that culture going to change?

¯ L t"J. Robmson~ Wes. Yeah, I think it can change and I think if you go to I think the whole
pdint of safety case and you may want to comment, is that it shifts the burden, it creates a
challenge to the industry to demonstrate that they’ve got to think thro.ugh the implications
ofall their actions and be able to anticipate. The other tl-K_mg they have to be able to do is
to .force the - on the slide there’s a whole vast he{work of service companies which
suppo.rt these activities - and they’ve got to be. brought into this picture as .well, it’s not
just the companies. But I think that having .a constructive relationship - a constru.ctive.
relationship does not have to be adversar~al but it’s got to have teeth as well.

William Reilly: With all of the complexity of technology, th.e very great sophistication,
and i~’s rapid evolution and development as we’ve seen, how can we ariticipate there will
be adeqt~a~e either trained inspectors or enough of them N the Federal Government to
oversee that? You.alluded a little bit td safety case hs dealing with that kind of problem
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and that it asked the industry to do more than it’s prescribed .to do in law. How would
that work?

J. Robinson. West: Well I think - there’ are two things: one that it shifts the burden to the
companies to think it tl’irough and then the companies have :got to come back to the
government to be able to explain what it is. I think also that you have to rec.ognize that
this is a world class industry, that this is one of the most sophisticated empl6yers, for.

’ example, of technology on earth, of any kind of technology. This is.a state of the art and
it’s completely unrealistic to have frankly a kind of sleepy organization regulating it. I
think that-

William Reilly: Is that what it is?

J. Robinson West: I don’t think MMS - I think the level of sophistication, of the industry
and the level sophistication Of MMS were not comparable. And I think that unless
they’re comparable, it’s going to be very, very d~fficult to be successful.

WilliamRei!ly: Mr. Leimkuhler, you :heard Mr. Roberts. I’d be interested to know
whether you have reconsidered ,your own safety containment adequacy planning for the
proposals you’ve made "in the waters of Alaska. And then going beyond the cun’ent
proposals, Whetherin the Arctic you consider that the technology, the capability is
adequate to move forward based upon what we’ve now learned?

Mr. Joe Leimkuhler: I feel that it is, we have adjusted somewhat our containment in the
Arctic and that we have started to develop a containment system that could be used in the
Arctic t0 complement the containment systems that are under developed for the Gulf of
Mexico. I think the operating environment is indeed fundamentally different, the risks
p~ofiles are different and therefore I think it i.s adequate to proceed.

William Reilly: I remember we were very concerned to preposition after the Exxon
Valdez and that report that I made with the Transportation Secretary to make sure that
adequate skimmers, booms, supplies of all sorts, even disbursements, were available in
the presence~ in the near areas where there might be spills. Are they present in the
Arctic?

Joe Leimkuhler: The Arctic operations aremanaged by a well delivery manager other
than myself. I certainly understand our fundamental strategy and provide that overview.
Our Arctic program would actually bring response with the program, it is a flotilla of
vessels that would go out there for our Arctic chilling. Our response would be on-site. It
is remote, as was mentioned, you cannot respond using remote deployed facilities for
spill resp.onse, it has to be part of your initial operation and be vigilant and ready to
respond as fast as possible within hours.

William Reilly: What do you think of marine spatial planning as Mr. Roberts proposed? "
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Joe L~imkuhler: I’m a drilling expert, it sounds like an interesting idea, I just don’t have
the background to view on.

William Reilty: We have heard sofrequently that one of the principles that Mr. West.
mentioned was the need to have contact communication among all of the various players
in the process and we’ve heard repeatedly that it’s anything but transparent and certainly
not very candid, that industries are - companies are very relugtant to criticize one another
or to opine on the ~idequacy.of safety which they .may have views on in public or even to
other companies. Can you comment on that?

Joe Leimla~er: I think it’s human nature to hold forth on making a judgment or
comment until you have all the irfformation, that you fully understand all sides of the
story because .one of the difficulties is when you speculate and you mal(e an opinion, on
something and you put it out there publicly it’s human nature to defend it. So we’re
certainly coached in our instant investigations that we manage, safety, wait Until you have
all the facts, wait until you.have all thepieces of it.

William Reilly: But one problem with that is if you had a laggard company, there’s not
much you can do about it unless you’fe not willing to call them on it, right?

Joe Leimkuhler: We!!, in the way that - I do can tell you that the way we run.our
business and the way we partner with others, we actually go in and we do an assessment
of our joint venture partners.
We do a full safety ~ssessment of all our contractors through our contractor safety
mmaagement, plan. How do they manage their risks? How do they manage their -

William Reilly: I see that you would do that with your joint venture partners but you
were essentially shut down in temas of some of your lease applications because of
something that did not c0ncem you and I’m wondering that obviously has affected you
and the entire industry but had you .been concerned about the practices that arguably led
to that problem what would you have done?

Joe Leimkq.thler: To the best of our ability, and certainly myself on a personal level, we
do our best to communicate with the industry [inaudible 72:37] organizations, we have
joint safety meetings with other operators, we fully realize that an incident of this
magnitude should it occur, impacts all of us. It’s hard to distinguish one operator from
another tmless you’re actually in the industry and understand the actual practices.

William Reilly: But these were rich presentations and we wouldlike .to stay in ~ontact
with you and perhaps.ask more questions and hope that ygu’ll continue .to cooperate with
the commission and we appreciate your presentations today. Thank you.

Senator Bob Graham: Okay, Chancellor Ulmer.
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Chancellor. Fran Ulmer:. Thank you Mr. Chairman. Thank you .for your presentations.
Mr. We,st, you mentioned that the research and development investment has not kept pace
for cleanups, spill response, etc. in the way in which it has for drilling and production
technology and obviously it’s because it isn’t commercial and the Federal Government
hasn’t really made that kind of investment either, unfortunately. So we are really u~ing a
lot of’the same technologies we did after the. Exxon Valdez oil spill and "just as
successfully." What ideas do any of you have about how we can improve that aspe.c.t,
both in. terms of the financial commitment that companies might make or that
government should make so that we can keep pace?

J. Robinson West: A couple of points: one, I think ti~at several of the large operators,
including Shell, has stepped up with a billion .dollars to create a facility in the gulf which
would be. able to move within 24 hburs and contain spills and up to 10,000 feet of water.
So I mean I think the industry’s got religion and they’re moving very.quickAy on this.. I
think the second way is that there is a per barrel fee on oil production and for a spill
response fund and this is a possibility of taking some Of those funds or adding to the fee
to make sure that research is properly funded. But I think that, again, it is - we are
dealing with a state of the art industry and we do have to have state of the rift technology
around it and it costs money.

Chancellor Fran Ulmer: Any .of the other panelists here care to comment about what we
could do to incentivize additional investment in this arena: cleanup and spill response
capacity?

Carter Robert. s: Sure, I’d love to respond. I served on briefings with Dr. Bob Bee who
has spoken eloquently about the degree to which you can actually get oil, clean it up,
under different spills around the world and it ranges somewhere between 7% and 15%.
There is no question that in places !ike the gulf where you don’t get it a!l up and the
ocean finds a way to restore itself to some degree, you’re in a much better sitflation than
you are in the Arctic where the oil doesn’t go away and predictably ifit’s covered in sea
ice you can’t get at it. And so part of my response is you have different standards in place
for different places based on those conditions and you do’ not allow oil drilling and
exp!oration to occur until you address that response gap. If you create that as a standard
for production, that. standard must be met but you close that response gap then you’re
going to force the industry to come to grips with this issue, you also are necessarily -
there are going to be some places on earth where you simply don’t drill for oil.

Joe Leimkfihler: One additional comment I’d like to add, whenwe talk about Spills and
we talk about the total oil, .it’s helpful to think of it in terms of not only the rates the well
is capable ofproducing but what about the volumes? Does the well design enable you to
get on it with equipment that could quickly cap it should any of your controls fail? So if
the well designs are robust eriough and the well is designed with enough adequate
strength for you .to get on it quickly and shut it off then your ability to respond with a
capping measure actually impacts the volume as great as the rate that could potentially
come out of the well. A high producing well that is capable of being controlled within a
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few days limits the total volume. And if the total volume that you have to account for in
a spill,not necessarily th~ rate or the duration.

Chancellor Fran Ulmer: One more quick question, I’m trying to resolve area-wide
leasing with marine spatial planning. Area wide leasing, as you know, sometimes it
covers vast areas [inaudible 77:21] are gigantic marine spatial planning breaking up large
areas into small ~nough areas where you actually understand ice patterns; for example, or
the..various special ecologically important areas. Whd funds it? Who does it? How do
you align the various important public ".interests in states like Alaska or Louisiana wh~re
you want fishing, tourism, oil development, all of those things based on either what
Norway has done or other places in the world? Would you comment on how you see that
work in this. country?                                              ,

Carter Roberts: Sure, well as for the conflict between ~he two approaches, it’s pretty
obvious which one gives you a greater ability to make smart choices and which one gives
you better information to’look out for the total resources of the ocean. The big lease
areas and the one that - the two that you described, they’re enormous and yet those
decisions to lease were made on the basis of one sector and one set of statistics and not
lo0k!ng at the entirety of the ocean and all of its values.

How it gets done, in my mind, really depends upon taking advantage of the expertise
within various agencies in the Federal Government: NOAA is entrusted to do ocean
science for the government, Interior is entrusted for managing public areas, EPA has its
own set of expertise as for fish and ~ildlife, and the key is to .finding a process that takes
advantage of the expertise of those various agencies but also gives that approach enough
independence so it. is not crushed underneath the imperative of delivering oil and
delivering the profits and revenues .that come with that. And so we believe the Executive
Order establishing a National Oceans Policy and Approach gives you the opening to
actually nip together the work of those agencies, to deliver those plans. What we need is
then to link that to having more rigor and using that to guide oil and gas exploration and
development.

Joe Leimlcuhler: An additional component that I feel also needs to be involved is there’s
absolutely a role for the local stakeholders to play. I do know that our program in
Alaska, if you will look at our drill schedule, it will show when we started operations on
the Arctic, included in that is planned stoppages in your plan to allow for the wel!
migration to go through.- We will stop operations during that time period. So that was
gained through interactions we had with the local stakeholders and also working with the
regulatory authorities that we’ve been doing within Alaska. So the local stakeholders
have to be engaged, the?, have to have an appreciation that their concerns are .also being
addressed, and to date I think that’s been’done.

J. Robinson West: Could I make a p~int too? I think that in terms of the leasing process,
there is a consultative process which is meant, to reflect these ~rarious interests, Whether
intimate relationships does it effectively and whether it uses the best science is another
issue. One area that I at the end kind of hassled through is this question of state versus



federal and that in the Gulf of Mexico my view is that a lot of damage that has been done
to the Gulf of Mexico and the coast didn’t happen in federal .wat.ers, had nothing to do
with offshore leasing and happened a great deal sooner or long ago. And I think this
question of federal versus ’stat~ is - I realize it’s a serious jurisdictiona! issue but .I think
it’s one in terms of really understanding and I think also that sometimes it is a question of
this is a policy which tends to be driven by the states, not by the coastal communities
themselves, and it’s the states which ha’)e benefited from the funds not the coastal
communities themselves.

Chancellor Fran Ulmer: Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you v.ery much. First, Mr. Garcia and then Ms. Murray.

Terry Garcia: Mr. Leimkuhler, I’m going to ask you to break your rule about speculation.
Would you have drilled the Macondo well the way Bp did?

Joe Leim_kalNer: If we follow our. internal design standards and guidel.ines~ I think the
answer is no, We would have used a production liner, we would have installed the last
casing, string in two stages with additional barriers installed outside the casing as well as
inside the casing prior to displacement to seawater.
Terry Garcia: And for Mr. West and Leimloahler, on technology. It’s been described that
some people have made the analogy that deepwater and ultradeepwater drilling is akin to
the shuttle prggram, that we can build it but we can’t fix it. Do you agree with that?
Basically if something goes wrong, we don’t have the technology to respond in a
meaningful way, in a reasonable amount of time?

J. Robinson West: I’m going to defer to Mr. Leimkuhler because I’m not a technical
person. I think -

Terry Garcia: But you did raise this issue in your presentation?

J. Robinson West: My sense is the industry believes that they do .have the capability to
deal with this, not instahtly, but this industry capability and they’re puttinga billion
.dollars into it and it’s a fairly exhilarated program and they believe, and I think they
should be required to,demonstrate, that .they can move to water depths of 10,000 feet
within 24 hours and if they can do that that’s something I think fairly significant.

Joe Leimlmhler: To me I think the answer is yes, I think we have the capability to
respond provided the design from the start is handled in a systemic way, you understand
the risks, you’ve got the right level of barriers, you’ve got the 1-ight level of controls in
there an~t it all starts withthe well design in terms of. response to an event we’re
experiencing here. Is the well design robust enoughso that we could quickly get on it
with a secondary .device and.close it in and stop the flow quickly? That capability under
some well. designs exists. In others it’s mote of a challenge. "
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Terry Garcia: I have some follow up questions but I’ll - given the time I’ll defer to the
Chairman.

Senator Bob Graham: Dean Murray and then Ms. Beinecke.

Cherr~ Murray: Okay, well I have a question for Misters West and Leimkazhler and this
is - I’m very pleased to hear that the industry has got religion. How do you maintain it?
How do you maintain the kind of-. on safety case culture without g6ing~ into
complacency? Do you have any ideas about this?

J. Robinson West: I think the UK system which has been going.on now for close to 20
years, I think that they hhve demonstrated an ability to keep the industry continually on
its toes and I think it’s because of the assumption with Which they start. The burden’is on
the industry to demonstrate that they can do this and to demonstrate continually. One of
the points also on safety case is that everyfacility has got to go back every five years and
demonstrate that it can meet new challenges and I thinkit’s a fair question but as I said, I
think it shifts the burden. And if the stakes here are the amount of capital employed, the
risk, everything demonstrated in this recent event are enormous and the companies, I
think, they understand that.

Cherry Murray: The question that I have is who determines, what is the regulatory.
structure that determLfles that the demonstrations are credible?

J. Robinson West: Wetl I think this goes back to the question, you have to have People of
sufficient competence and,.as I said before, least cause bureaucratic solutions are a false
economy, I believe that very strongly, You’re dealing with again some of the most
sophisticated, most heavily capitalized industries on earth, the stakes are hugd, and
frankly you’ve got to have people of comparable quality on the other side. If you do, it
will work, and they have to have the tools, too.

Cherry Murray: Mr. Leimkuhler.

Joe Lei_m_kqzhler: For the first part of your question, in my mirid it all. comes ~lown to
what I call a healthy HSE pension. Do you have it? At the end of the day this process
involves tremendous forces, tremendous loads that we ask our peopie to operate under
and when I go out and I talk to my ..superintendents and I ask them °’How is your safety
going?" .Believe it or not the one thing I don’t want.to hear is "Everything’s fme."
Becaus.e that is the first onset of complacency and What you want to hear is "I’m very
comfortable with our program." We’re doing it rigl~t but we have some other areas that
we’re constar[tly looking at. Safety is an ever going process, the minute you think that
it’s as goo‘d as it can be, that’s when the first roots of complacency starts. And some of
the most riskiest operations are not the new ones, it isn’t the we.ll that’s out there on the
frontier. Everyone’s hware of the risks, everyone’s on their toes, everyone is doing the
absolute best they dan. The’disasters tend to happen during the routine, When

complacency starts. That’s my biggest fear. So if you have a healthy HSE tension and
there has to be a structure that enables you to helpdevelop that, even monitor it. I.like
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the safety case, I like to go out the~e a~cl inquire the people "Where are your two barriers
for this operation? Get a bow tie mindset, operationalize your HSE.case, there’s a certain
level for every person in that operation you cart relate to within that case. Do they
understand their roles? There are critical tasks.identified that case because everyone
understands who’s responsible in tho~e critical tasks. Safety case enables you .to have
that conversation.

Ji Robinson West: Can I add two points? The first ]s this is sort of the challenge of
constant improvement and I think the second t .hhlg is ~ which is very important and you
alluded to itin your comments - is the role of theservice companies in this as well, very
important in this and they’ve got to be engaged in this process. And so it’s not just the 0il
companies or the operators, it’s. actually - there’s a whole team involved.

Cherry Murray: Yes, I was going to ask what are the critical challenges to maimaining
such a safety culture and both of you have answered somewhat but do you have any last
comments on what are the hardest things to overcome in maintaining such a safety
culture? You had said complacency when yru’re doing the routine. You had said your
sub-contractors alid all the other companies that are part of the ~

J. Robinson West: Let me make two points; I think that creating a safety culture at the
outset is not a simple undertaking, in a huge organization dealing with these huge

’ projects. So first thing you have to create it and secondly you have to - I mean I had all
those long lists and I’ll give-you my testimony but the fact of the matter is that it’s gotta
be something that’s confitantly enforced and there’ve got frankly be incenti~ies and
disincentives for people who don’t do that and this question of incentives and clarity is
terribly important.                                              ..

Cherry Murray: Thank you.

Senator Bob Graham: ..Miss Beinecke.

Frances Beinecke: Well thank you all very much for appearing this morning. Mr. West I
have a ques~ion for you that follows up on Mr. Robert’s presentation. Clearly the
Deepwater Horizon spill is a major event and that’s what this commission is authorized to
deal with but at the same time the President has issued .an Executive Order on the oceans,
a new National Ocean Policy, which calls for marine spatial planning. Has, to your
knowledge, the industry started addressing how that factors into their planning? Mo~)ing
ahead, are there conversations going on within the industry recognizing that we have a
new Oceans Policy and that it calls for greater balance among competing users in the
oceans? -And how will the industry participate in I would say balancing out those us.es,
particularly in the Airctic as Mr. Roberts indicated? Or are you -I would say
anticipating/participat’mg in that conversation or are you waiting to see what would
happen? Because at least in.the gulf the impression is that up to this time industry p~etty
much rules in what happens in the offshore environment but I think that this ~olicy calls
for a very different approach.



J. Robinson West: Well I think the industry has no choice but to be engaged and I think
also the industry has a lot ~f very powerful tools which can add to the quality of the
debate and I think the.y have to be involved in it and clearly something happened in this
event which has engaged .the body politic.. I mean; things are happening and the
industry’s got to be part of it.

Frances Beinecke: But are you aware that those beginning conversations on an approach
to marine spatial plarming is happening? So for .example Fran Ulmer raised the issue of
this very, very large area-wide leasing programs that go forward. I’m sure there’s much
mo~e precision in the areas that are identified for leasing. Is there any o~ this
conversation going on about kind of nar_r, owing that approach or having .the industry
target much more specifically where they might be interested, where there are areas of
cor~,;icting uses, for example, like whale, fishery, polar bears, etc.

J. Robinson West: This is not a new issue and this is anissue that’s been going on for a
longltime and the industry is very sensitive to that. The other side of the coin is to what
extent given policy changes the industry as participating at this stage, I don’t know.

France Beinecke:. Thank you.
Witliam Reilly: Mr. Chairman we’re running to the end of our ti.me for que.stioning.

Dan Boesch: ¯ Just one brief question~ Mr. West. To follow up on the comments you
made about the industry’sresponse with the marine well containment corporation and
that you said something to the effect that it was moving in the right direction and that it
has the capacity and it can stand this up so that it can respond. I’ve seen the presentation
on this and it is indeed very impressive in terms of the quickness by which the .industry
has come together to do this, the level of financial commitment, but how - what kind of
assurance that we should be required to make sure that this capacity is indeed up to the
task before advancing and al!owing, trusting this capacity into the future?

J. Robinson West: I think one, the. question is "I~ it capable?" Secondly, will it be
sustained? And third, will there be constant improvement in this? And my advice is,
with all due respect to asset companies, I’m not the personto speak for them in that, but I
think that’s the challgnge.

Don Boesch: So Mr. Leimkuhler, have you been involved in these discussions about
this?

Joe Leimkuhler: I’m certain - no ~ have not. There are other focus -

Don Boesch: But Shell is one of them?

Joe Leimkuhler: Yes, Shell ~s one of them, we certainly have my counterparts taking part
in that. My role on that is to absolutely, positively ensure the well designs we use and
how we construct the wells enable absolute full capability of that system.
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Don Boesch: Tha~ you, Senator.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreciate a very
constructive l?ormative panel ~.nd thank you for your commen~s. It may be that we will
d~velop some questions subsequent to thi~ hearing. Would you be willing, if thos~ were
submitted in writing, to continue to assist us in our -

J. Robinson West: Any waywe can be helpful.

Senator Bob Grah,am: Tr2ing to understand this important and complex issue?

Joe Lei_mkuhler: Certainly.

Senator Bob Graham: Good. Thank you very much. We will now take a break until
10:45.

End of audio.
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[Cross-ialking]

Willia~ Reilly: Good morning. We Will now begin Panel II. O~r presenter will be Meg
Caldwell who is the Execdtive Director, the Centei for Oceans Solutions at Stanford
University and a Senior Lecturer at Stanford. Welcome Ms. Caldwell.

Meg Caldwell: Thank you. Good morning Chair. Reilly, Chair Graham and
commissioners. It’s ain honor to provide a presentation to you this morning. I’ve been
gsked to testify on the statutory and regulatory framework for other Continental Shelf
leasing and to identify potential changes to both minimize the likelihood of another BP
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill disaster and prepare the nation should another disaster
OCCUr.

This morning I’d like to impart a critical message. The Other Continental Shelf Lands
Act or OCSLA, as it’s called, is a statute that gove..rns OCS decision making and it can
and should require science-based planning and environmental review commensurate with
the level of plarming and .risk of harm posed by the action under consideration at each
stage in the OCS permit review proc~ss. The agency enforcing OCSLA currently BOEM
should make strQng scientific decision-making and institutional priority and the statute
that guides BOEM should contain performance standards to ensure that this is the case.
Our ocean and coastal ecosystems are. among the most threatened on our .planet aftd a
recent consensus statementi more than 450 scientists and policy experts from around the
globe found that pollution, resource cxploitaiion, habitat destruction and climate change
among other stressor.s combine to degrade the health and resilience of ocean and coastal
ecosystems and the vitality of the communities that depend on them.

President Obama recognized these problems and as .2009 charge that the US Interagency
Ocean Policy Task Force where he also named expanding industrial and commercial
activity, renewable energy, shipping and agriculture as activities that will place
compounding demands on ocean and coastal ecosystems. He r.ecognized these problems
yet again and as 2010 Executive Order where he acknowledged that the Deepwater
HorizonOil Spill provides a stark reminder of the vulnerability of our marine ecosystems
and the nations that rely on them of the nation and the communities that rely on them.

Just as President Obama’s Executive Order establishes the policy of environmental for
stewardship for future Federal action, OCSLA should be reformed to pull the nations
regulatory framework for OCS activities into the 21st century. ~ At a minimum making
this change requires institutionalizing the scientific rigor and level of environmental
review necessary to address the real risks of oil and gas development. Slide. OCSLA
governs’ oil and gas leasing exploration and production activities throughout the OCS.
OCSLA is currently written and applied to promote oil and gas development with limited
scientifi~ analysis or environmental review.

I’ll. first review how the Department of Interior has implemented OCSLA in the past
including the process for the BP Macondo well ahd I’ll then provide suggestions for
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modifying the statute to create stronger institutions for science driven decision-making
and environmental review. OCSLA requires the Secretary of the Department of the
Interior Secretary or DOI -- I’ll refer to later ~- o.r his delegate, the Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management Regulation and Enforcement to cohduct.planning and l~asing for oil

¯ and gas activity in four stages. For the purposes of my testimony, when I discuss
something that’s happened in the past, I’ll refer to the Minerals Management Service
which was responsible for implementing the st.atute and for the purposes of looking
forward, I’ll refer to BOEM.

In stage one, BOEM develops a five-year leasing program which includes a roster of
proposed national nationwide lease sales for a five-year period. In stage two, BOEM
evaluates and holds individual lease sales including soliciting bids and issuing leases for
particular tracks of the OCS. In stage three, BOEM reviews exploration plans submitted
by oil and gas developers and determines whether to ~i.llow developers to drill on the
purchase lease tracks. If follgwing exploration, a developer determines that a track holds
¯ recoverable reserves, it must submit a.stage four document to BOEM for review and
approvai. In most regions, this document is known as a development and production
plan. However, developers in the Gulf of Mexico ~ubmit alternative documents known
as Development Operations Coordination Documents or DOCDs.

At all. stages of the OCSLA process, BOEM is subject to the National Environmental .
Policy Act. It structures the environmental review of major Federal actions, significantly
affecting quality of the hut"nan environment. NEPA requJg.es Federal agencies to take. a .
hard look at the possible environmental consequences of their actions. Until it’s
disillusioned, MMS was the lead agency for NEPA implementation with respect to
OCSLA. A~ number of OCSLA provisions and MMS reg~ations were meant to ensure
that oil and gas planning, leasing and development activities conformed with NEPA.
This figure adopted from BOEM literature depicts the stages of the OCSLA process as
paired with the corresponding NEPA review requirements.

I’ll next .walk you through each of the four stages of OCSLA and highlight the planning
and environmental review requirements at each stage. In st.age one, BOEM develops a
five.-year, leasing program, a nationwide list of proposed lease sales indicating the extent,
timing and locations of new 0CS activity. The point of a five-year leasing program and
associated NEPA revie.w is to lay broad plans for the next five years and to identify.the
impacts of those plans that those pl .ans may bring. At the end of stage one no leases have

. been sold, however, at later’it leases may only go for it if they’re included in a five-year
program. Stage one is depicted in yellow in this.figure.

Each five-year program mlist address a range of sta~tory considerations including
geographical, geological and ecological characteristics of OCS regions, the sharing of
benefits and.risks among regions, other existing and proposed uses of the CNC Bed, the
laws, goals and t~olicies of affected states and the relative environmental sensitivity and
marine productivity of the OCS areas covered. Notably, OCSLA does not impose
specific considerations for frontier areas that have not, previously been explored or
developed.                        .
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At stage one, OCSLA requires BOEM to consult with affected state governments and the
US Attorney General for NI trust conformance. BOEM must. respond to their comments
and explain itself when deviating from their advice and recommendations. OCSLA does
not require BOI~M to consult with other Federal agencies at this stage. To comply with
NEPA at stage ofie, BOEM prepares an environmental impact statemen~ because a five-
year 1.easing: program .constitutes a major Federal actions .significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment. Because this EIS is sobroad in terms of scope and
purpose, it’s deemed a programmatic EIS. The five-year program relevant to recent
events in the Gulf of Mexico is as 2007-2012 OCS oil and gas leasing program which
covers all planned OCS activities nationwide. MMS issued a programmatic EIS for this
¯ five.-year program in 2007.

In sfage two, where the pl .ap_ning for a specific l~ase sale takes plage, is depicted in green
on this figure and I want to clarify that the phrase specific lease sale can be misleading
because each sale typically covers a huge of area of the ocean with several leases bundled
together in a single sale. For example, lease sale 206 which included the BP Macondo
wellcovered in area of 29 million acres. That’s bigger than the State of Ohio. Stage two
begins with the publications the Federal register of a call for information and notice of
intent to .publish in EIS. During the subsequent 45-day comment period, members of
industry identify the blocks within the five-year leasing program that they want to lease.
The public can also identify areas at this stage where leasing should not take place. After
the comment period closes, BOEM reviews the comments and defines the area for the
proposed sale, which had then analyzes in the EIS.

BOEM follows bagic NEPA process when preparing the. initial EIS for each region. It
publishes a draft EIS with’ the 90-day comment period and then holds public hearings.
Following the hearings, BOEM publishes a final EIS in conjunction with the 30-day
co .mment period.. During NEPA review, OCSLA regulations .require the director, of
BOEM in consultation with appropriate Federal agencies "to develop measures such as
lease stipulations and conditions to mitigate adverse environmental impacts." The
director must also consider comments from states and local governments and interested
parties in response to calls for information and sale area nominations. Following
publication of the final EIS or an environmental assessment if that. is used, .BOEM
publishes a proposed notice of sales stating the time and location of the impending .lease
sale. OCSLA requires BOEM to send the NOS to the governor of any affected state for
60-day comment period. It als~ requires BOEM to prepare consistency determination in
accordance .with the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act to ensure that the proposed
lease is consistent with the affected states coastal zone policie.s. States also have 60 days
to respond and assuming the states do not object to the. sale, BOEM punishes a final
notice of sale in the Federal register at least 30 days prior to the sale date.

Two important points about lease sales are worth noting here.. First, BOEM has.asserted
that they prepare a multi-sale EIS covering all sales in a region for a specific five-year
program. Accordingly, the geographic scope of the lease sale BIS can be very large, far
larger than the scope of any EIS used for extractive acti’~ities on land. EIS is prepared for
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oil and gas or mineral leases on public lands typically cover thousands of acres not
millions. In the case of the BP Macondo well, MMS prepared a multi-sale EIS that
covered all 11 of its lease sales for the Gulf of Mexico.

The multi-sale EIS covered 87.4 million acres all together, something an area nearly the
size of Montana. Second, BOEM. says that it will prepare an environmental assessment.
or supplement.al EIS rather than a. full EIS for subsequent sales in a given lease area.
BOEM’s predecessor MMS prepared an environmental assessment for lease sale 206
which included the location of the BP Macondo well. This environmental assessment
tiered off the previous multi-sale EIS by incorporating much of that documents findings
by reference. MMS made a finding of no new significant impact, meaning that riew
information about the area in the lease sale did not change its conclusions about the
generic.multi-sale EIS. In fact, the environmental assessment discussion 0fpotential oil
spillS was even more generic in the environmental assessment. In other words, even
though the purpose of tiering off of a programmatic EIS .is to incorporate the genera!
information found in the programmatic EIS and then focus on more specific geographic
areas in the later more detailed analysis. This environmental assessment contained more
general, rhther than more specific anaJ.yses. This is exactly the opposite of what tiering
i,vas meant to accomplish.

In stage three, BOEM must analyze and approve a lease operator’s exploration plan
before the operator can conduct exploratory drilling.. An exploration plan may in
compose multiple leases. OCSLA requires each exploration, plan to describe the
activiti.es an operator will undertake including the general occasion of each well to be
drilled and any other information the impertinent to BOEM. An exp!oration plan must
demonstrate that the operator wilt obey OCSLA~ BOEM regulations and any additional
lease provisions. It must also ~lemonstrate that the oper~itor will adhere to sound
conservation practices and that its activities will not cause undue or serious harm or
damage to human marine.or coastal environment. Within 30 days after deeming and
exploration plan complete, BOEM must approve the EP, requir~ the plan proponent to
modify the plan. Are the plans inconsistent with the applicable requirements or with the
terms of the lease or disapprove the exploration plan?

BOEM must disapprove a plan if it would entail activities that would probably cause
serious harm or damage to life including fish and other aquatic life to property, to any
mineral, to the national security or defense or to the marine coastal or human
environment and if the proposed activities cannot be modified to avoid the harm or
.damage. If BOEM disapproves the EP for any of these reasons, it may cancel the
underlying lease but it must provide compensation to the owner if it does so.

CEQ has authorized agencies to use categorical exclusions to avoid preparing
environmental assessments and environmental impact statements for actions which do not
individually or cumulatively have a significant effect on the environment. MMS used
two categorical exclusions specifically worded to exempt exploration activities in the
Gulf of Mexido. The extraordinarily short 30-day t’.maeframe for exploratidn plan. review
has been identified as the chief reason MMS used NEPA categorical exclusions for
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exploration plans. In fagt, former MMS Director Bim. baum has stated that the statutory
obligation of a 30-day review period very much limits the agencies ability to donduct
environmental reviews. The use of categorical ’exclusions for deepwater .drilling on the
OCS i~ questionable for many reasons including that MMS established the.m in 1981 and
19861ong before deepwater drilling b+came technologically feasible or widespread and
long before MMS could understand the ificrease risk inherent in deepwatet drilling with
available technology.

In a reversal of MMS liberal use of categorical exclusions on August 16, 2010, BOEM
Director Bromwich directed the agency to narrow its use of .categorical exclusions and

-forbade the agency to use them for exploration plans in certain circumstances. The
memo remains enforced while BOEM reviews its use of categofica! exclusion for OCS
oil and gas exploration and drilling.

In the Gulf of Mexico’s western planning area and ~entral planning area, lease operators
submit development operation coordination documents instead of deve!opment and
production plans. So we’ll go to that. The development and production plan or the
DOCD in the case of the Gulf of Mexico includes the location of the proposed wells and
facilities and a schedule of the development activities. So, you can see the difference
between NEPA treatment ot~ a DOCD or/and a standard development and production plan
where an EIS would be used versus in the Gulf of Mexico where a categorical exclusion
is used.

According to BOEM, a DOCD .is the functional equivalent Of a development and
production plan. But by law under OCSLA, development and production plans and
DOCDs receive different levels of NEPA review. OCSLA requires BOEM to declare the
approval of a development and product!on plaI~in any area or region other than .the Gulf
of Mexico to be a major Federal action requiring a full EIS. The DOI, Department on
Manual explicitly excludes development production activities in the Gulf of Mexico from
the class of major actions normally requiring an EIS. So, as with exploration plans,
BOEM is free to invoke categorical exclusions that will allow a DOCD in the central or
western Gulf of Mexico to bypass an environmental review.

Within 25 working days. of rec~iving a development production plan or DOCD and
supporting materials and assuming all the statutory requirements are met and the
materials are sufficiently accurate, BOEM deems the plan or the DOCD submitted and
then BOEM has two working days to send a copy of the plan to the governor of each
affected state and to the executive of .any affected local govemmeilt who request the
copy. BOEM also ’has two working days to submit the plan or the DOCD to the
designated agency of each affected state for consistency reviewunder the Federal Coastal
Zolie Management Act. Gove .rnors and local officials have 60 calendar days to submit
their comments and recommendations: If BOEM rejects any of these recommendations,
it must explain itself in writing. Any interested Federal agency or person also has 60
calendar days to. submit comments and recommendations to the regional supervisor.

However, BOEM is not requ!red to respond to their comments or recommendations.



As you can see the regulatory structure established by OCSLA contains a number of
significant shortcomings with respect to the role of science and environmental review.
These shortcomings are presentat every stage of the planifing and leasing process. To
e!iminate them, I recommend six legal and policy reforms. First, amend OCSLA to make
protection, maintenance and restoration of healthy and diverse marine ecosystems, a
national policy consistent with the president’s 2010 Executive Order. And the Final
Recommendations at Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force. When safeguarding healthy
and diverse ecosystems is in conflict with other OCSLA policies, OCSLA should state
that actions that protect this quality should take priority.

Second, amend OCSLA to designat~ the Department of Interior Sister Agencies with
Science and Marine Resource expertise and responsibility,, the US Environmental
Protection A~ency, N’0AA and its National MarineFishery Service, the National Fish
and Wildlife Service and the US Coast Guard as cooperating agencies for the purpose of
NEPA compliance under OCSLA. This will significantly strengthen their Consultation
role but maintain the strong role for affected states and the US Attorney General.

Third, amend OCSLA to clarify and strengthen Interagency Consultation Requirements
including requirements for BOEM to consult its sister agencies early and to respond in
writing to consultation requirements that it disagrees with. Fourth, amend OCSLA to
require more comprehensive and detailed environmental review commensurate with the
scope, complexity and potential for adverse impacts of the activities under consideration.

So paraphrasing the US Supreme Court, NEPA cannot guarantee wise decisions but its
application can guarantee welMnformed decisions when agencies supply themselves to
take a hard look at potential environmental impacts and implement NEPA to the fullest as
extent possible. So, with ~egard to NEPA compliance, I make a few recommendations if
you’ll beg my forgiveness for exceeding my time. First, the 30-day deadlin~ for review
of exploration plans invites cursory environmental review and OCSI~A should be
amended to eliminate or at least extend this deadline.

Exploration plan should not be deemed complete until all content and analysis they are
required to contain or in fact completed and adequate for decision-making based on best
available science. Project proponents that have used categorical exclusions to circumvent
the environmental review of exploration plans and DOCDs in th~ Gulf of Mexico should
not be permitted to do so moving forward.

William Reilly: And that Ms. Caldwell we’re gonna have to summarize and wrap up,
please.

Meg Caldwell: Okay. Just to summarize the last two points that I would like to,make is
that.in several of the speakers previous to me have recommended that-we undertake a
comprehensive ecosystem assessment and marine special planning. Prior to our
indulging in oil spill -- excuse me -- oil exploration and development, I believe this is a
very important recommendation and it warrants for their attention by this commission
and I have several specific recommendations along those lines. And then finally, the
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restructuring of BOEM is also very important to make sure that the scientific capacity of
that bureau is not housed withiri the leasing our revenue collection divisions but maintain
some independents and autonomyl It may make sense to house a scientific portion in the
enforcement bureau but it’s preferable actually to give it its own independent division.
With these reforms I believe that we can move forward with OCS exploration and drilling
and .turn the comer with salience-based environmentally sustainable use that coexist with
other important uses of our coast and oceans and we can still maintain the health and
s.ustainability of these fragil~ systems. Thank you so much and again pardon me.

Wi~imn. Reilly: ThaNe you. Thank you, Miss Calclwell. We gave you extra time
because you had a very complicated scenario to make clear to us. I must say .I should
really, understand NEPA. I think I do understand environmental, impact assessment

. prbcessing. I’ve never been clear. I’m not clear on environmental as.sessments but.
perhaps we will get .clear as we go forward. There are lead questioners going to be
Fraices Beinecke.

Frances Beinecke: Thank you very much Chairman Reilly. Ms. Caldwell, cbuld you go
into a little bit more detail on the issue of BOEM consulting with other agencies that
OCSLA requires that other agencies provide information that’s done but how do you
actually define out of the way exists now and how you envisioning it exist so that the
other agencies that you identified NOAA, Fish and Wildlife, NMFS, EPA have a more
equal role in identifying the environmental impacts? Could you explore that a little bit?

.Meg Caldwell.~ Yup. Just briefly, the whole point of consultation is really to take
advantage of the expertise that resides in our specialty sectoral agency. So, we h~ve
several agencies who have unique expertise and science-based experience in the marine
realm and I listed those US CPA, Coast Gu~ird, NOAA, NMFS and the US Fish and
Wildlife Service, these agencies actually are uniquely capable of providing .excellent
advice and science-based advi~e to BOEM and to DOI. So, for that reason they.really
should be the first entities that BOEM tams to, to understand what :the potential risks are,
what the vulnerabilities o.f the system are and what the potential risks are., force any kind
of environmental harm and then how to address them.

The Classic way to do this where you have an agency like BOEM who is primarily it’s
single sector, it’s devoted to the exploration and development of the. OCS is to designate
those agencies as cooperating ageficies. Once that is done then CEQ’s requirements for
dealing with cooperating agencies come into play. And I have them here coz I thought
that this was a v.~ry important point. I’m glad you asked about it. So, what happens with
the cooperating agency is that in the lead agency in this case, the Department of Interior
or BOEM then has to ask for early engagement from this cooperating agencies and then
each cooperating agency th~n has an obligation to participate in the NEPA process at the
earliest possible time and provide Comments to participate in the scoping and what have
yolk. And then BOEM then has an obligation, to respond to those comments and
recommendations.
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So, what’s .interesting about the OCSLA frameWork is that it actually puts doastal states.
and the US Attorney General in a much stronger position than our Federal Trustee
Agencies who have unique qualifications to be able to weigh in and provide¯
recommendations on OCS drilling and exploration. So, by designating them as
cooperating agencies, you at leas~ bring them up ’to a par and part with on the coastal
states and with the AG but still they don’t have the degree of power and influence that
coastal states and the AG would have.

Frances B~inecke: Agree. One other question.. Is it your impression ,that at this point
that the scientific information that is available in the Federal government is uti~zed in
decision making? You’ve made ~/great analysis of what the process is. What I’m
interested in is actually in the decision incorporating the environmental review. I think
often NEPA has looked at as a process where the boxer check rather than a tool for
decision making in an outcome in OCS leasing. So, you’ve identified the stipulations and
other things are required. Are those actually utilized? What’s your impression on this?

Meg Caldwell:. No, not always. In fact, a good example of that would ¯be the NEPA
review that MMS conducted for the Macondo well where the environmental review
documents actually indicated that there was over a 90 percent probability of a high
consequence event but then the assessment of, you know, the degree of oil that might be

¯ spilled in that high consequence event actually was grossly misunderestimated. So, one
part of the document is saying that we have a high probability of a high consequence
event and another portion of that document is actually grosslyunderestimatir~g what the
actual spillage would be. And that has direct consequence.s for planning of course for
what you would be looking for out of the oil response plan and what you would be
Iooking for in a way of capabilities and tectmologies that would be applied in the
exploration and drilling process.

Male Speaker: And Mr. Chairman we’re running today into the time for this question.

William ReillY: Chairman Graham?

Bob Graham: One question. It has been said and we probably we will be gathering some
information to validate this statement that the site of the Macondo drill.was one of the
more difficult sites in the Gulf, maybe that accounts for the 90 percent statement you just
made. And also has been said that BP had one of the worst records in the Gulf in terms
of nttmber of violations, et cetera. And we heard testimony early t6day that the drilling
techniques .that we’re used were not what this gentleman considered to be the state-of-
the-art. Within the current process or within your recommendations, is there any way to
match the competence of the applicant for the right to drill with the complexity of the
particular site upon which the dri!ling is gonna take place so that some companies might
be judged as ineligible to compete for at least in areas where that complexity appeared to
render their past record of performance unacceptable?

Meg Ca!dwell: There are a couple ways to answer your question. One way of dealing
with that problem would be to have express prequalificatior~ .requirements in OCSLA
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itself for leases and in order to move forward .with actual, drilling. Some .kind of
demonstr~tion of Capacity tO actually respond to oil spi!ls for e~ampleof the magnitude
that would be expdcted under even ~ low probability high consequence situaiion. One
could also require certification nnder penalty or perjury from the .applicants which would
play really shifts the burden to the applicant to demonstrate capability to deal .with the
very difficult sub-finances.

William Reilly: ! am going to ask you if you would to submit a more detailed answer.
For the record,.we unfortunately have a time constraint affecting our later presenters. So,
I’m gonna .have to close down this part of the session but with great thanks to you for
:being here.

Meg Caldwell: Oh, it’s my pleasure and I’d be happy to respond to more questions in

Will_{am Keiily: ;Fhank you very much.

Meg Caldwe11: Thanks.

Bob Graham: And I .wish to say I assume the responsibility for this Caldwell
ovemmning her time.

Meg Caldwe11: You’re very kind.

William Reilly: You hav.e slept your own risk. All right, next presentation Interagency
Consultation and Planning, Honorable Nancy Sutley,. Chair of the Council on
Environmental Quality; welcome. And the Honorable Jane Lubchenco, Undersecretary
of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and NOAA Administrator, welcome to both of
you. Chairman Sutley?

Nancy Sutley: Thank.you --

William Reilly: Thank you.

Nancy Sutley: Thank you Mr. Chairman and the members of the commission for this
opportmaity to address you today. Today I’ll give you an overview of the National
Environmental Policy Act process in how it relates to agency actions and informs at
Federal decision-making associated with leasing exploration and permitting Of offshore
drilling facilities. I’ll also discuss with you the results of our CEQ review of the Minerals
Management Service NEPA p.ro~edures for the out of Continental .Shelf Oil and Gas
ExplQration and Development, a report on which we.-- we release a report couple weeks
ago.

This year marks the fortieth anniversary of the NEPA, a cornerstone 9f our modern
environmental protections. NEPA passed Congress with overwhelming bipartisan
support in 1970 .and was signed into law by Presiden~ Nixon. Congress recognized that
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nearly .all Federal activities affect the environment, Under NEPA, Federal agencies have
an affirmative obligation to consider the environmental impacts of their decisions, by
ensuring that high quality environmental information is available to government officials
and to members of the public before the Federal government takes actions that may affect
the quality of the environment.

~he Council on Environmental Quality is itself a c~ea~ion of NEPA. It was established
within the Executive Office of. the President to work across the Federal .Government,
overseeing agency implementation of the environmental impact process.

NEPA’s environmental review process is a procedural too! for infdrmed agency decision-
making that ensures that agencies look before they leap. The environmental review
process should begin when an agency proposes an action. The degree of review required
under .NEPA is calibrated to the. significaiace of the expected environmental impact.
When an agency considers taking an action that’will have significant ’environmental
effects, it must prepare an Environmental Impact Statement. If an agency is uncertain
about whether a proposed action will have significant environmental effects, it can
prepare an Environmental Assessment to determine whether a full EIS is needed. In
some circumstances, based on agency’s past experience and environmental reviews of
similar actions, the agency may determine that a proposed action fails within a ci~tegory
of actions that .do not normally have significant impacts on the environment. In this case,
an action maybe categorically excluded from further environmental review.

Each agency in the Federal Government is responsible for its own compliance with
NEPA, including establishing rules and procedures to implement the Act. To help with
this, CEQ issued regulations interpreting the procedural provisions of NEPA. The
purpose of NEPA, as described in CEQ regulations, is "not to generate paperwork even
excellent paperwork but to foster excellent action’’.

Each agency’s NEPA procedures must adapt the CEQ requirements to the agency’s
specific authorities and decision-making processes. An agency’s NEPA procedures are
not finalized until CEQ reviews, them and determines that they are inconformity with
NEPA and the CEQ regul.ations. Any subsequent revisions to the agency’s procedures
are subject to the same CEQ oversight.

CEQ does not review every application of NEPA, or the NEPA documents prepared for
each agency decision. CEQ periodically revi, ews agencies’ NEPA implementing
regulations and procedures, as well as agencies’ overall program implementation. For
example, in February of this year, .CEQ released four draft guidance documents to assist
all Federal agenc.ies in meeting the policy, goals of NEPA.. The development of this draft
NEPA guidance preceded the Deepwater’Horiz6n spill, but as I will discus~ in a moment
it has become an important vehicle for incorporating the lessons learned from the spil! to
improve NEPA-implementation going forward, both at the new Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management, Regulation and Enforcement, and across the Federal government.
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Before I get to that forward-looking effort, however, let me take a moment to describe the
lessons we’ve learned from CEQ’s review of the NEPA procedures applied to the
planning and permitting decisions involving the Deepwater Horizon.~ On August 18th

. CEQ released a report reviewing the NEPA practices and procedures used by the
Department of the Interior’s Minerals Management Service for key agency decisions
involvig.g the Outer Continental Shelf. oil leasing process and the drilling permit for the
Macondo well in the Gulf of Mexico. Given the complexities df pending and future
litigation, the report did not evaluate the substantive adequacy 6f specific NEPA analyses
and documents. The purpose of our review was to understand how NEPA was applied at
key decision points, and to develop recommendations for BOEM to ".improve its NEPA
practice.s going forward.

Our review found that MMS prepkred several NEPA analyses for the Gulf of Mexico
leases. Environmental Impact Statements, the most intensive, level of analysis, were
prepared at two decision points. First, in April 2007, MMS prepared a broad
programmatic EIS on the Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Leasing Program, which
includes the five-year lease plan for 2007-2012. Also, in April 2007, MMS prepared an
Environmental Impact Statement for the Gulf of Mexico OCS Oil and Gas Lease Sales in
the Western and Central Planning Areas, the "Multi-Sale" EIS.

In October of 2007, MMS completed another NEPA analysis, an Envirolmaental
Assessment, tiered off the Multi-Sale EIS, for the Gulf of Mexico Lease Sale 206. This
is the sale in which the lease was issued for the location that includes the Macondo
exploration well. "After the lease was issued, BP submitted an initial Exploration Plan.
and a revised Exploration Plan for the proposed Macondo well in the Mississippi Canyon
Block 252 of the Gulf of Mexico. MMS approved BP’s Expl6ration Plan following two
Categorical Exclusion Reviews completed in April 2009. MMS approved BPs d~illing
permit applications under a Categorical Exclusion.

Our report concluded that while MMS conducted numerous levels of extensive
environmental reviews, its NEPA process could be improved in a number of areas.

First, MMS relies on the "tiering" process, in which agencies can incorporate by
.reference general discussions from broad environmental impact statements into later, site-
specific analyses. This practice helps the decision maker focus on the issues that are ripe
for that particular decision. But when agencies rely on tiering, they must ensure that
general’ information from one level of environmental review is carried forward effectively
and transparently in subsequent reviews. General assumptions from other levels of
review must be independently evaluated in the csntext of site-specific environmental
impacts. This way, decision makers and the public can fully understand the reasonably
foreseeable environmental consequences of all of the agency’s decisions. In CEQ’s
review, it was unclear and difficult to ascertain what environmental information was
carried through to site-specific reviews. In future NEPA analyses, BOEM should ensure
that its. tiering process is transp~ent and easy to understand.
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We also found that as part of its authorization of the Macondo well, MMS relied on
existing Categorical Exclusions for the decision to approve BP’s Exploration Plan’and its
subsequent drilling permit applications. These. Categorical Exclusions were established
in 1981 and 1986, prior to the deepwater leasing boom in the mid-1990s.

Although some parts of BP’s Exploration Plan included oil spill information pertiner~t to
drillin~ activities that included the Madondo well, the NEPA reviewers did not prepare a
site-specific analysis of that well location to assess impacts from a potential spill. When
MMS approved the Exploration Plan, its knowledge of the potential for oil spills impacts
was tiered to prior NEPA analyses. Based on a documented historical record, a
catash’ophic spill the magnitude of the Deepwater Horizon incident was not analyzed in
the NEPA documents relative to the Macondo well. It is unolea~ whether relevant
information about the potential for a spill at this specific Site, and its conseqttences, was
conveyed to the decision makers who applied the Categorical Exclusions to BP’s
Exploration Plan and drilling permits.

The. CEQ report makes several recommendations to improve the environmental review
process for offshore oil a~d gas activities in the OCS. The Department of the Interior mad
BOEM have committed to using of these recommendations as guideposts as they
continue their reform and reorganization activities and CEQ will provide ongoing
assistance to Department of the Interior on this effort.

Let me qfiickly summarize these recommendations. First, BOEM has agreed to perform
careful and comp.rehensive NEPA review of individual deepwater exploration activities,
and to track and to take into account all mitigation commitments made in NEPA and
decision documents.

BOEM has also agreed to ensure that NEPA analyses fully inform and align with the
substantive decisions at all relevant decision points; .that subsequent analyses accurately
reffect and carry forward relevant underlying data; and that those analyses will .be fully
.available to the decision maker and the public.

In addition, BOEM has committed to ensuring that NEP)k documents provide decision
makers with a robust analysis cJf reasonably foreseeable impacts, including those.
associated with low probability catastrophic spills for oil and gas activities on the Outer
Continental Shelf.

On August 18, the DOI and BOEM annouiaced that BOEM will restrict its use of
categorical exclusions for offshore oil and gas development to activities involving limited
environmental risk while it undertakes a comprehensive review of its NEPA process and
practices, and of the use of categorical exclusions for exploration and drilling on the
OCS.

BOEM recognizes that the basis for a categorical exclusion for these deepwater activities
needs to be reexamined in light of today’s deeper drilling depths, more compleX
technologies and asso.ciated risks.
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DOI and .BOEM also announced that the Interior Department intends to complete a .
supplemental environmental impact statement in the Gulf of Mexico that wi!l help
provide information .to guide future leasing and development decisions. When that
review is complete, BOEM will announce a new approach to NEt~A compliance that
takes into a.ccount the recommendations included in CEQ’s report, statutory and!or
reg~atory constraints, and other alSpr~priate factors.

Now, as I stated earlier, in February of 2010,.CEQ released.four draft guidance
documents to assist all agencies in meeting the policy goals of NEPA. One of these draft
guidance documents addresses the use of Categorical Exclusions, like the dne applied to
BP’s drilling permit, for the Macondo Well. Categorical Ex.clusi0ns, or CEs; have been
used by Federal agencies since the late 1970s. When appropriately established and
applied, Categorical Exclusions serve a beneficial purpose. They allow Federal itgencies
to streamline the environmental review process for proposed actions that do not normally
have significant environmental impacts, so that they can focus their efforts and resources
on actions that d6 have significant impacts.

In recent years, the number and range of agtivities categorically excluded has expanded.
The extensive-use of CEs, combined with the limited opportunity for public involvement
in CE application, has underscored the need for additional guidance in this area. Given
these circumstances, CEQ is increasing its review of agencies’ use of CEs. Our draft
guidance clarifies when it is appropriate for agencies to establish CEs, and how agencies
should apply existing CEs. The guidance calls for greater documentation and public
:involvement in the process. And it calls on agencies to conduct periodic reviews to
ensure that they are being .used appropriately.

Using this guidance, CEQ will work with BOEM as it reviews its use to Categorical
Exclusions for exploration and drilling on the OCS.

In closing, the recommendations in the CEQ report are targeted to ensure robust
environmental reviews for future oil and gas exploration and development. The
Administration is committed to ensuring these activities are conducted in. a safe and
environmentally responsible manner. CEQ has worked productively and collaboratively
with Department of the Interior and BOEM durin~ this review, and BOEM has
committed to developing a new ~pproach to NEPA to improve the agency:s decision-
making process and provide useful, transparent information to the public about
environmental impacts. And I am committed to continuing to work collaboratively with
our colleagties at the BOEM and the Interior to ensure that they apply NEPA in a manner
that meets the gbals of the Act.

So thank you,for the opportunity to appear before you today .and I look forward to your
questions. Thank you.

William Reilly: Thank you, Chair Sutley. Doctor Lubchenco, welcome..



Jane Lubchenco: Thank you, Chairman Reilly, Chairman Graham, members of the
commission, thank you so much first of all for eac-h of your willingnes.s to serve on this
very important commission. We at know greatly appreciate the time and energy you’re
spending in the careful fight you’re, giving to this. So, thank you.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify today regarding interagency consultation and
planning associated with leasing exploration and permitting of offshore drilling faciiities. "
The BP Deepwater Horizon Spill demonstrates .the ~erious environmental, social and
economic consequences that can occur as a result of accidents and offshore oil and gas
development. Like many low probability but high impact events, both the magnitude of
the risk and the magnitude of the potential impact Were seriously underestimated.

This tragedy serves as a reminder that we must and should work toward a decision-
’making process that more adequately addresses both the likelihood and the consequences.
of a disaster and we must enhance .response capacity. Both of those require that the
Federal agencies with relevant responsibilities work cooperatively ’w~th each other to
minimize accidents and to ensure protection of our coast and ocean resources. In
addition, as new offshore areas in arctic, the Eastern. Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic
Coast are considered for development and a collection of baseline scientific information
and implementationof the ecological monitoring programs and establishment of oil spill
response plans and capabilities will be essential to understand and minimize negative
ecological impacts.

NOAA is the Federal agency that has the lead for ocean science and management charge
with trust responsibilities over the living marine resources. While the Department of
Interiors Bureau of Ocean.. Energy Management Regulation and Enforcement is
responsible for managing mineral resources, NOAA protects and manages resources from
the seabed to the surface, and from the ocean .depths to the shore. To fully carry out this
intersecting management and stewardship mandates especially as they relate to habitat,
fisheries and sanctuaries, NOAA and BOEM must coordinate on OCS activities that
affect these resources.

NOA_A_ currently has bearing roles on the OCS process. Let me briefly describe them.
NOAA engages in the BOEM multi-stage, on OCSLA oil and gas process pursuant to a
variety of Statutory authorities. Let me s.ay that again coz I was incorrect. NOAA
engages in the BOEM multi-stage out ofContinental Shelf oil and gas process pursuant
to a variety of statutory authorities and each provides different levels of influence and
involvement by NOAA in the. OCS process. NOAA’s existing authorities include the
Magnusor~-Stevens Act, the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the Endangered Species
Act, the Coastal Zone Managemen;~ Act, and the National Marine Sanctuaries Act.
However, NOAA is not provided .any specific authority under the Outer Continental
Shelf Land’s Act or OCSLA.

NOA_A’s bearing levels of influence and involvement in OCSLA activities stemmed from
legal obligations and duties. For example, under the Endangered Species Act, BOEM is
require,d to comply with no terms and conditions deri~eed from Section7 consultations.
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However, in ESA consultation is not )equired until the lease sale stage. Two, under the
Marine Mammal Protection Act,.if a permit is requested from .NOAA for activity sudh a
seismic exploration or development which can harass or [inaudible] [00:54:13] take
marine mammals, the lessees are required to follo.w the conditions provided in the
authorization. Note, however, that these permits are not provided for spill related
impacts.

Three, on a Magnuson-Stevens Act, NOAA’s essential fish habitat conservation
recommendations are only advisory in nature. The Federal Action Agency must- resppnd
within 30 days of receiving them but they are not require.d to adapt the recommendations
of the permit -- in their permit decision.

Four, under the National Environmental Protection Act or NEPA, BOEM may choose not
to accept NOAA comments on documents and environmental analysis. They are required
to address, the comments in the subsequent NEPA document. However, they may do so
in a general way tha~ does not generally address the NOAA concerns..

And finally, when NOAA provides scientific and living marine resource management
comments in the OCS five-year pl .an, BOEM is under no responsibility to either address
or respond to NOAA’s comments. NOAA is working with BOEM to become a more
int.egral part of the environmental assessment for oil and gas activities. And one.hallmark
of this administration is the productive working relationships across agencies. We have
been pleased, with the reception our comments have received today and look forward to
continuing to work with BOEM in that same manner.

To this end, NOAA is .committed to working with BOEM and other agencies to see
where greater levels of coordination and collaboration can be achieved in each of the
various stages of the OCS development process.

Any comment briefly on ways in which -- and ways ¯to strengthen BOEM’s NEPA
process, we fully .st~pport the work of Council in Environmental Quality or CEQ in
conducting the 30-day review of BOEM, NEPA procedures as just presented by Chair
Sutley. I believe that the re’commendations will indeed help strengthen environmental
review and analysis supporting OCS oil and gas decision-ma~dng particularly in
Deepwater Environments.

NOAA is committed to ensuring a robust NEPA process for OCS oil and gas activities
and will continue to work with CEQ and BOEM to achieve that outcome. NOAA is also
committed to working with BOEM and Other agencies to strengthen the overall decision-
making process. Based on NOAA’s ..comprehensive trust resource and ocean science
responsibilities, we have a strong interest in ensuring that OCS oil and gag decisions use
the best available science to assess and minimize the potential impacts of oil .and gas.
activities on living rain resources.

NO’AA wants to ensure that adequate measures are in place to minimize the likelihood of
an oil sp~ll, minimize the ~nvironmental impact should a spill occur and ensure that.non-
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spill related oil and gas activity impacts on living rain resources are. addressed and
minimized. NOAA is working closely With CEQ, BOEM and other agencies, to expand
Opportunities for sha~ed expertise in assessment science. NOAA as the lead ocean
science agency h~is coordinated with BOEM on a number of ecosystem assessments in
th.e past. The OCSLA establishes this relationship and provides the opportt~ty for i~ to
be productive. This administration is committed to" continuing to develop and effective
collaboratidns across ¯agencies.

We will continue to work together to strengthen th~ relationships between the two
departments and io build NOAA’s capacity to r6spond to DOI’s request for independent
science. NOAA’s. staffs believe that the most useful exchange of information and
expertise occurs when NOAA is consulted early in the NEPA process or as a
coordinating agency or ~olleague. At earlier stages in the process, NOAA can offer
alternatives, terms and conditions intended to prevent or minimize reasonably foreseeable
adverse enviro .nmental impacts of OCS~ oil and gas acti.vities.

! believe that we’re fortunate in reevaluating our approach to offshore gas and oil
¯ development at the same time that the administration begins to implement the new
National Ocean.Policy and Coastal Marines Special Planning Framework. The National

¯ Ocean Policy and the National Ocean Council will increase coordination and data sharing
among agencies and ensure that we’re all working toward the same goal of sustainability.

Human uses of our Oceans and coastsincluding OCS development are expanding at a rate
that challenges our ability to plan and manage them under the current sector by sector
approach. The new CMSP i)ramework, will create opportunities to implement proactive
science-based approaches to multiple use management. CMSP also crea~es the
opportunity to conduct ~umulative impact assessments, risk assessments and specific.
tradeoff analysis hopefully [inaudible] [00:59:08]. to more inform decisions about oil and
gas development, renewable energy project, another.ocean industries and environmental
proIiection..

Furthermore, it brings ~1 parties to the tabie at the startof the planning process allowing
.all Federal agency science and other relevant information to play a larger role in citing
decisions as recommended previonsly.

And in conclusion, I believe that ~he BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill demonstrates the
need to better integrate environmental science .early in the Federal government’s
decision-making processes relative to.offshore oil and gas development. And NOAA like
many other is concerned about the possibility of a similar event happening elsewhere
especi~ll) in the arctic region where our response cannot be as ¯comprehensive and our .
knowledge :about how oil behave~ in frigid waters or thelikely impact it might have on
species and ecosystem is considerably less than it is in warmer waters.

NOAA stands ready to expand its role in providing ocean and coastal science essential to
OCS gas and oil decision-making. Moreover, we are committed to fulfilling our-
management and stewardship responsibilities related to ocean and coastal resources and
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we believe that th~se, two goals are strongly compatible if better coordinated. We.
¯ app)eciatethe important work the commission is doing and are. willing to provide fo!low
up information on any of these issues.

Thank you again very much for the opportunity to be before you today a~d I look forward
to addressing any questions you may have.

W.illiam Reilly: Thank you Doctor Lub¢henco.. Thanks to both of you For that
presentations. Our lead questioners for the cQmmission will be Doctor Boesch and Mr.
Garcia. Doctor Bosch?

Dr.Don Boesch: Yes, Chair Sutley and Secretary Lubchenc~ it’s very good to see you
both again and. even though it’s jufit a short walkfrom your respective office.s, we know
your schedules are incredibly tight and hectic and so we apprecihte you’re being here. I
appreciate the summary by Ms. Sutley of the NEPA consultation and planning pr.oc~ss
that’s being revised in response to this bill and specifically with BOEM .and ~I was very
pleased that we now have the correct pronunciation of the acronym BOEM and actually
we cabuse that. My questions and I’msure we’ll dig deeper into this and my colleagues’
last question about it in and it’s an ongoing process so I hope you would keep us
informed as this moves forward. My questions r~ally deal with two other administratioh
policy initiatives which have been enacted as Secretary Lubchenco ¯mentioned just this
year, one is the decision to consider expanding ocean oil and gas development elsewhere
in the Gulf of Mexico and beyond. And the second is the New Ocean Policy Framework
and specifically role of the National Ocean Council and Coastal and Marine Special
Planning. So, in a decision the first issue with respect to the president’s announcement of
considering this expansion last Match, how extensive wa~ the interagency consultation
prior to the President’s announcement in expanding these areas? And also what was the
assessment of the ¯agency resources required by this decision and this action as we!!. as not
for only scientific research but also for additional regulatory responsibility? So that’s my
first question.

And then the second one has to do with marine special planning building on with Dr.
Lubchenco said, this is a new framework. HoW specifically mightit be applied and used
both in the existing developed area within the Gulf of Mexico as well as in the expanded
areas with respect to decision such as area-wide leasing and more focused these sorts of
questions? So, both to those questions, both the decision as well as the implications of
the new ocean policy.

Nancy Sutley: Thank you with the question. With respect to the March announcement
and the review of the 2007-2012 plan was conducted under the Secretary of Interiors
Authority under OCSLA in part in response to litigation about the adequacy of the
environmental sensitivity analysis, then -- so for any decisions or any actions that DOI or
BOEM would undertake as a resul~ of th~ anno.uncements in March, they’ll have to
evaluate wheflaer -- ftrst of all they have to do additional environmental analysis to
supplement what was already done for the 2007-2012 plan in any decisions about lease
sales that might resolve from the changes, in that plan. And thdn for the other
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announcemei~ts which had to do more with the 2012-2017 plan that they will have to
undergo whatever environmental review they need to undergo in any case. So, I don’t
think that the decisions in March were intended to prejudge any -- the ~utcome of any
environmental analysis that’s required as a result to those decisions. So, it was part of it
again as a result of the secretary’s review under his authority, under OCSLA and I think
that took raises the issue that .you have the three statutory, at least three statutory
frameworks here OCSLA, the oil spill prevention in response requirements of the Oil
Pollution Act in 1990 and NEPA and I. think I just go back to our rep0rt;. I think to make
sure that the information ofthat -- the Secretary or the Director of BOEM or whoever is
making the decision, considers, it doesn’t really matter from which.started, originates or
where it is it should be cgnsidered in each step in the decision-making.

WiN respect to. Coastal and Marine Special Plarmi.’ng, I think what we tried to lay out in
the final report of the Ocean Policy Task Force was a’process for what we think will be
more informed decision-making and mu~h in the spirit of NEP.A and that as we go
forward with the -- it’s important that all agencies who are involved in this which include
the Department of the Interior include now another agencies that we need to bring the
right information to the table so that these regional plans reflect the best understanding of
the state of the oceans in that region and the expected uses and how the two interact. So,
we think that is a very impbrtant step forward and we have good .cooperation and
participation from the agencies who have other statutory ~esponsibilities of proportions of
the ocean and ocean resources.

Ja~e Lubchenco: Dr. Boesch I think Chair Sutley’s response is pretty comprehensive. I
would just reiterate that we have had formal and informal agency discussions at various
points along the way in this process and are continuing to do that. We have not had very
substantial -- have not -- we did not have time to have very substantial discussions about
resources required to do the varidus steps but that’s -- that’s part of the process and we
are in the middle of that and continued to have those interactions. ’

Don Boesch: Dr. Lubchenco, I would be mystified didn’t ask you a question about how
much oil and where did it go? As you know initially the estimates of the well coming out
0fthe well were actually quite low. We’ve now learned that it’s substantially more than
that and those estimates have been refund which generally increased overtime and then of
course more ~ecently there’s the issue of the fate of the oil. Now, I understand’that this is
all gonna be clarified hopefully .as time goes on and more research-results are revealed.
In fact, this just week we have an important research results related to the fate of the
underwater plumes and their dissipation as well as in their biodegradation that’s helping I
think scientist to understand but hopefully then the public understand about how this
material ~oes away if 3;ou will even it through delusion or degradation. But you’ve been
in the middle of these, what can you tell us with resp(ct to the decisions and analyses that
went on to estimate the amount of oil that was being released and where did it go? From
the standpoint of lessons learned, what can we do to make sure we have the right
technical expertise in [inaudible] [00:68;52]? How Can we tell the public what.we know
at the range of possibilities are .and how can we also ~help people understand what this
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means in terms of the long term CO~lsequences? Are there Iessons you’ve learned through ¯
this process that we might warma think about in our recommendations for the future?

Jane Lubchenco: As you .know this administration is committed to being open. in
transparent and in that spirit much of the information that was being put together within
and across agencies to inform the Federal response that the decision-making process has
been made public in the sense of full disclosure in keeping everybody.informed once
there has bden an appropriate Wocess fo.r QA-QC quality assurange-quality control.

NOAA has immediate responsibilities as a science, adviser to the coastguard under
situations such as this one. But there has been a very extensive interagency scientific
effort to wrestle with some of the tough challenges of how much oil is flowing, wheie is
it going, those kinds of things. And early on there was.a flow rate technical group stood
up that was interagency to try to get a good handle on this very, very difficult question
where we did not have early on direct meas{lrelnents. We only had information that was
indirect in a very poor quality. Andthroughout the process there has been a commitment-
to sort to share what we know now, understanding that it would be modified as new
information came.to the fore. And that’s very much what has happened with the flow
rate technical group and the question about how much oil is leaking and the most recent
report of that group which was supplemented by additional input from the Department.of
Energy once we conld actually take real pressure measurements inside the relevant
structures. And so now we know that on the order of 4.9 million barrels was released
plus or minus 10 percent and that’s the result of this interagency process. So, that’s the
first question, you know, how much oil Was coming out? What was the rate and how
much total?

The second question that you alluded to is where did it go? And early on in the process
there was an interagency effort put together to develop what we called an oil budget
calculator which was to inform the Federal respqnse and that involve both where is the
oil at the surface and Where is the oil subsurface? And there was very extensive effort on
NOAA’s part use of satellite information, use of planes,, use of observers to actually
detect oil on the surface. US GS and the Department of Interior brought some. significant
additi6nal expertise to bare using a NASA instrument on a NASA.plane that was able to
do some very sophisticated imaging. So, very mu.ch an interagency effort.

And as youknow it’s much easier to get a handle on what’s at the surface than what’s
below the surface? So, this oil budget calculator tool was designed to take all of that
input with and use the currgnt flow rate estimates as they were being modified and
refined to" time to give us a sense of where is the oil and therefore how should the
tesponse effort be most strategic. The oil budget calculator is a very -- is a set of-- it
combines things that you can measure directly with high degree of confidence and things
that ’are estimates and there was extensive discussion by the scientist involved and
including input from outside scientist about Nose different things whigh had to. be
estimated: And we came up with the famous pie chart now which was the courage
understanding of where did the oil go which is not necessarily where it is now. And so
that’s a diffiqult thing for: people to understand. And that oil pie chart really describes
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our best current understanding of where did the oil go. It’s a very basic question. There
was keen interest in it and we decided that instead of just keeping it internally, we should
share this with the public understanding that there are estimates and understanding that in
fact this will be refined through time.

We estimated that around a quarter of the oil -- we!l, we can measure directly the oil that
was rec0.vered from the well. So that’s a direct measurement. The other estimate, the
other numbers are all estimates; we estimated that a quarte.r of the ~il had been
evaporated. We estimated that a quarte~ of the oil .had been recovered burned or
schemed..We estimated that a thud one quarter has been dispersed below the surface as a
combination, as a result of both natural dispersion and chemical dispersion and of the
natural dispersion, twice as much oil was dispersed naturally as chemically, just to give
you a sense. And so we were trying to understand where is it. $o, a quarter of that 4.9
million barrels was at some point beneath the surfade. Now, we have gotten clear
evidence from many o.fthe .research efforts underway that that’s not a lake of undersea oil
that’s sitting there. It’s in fact, what I think is more appropriately described as a cloud of
highly dilute droplets, microscopic droplets less than a microns. So, less than thickness
to the human hair, microscopic droplets that have as they spread,.away from the well side
being moved b3i ocean currents become more and more dilute. Away from the well sit~,
the dilution is in the order of parts per miRion to parts per billion and that’s a. difficult
concept for a lot of people to und~rstmad but it’s really, really dilute. If you take up a
scoop of oil -- I mean a scoop of water at the depth where this plume is, it would look
clear like this. You can’t see it because it is so highly dilute.

Now, We’ve emphasized all along that even though it’s dilute, it is not necessarily benign.
The dilute is not benign. And we continue to have great concerns about the impact that
that oil had when it was first released as well as continuing to have until it is completely
biodegraded. So, that was the third quarter of the pid if you will. The remaining quarter
is oil that you cannot easily account for by either direct measurement or reliable
reasonable estimates. And that includes oil that was still at the surfaces like chain oil that
is already washed upon beaches which is very difficult to measure directly especially as
some of it becomes buried. Or oil that had been removed from beaches or oil that has
been biodegraded.

So, I know that everyone would like to have great clarity, about exactly where did it go.
That was and remains our best estimate about what happened to the oil. There Continues
to be interest in the raid at which the oil is being biodegraded. There are natural microbes
that are in the obean that essentially each -- the hydrocarbons and that in fact is under
way. As you know, as a scientist there was great concern on the part of many early on
that so mudh hy&ocgrbons in the water would trigger a massive explosion of microbes
and that would lead to a significant dead zone, a zone of low oxygen where the microl~es
were using up all the oxygen in the water. And so many o~ us were concerned that that
might happen. That’s one re~ison why we and mar~.y of our academic partners have been
consistently measuring dissolve to oxygen as well as characteriz’mg exactly where this
undersea oil is, what concentrations, what impact is having?
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It will be quite sometime before we know thefull impact but I think it’s safe to say that
~he rate of degradation has not been so fast that it has triggered low oxygen that is of
concern. It is lowering the oxygen. There is microbial activity our there but it’s not so
low that it has triggered hypoxia. At the same time that oil is degrading at a relatively
quick rate and that’s partly because the conditions in the Gulf are conducive to that. iThis
is an area that is of active investigation, Emil Allen [phonetic] announced two weeks ago
now that there will be a .very significantly enhanced effort between the Federal
government and many of our academic partners to get a better handle on exactly where
this sub-surface oil is and the rate at which is degrading. So~ this is going to be a
continual effort to understand.

I personally belie~re that we have already seen many, many serious impacts of this spill
that are more visible and more obvious to the sea turtles, to the marshes and estuaries to
the birds, what is side unseen is probably equally problematic but it’s harder to
characterize and understand. And of particular c6ncem are the very vulnerable stages,
the eggs, the larvae, the young things that might be cored in contact with those
microscopic drops of oil. And so this is an area where we will continue to work very,
very intensely with our other Federal pai-tners as well as with our academic partners and
we’ll continue to share information as soon as we. feel comfo~able that it’s the right
information. We don’t believe in just withholding it and waiting, waiting, waiting. We
want to get information now at as quicldy as we think is responsible.

Dr. Don Boesch: Great, thank you. Mr. Chairman I think we will -- I’ll.be doing a quiz
over lunch for the [laughter].

William Reilly: We’re looking forward to it Dr. Boesch. Mr. Garcia?

Terry Garcia: Thank you. Thank you both fbr your testimony. I wanna come back to a
question that Dr. Boesch asked and make sure that we got an answer and so this. is for
both of you. Pleas’e comment on the extent of in the nature, of the consultation that took
place prior to the president’s armouncement to expand leasing activities back in March.
And Dr. Lubcheneo when you’re responding, could you tell us how NOAA.participated
in that and were your recommendation.s or advice was it followed or accepted?

Nancy Sutley: Look, say I came from CEQ’s perspective. We’ve viewed those decisions
and axmouncements as being within the per view of the Secretary of Interior in his
responsibilities under OCSLA and as I said our expectation is that for anything that is a
result o)~ that that DOI and BOEM have a r.espons.ibility to conduct the appropriate level
of anal.ysis, environmental analysis under NEPA. So, we weren’t asked and wouldn’t
expect to be asked ahead of time whether they should -- what level of environmental
analysis is appropriate for the kinds of planning and decisions that result from that March
announcement..

Jane Lubchenco: Fm happy to provide the in writing a more detailed response if that
would be useful to the commission.
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Terry Garcia: Please do.

Jane Lubchenco:. I think what I would like to say is that tile process as it exist now
enables agencies such as NOAA with either specific statutory resP0nsibilities such as
those that I mentioned in my testimony or other responsibilities to comment at various
points in the decision-making process. And we have taken advantage of those
.opportunities more or less .througho.ut the process if you look over the history.
Sometimes there had been much more substantial comments than others.

During this administration, the comments that we have provided have been quite
substantial and quite detailed and in making decisions this administration has been
responsive to many of the comments that we have submitted.

Terry Garcia: Okay. But have -- you laid the administration has been responsive to
those comments. Are there comments that you have .made where you don’t feel that the
response was adequate?

Jane Lubchenco: Certainly some of the -- not all of our suggestions were acted upon but,
you know, sometimes comments are in the form of, we have a concern about something
and that can be taken into account without having, you know, there are large areas of
uncertainty on all of these and sometimes concerns can be raised without any immediate
obvious way of dealing with those concerns. So, I would say that the concerns that we
raised or listengd to and that many of them were incorporated into the final decision but
not all of them.

Terry Garcia: You’ve tile point that baseline scientific data is critical.to making these
decisions. Do you fee! that you at NOAA or within the Federal government that there is
adequate baseline scientific data to be making oil and gas decisions and some of the
critical areas that you are going to be asked upon on?

Jane Lubchenco: Clearly --

Terry Garcia: And if not, do you have the resources to obtain that data?

Jane Lubchenco: I think there has been an honest attempt to make the bes.t use of
information that is available but oftentimes there is insufficient information that would .
not. be deemed adequate to really do a comprehensive analysis. If for example, one is
conducting a .full on EIS then oftentimes there is insufficient information to do that in as
comprehensive fashion as would be appropriate.

Nancy Sutley: I would just add that when it comes to NEPA, CEQ’s regulations sort
plays a resp.onsibility both in the lead agency and on agencies that have technical
expertise to participate in the process. So, for a lead agency who seek out the technical
expertise of agencies that have information in expertise and for those agencies to p~ovide
that.
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.Terry Garcia: Okay.

Jane Lubchenco: And could I just add that, you know, I think that the review that CEQ
conducted highlights a number of improvements that can be made in the process that we
would completely support. We really believe that from the standpoint of NOAA and the

¯ expertise that we have to offer as well as our responsibilities for stewardship, for
fisheries; for sanctuaries, for our protected species, our best served .if we have an
Opportunity to participate as a cooperating agency, as a co-lead and as early as possible in
the process, webelieve that there should be at least an environmental assessment at every
step in the process and a full EIS at the last two steps for example. And from our
perspective, those steps would be appropriate in ensuring the balancing of environmental
concerns with energy demands.

Terry Garcia: We’ll probably have to send you some additional questions but if that were
to happen just quickly, do you think you have the resources to effectively carry out the
responsibilities? Would you need additional resources?

Jane Lubchenco: We are seriously hampered by a lack of resources to do many of these
especially under the timeframes that are omen are required and I was ple.ased to see
discussion of the time.frames and many of the discussions today because those are
.problematic for multiple reasons and one of them is it is that it really constraints what’s
possible.. The other is that if you don’t have a lot of resources to have people deployed to
do lots of different ongoing things that are happening in simultaneously, it’s a very well
challenge.

Terry Garcia: And Chairman Sutley, there has been discussion about separating th(
regulatm-y function from the leasing function at BOEM, MMS.. But if you read the Post
articlethis morning, clearly IMMS did not make these decisions in a vacuum at this part
of a department. Is it effective to merely shift to the regulatory responsibility to another
agency within the same deparlxnent? They’re both repdrting to the Secretary of the
Interior? Or do you have to do something more aggressive?

Nancy Sutley: Well, I think the Secretary’s proposal and actions to separate out some of
those functions I think is a very important step. I would say though that one concern I
think you’d have to weigh off.is the additional independence, yogi know, so a need for
additional independence .so driving. One of the things that we found in our report was
there was a lot of information that’s generated within MMS. But even within MMS, in
different places mad that one of the real areas for improvement is to better integr.ate that
information so that information that was developed by the planning part of MMS being
integrated into the NEPA and then into the ultimate decision-malting, information about
the probabilities of oil spills and the ability to respond to those every developed as the
result of the Open 90 requirements.

So, I think that we see how difficult it Was to make sure a!l that informati0~ was shared in
the right way even within the existing at the time structure of MMS. So, they questioned
about, you know, what would happen if this was all sent to opt to independent agency on
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the regulatory side, So, honestly I don’t know the answer to t~at but I think those are the
things that you’d walma consider.

William Reilly: Chair Fran Ulmer?

Fran Ulmer: I would invite comments on the following four questions because there isn’t
time to do it today. What would you propose that we make in the [inaudible] [01:31:24]]
process based onyo.ur experience in the spill? What do you have to say about Gulf of
Mexico restoration both in terms of the funding and to the management in a multi-state a
very complex jurisdiction where a lot of planning has already been done but not a whole
lot of action and there’s a tremendous opportunity fight now? Number three, do you
think that Marine Special Planning or some sort of more comprehensive planning
asses~rn’ent should be built into OCSLA? In other words, should OCSLA be amended so
at the level of the five-year 1.ease plan that ther.e’d be a more comprehensive assessment
of the region that is going to be proposed? And number four, does NOAA have the
authority and the resources, the capacity to do the planning for arctic oil and gas
development much less a spill in the arctic? .And if either of you wanna comment quicldy
on any of. those free, if not I would just appreciate your respondi~, g to those when you
could. Thank you.

Jane Lubchenco: I think to your second question, the Gulf of Mexic~ restoration both
resources mid management is exactly the chart that has been given to Secretary Maybes
and that there is a lot of discussion about that underway. So, I think many of us are
anxious to see his report and, you know, we -- there have been a lot of discussions about
that. I know that you know that but I would offerthat comment.

Nancy Sutley: Just in that point I think we recognized that I’ll think one of the particular
challenges until in the restoration in theGulf of Mexico is that already fragile arA. d
stressed state of the ecosys.tems in the Gulf pre. to spill. And in l~iarch of this year, we,
along with the office management of the budget let an interagency group looking at what
the barriers were to effective ecosystem restoration in the Gulf of Mexico, actually in the
Louisiana and Mississippi coastal -- for a coastal restoration. So, I tNN< the important as
Secretary Maybes gets ready to release his report is to recognize that we’re dealing with
an already stressed environment and significant barriers to restoration that we as the
Federal government working with state and local government.need to.make sure we take
care of if we’re golma see the Gulf of Mexico restored.

And then just a quick comment and I think we can provide more information in writing
with respect to Marine Special Plarmii~g and one of the things that we noted in the report
was, you know, we’re proposing this under.existing authority. S.o, whether it’s OCSLA
as its currently -- as it currently exist CCMA,. any number of statutes but that one of the
things that We hope to gain from the experience of going through this Marine Special
Planning process has seen if it can -- if we can fully reap the benefits of it even underthe
existing statute~ or whether .we need to make any changes. So at this moment it maybe
too early to tell.
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William Reilly: Chairman Graham?

Bob Graham: I’m gonna come back to the question that both Commissioner Boesch and
Commissioner Garcia were hsking. I’m golmajust read what the President said on March
the 31 st. This is in reference to we’re announcing the expansion of offshore oil and gas
exploration but in ways that balance the need to harness domestic energy resources and
the need to protect America’s natural resources. He previously had said this is not a
decision I have made likely~ It is one that can Segretary Salazar and I, as well as Carol
Browner, my energy adviser and others in my administration looked that closely for more
than a year. Ms. Sutley, I. gathered from what you said earlier, you were not one of those
others in my administration who had been tasked to look at these issues, is that correct?

Nancy Sutley: W~ had not been specifically asked for anything.. The secretary I know
was engaged in the number of discussions including scoping and meetings and other
public meetings around the country and looking at where oil and gas drilling was
appropriate.

Bob Graham: And Ms. Lubchenco you indicated that you would respond what’s written
materials as t6 the degree that you were one of those in the administration tasked to look.
closely at this matter in addition to your. advice relative to the decision itself. I’d be
interested in that. And also, what did you have to say ~ibout the resources that you would
. have to cmiy out your responsibilities in this expanded area and the degree to which you
have an understanding that those resources are going to be made available?

Jane Lubchenco: Mr. Chairman just so I understand that you’re asking if we were asked
if we had the proper resources or you’re asking if we think we do have them?

Bob Graham: No. Well, I was. asking two questions. The first is responding to the
President’s statement that others in nay administration look closely at this from more than
a year. Y-c)u indicated that you had -- you were part of that close look and that you would
provide some written materials as to what you’re recommendations were based on that?
The second question relates to the resources that would be required by your agency, to
carry out its responsibility in this expanded area where you asked to identify What those
additional resources would be and what is your level of understanding or confidence that
in this expanded area for offshore oil and gas exploration that you will have the capacity
to carry out your responsibility?                                  :

Jane Lubchenco: Mr. C.hairman I was not directly involved in reviewing the plans. What
I said earlier is that there had be.en agency to agency consultation with respect to
comments based on earlier comments on various fire-year plans that were taken into
account in the formulation of what the President announced in March. So there ~vas
cons.ultation. There was dialogue. I was not in a position to be formally approving or
disapproving the plan. We were not asked specifically if we had the resources to execute
responsibilities under those.



Bob Graham: Because I’m now -- I’m a little confused because I had thought what you
said earlier that .y.ou would.have considered yourself to have been. to use the President’s
term. Others in my administration looked at closely for more than a year that you were
part of that group. You say now that you played consulied your role but that you were
not part of the group that advised the President on the ultimate decision to expand
offshore oil and gas exploration.

Jane Lubchen~o: That’s correct’.

Bob Graham: Okay, thank you.

William Reilly: Well, I would -- I think many.of us would like to pursue with this. You
have. provided, fascinating and tantalizing directions that we asthe commission want to
explore further. I would only say many commissioners as you have gathered here are
quite interested in seeing an expansio.n of the -- or an increased in the attention that is
given to scientific and environmental expertise which both your agencies represent. ..I
must say as an alumnus of CEQ, I’m disappointed that a policy to expand so significantly
the area of offshore oil and gas would not have involved a direct consultation with the
CE.Q Chair and with other agencies and it’s increasingly clear to me I think as we have
gone into this inquiry that to ’the extent we do wish to recommend greater consultative
roles for your agencies. One had best do that.b) statutes specifically rather than to leave
some of the languages of NEPA and some of the existing prefatory environmental
policies, the National Oceans Policy which is certainly should effect that r~sult .and that
we shall also should look very glosely at the resource implications of anything like that
We recommend. So, you’ve been very helpful in this and I look forward.to your answers
to some Of the written questions and the commissioners will post and appreciate that we
all do very much your efforts in the Gulf and otherwise with respect to. very important
gesources that you took after. Thank you for your presentations.

Jane Lubchenco: Thank you.

Nancy Sutley: Thank you.

Male Speaker: We’ll now have a break for lunch and we’ll be reconvening at 1:15 with
panel number three which will be on Meeting the Regulatory Challenges.
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Male Speaker: Call the meeting to orde~ and we’ll pass the floor to our -- to chairman who will
introduce the next panel.

William Reilly: Good. afternoon and welcome. This pane! is concerned with meeting the
regulatory challenges. What we have is our presenters Tyl6r Priest, Clinical Assistant Professor
and. Director of Global Studies, C.T. Bauer College of Business University of Houston; .Thomas
Kitsos, former Acting Director of Minerals Management Service; Randall Luthi, former director,
Mineral Management Service; and S. Elizabeth Bimbaum, former director of the Mineral
Management Service. We will hear from each of you sequentially and hold our comments and
questions for. your conclusion. We are very pleased that you are here and appreciate your
coming to present to us, responding to our questions. And we’ll begin with Tyler Priest..

Tyler Priest: Thank you. I’d like to thank the commissioners for inviting me to appear before
you today. I woul~l also like to thank th6 former MMS directors for sharing this panel with me.
My name is Tyler Priest. I’m at the University of Houston. I’m also a member of the OCS
Sdientific Advigory Committee f~r the BOEM. My remarks today, however, don’t reflect the
Opinions of my fellow members on the committee or the committee itself.

The F£deral OCS program administered by the Minerals Management Service since .1982 has
long been the steward of the nation’s increasingly vital offshore oil and gas resources and the
public revenues generated from them. It oversees 1.7 billion acres on the OCS. It is the nation’s
largest landlord. In that role the OCS program is navigated through many controversies. More
recent revelations of ethic scandals and revenue mismanagement and regulatory lapses have
deepened the impression of the MMS as an agency captured by the oil and gas industry.
Although the MMS has had its problems and reforms to the agency’s organization .seem
warranted, the concept of agency capture does not do justice to the complexities of the modem
OC.S bureaucracy and offers little insight into the inherent problems of managing OCS lands. A
brief review of the program’s history may help us appreciate those challenges.

During its early history begirming in 1954 the Federal OCS program was indeed a weak partner,
if not a captive, to offshore operators. A small New Orleans based staff in the Bureau of Land
Management issued leases and pipeline rights of way. Another handful of people from the U.S.
Geological Surveys Conservation Divisionmonitored operations and collected revenues. Both
agencies focused on making petroleum resourceg available for expeditious and orderly
development ~s the OCS Lands Act instructed. In other words, from day one the mission was to
promote development.

With no prior experience in industrial regulation and little lcnowle~lge of fast changing offshore
technology, federal officials in the Gulf in the 1950s copied the leasing practices of Texas and
Louisiana and relied on industry to draft new regulations and orders. Environmental safeguards
were treated, as they were in the Lands Act, as an afterthought and !ightly forced. In 1969 the
Gulf’s region’s lease management office had 12 inspectors overseeing fifteen h~ndred platforms.
And those inspectors depended on operators for transportation ~/o those platforms.

In the late 1960s, however, the relationship between industr) and the OCS organization was
t.ransformed. First, pressures from the Bureau of the Budget to guarantee that the nation, was
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receiving fair market value on the OCS forced the Bureau.of Land Management and the USGS to
devote more money and manpower to resource evaluation, .independent resource ev.aluation,
.before lease sales. Those evaluations.sometimes led to the rejection of bids that did not meet fair
market .criteria. An even bigger change came in the wake Of the 1969 blowout in the Santa

. Barbara.Channel which set the stage for the National Environmental Policy Act which we heard
about in an earlier panel and forever tied the environmental movement to the OCS program. The
Department of Interior quickly issued a stringent set of new r~gulations which were enforced by
an expanded and professionalized inspection program using a prescriptive listof potential
incidents of non-compliance, the famous Pink List. The OCS organization also developed its
own technology, assessment and research, program, to monit6r changing technologies and
response to this new political and regulatory climate. Gulf of Mexico operators developed the
equipment and operating practices needed to ensure safer operations.

However, as these new reguiations were implemented to bring more caution to OCS
development, a COmltervailing pressure emerged in the form of the OPEC oil Embargo .of !973.
In one official response,. President Nixon’s project In.dependence was to accelerate offshore
development by offering more sales and placing new emphasis on resource evaluation~ An
inherent contradiction between stronger regulation and accelerated development wag built in~d
the program in the 1970s alnd has bedeviled it ever since. The OCS Lands Act amendments of
1978 attempted to. resolve this contradiction and a related problem exposed b.y the Santa Barbara
blowout, and that is the benefits of OCS development are distributed nationa!ly while the costs
are often concentrated locally.

The 1970 amendments introduced the five year lease schedule provided .for phase decision
making under [iliaudibl~] [0:07:33] environmental impact studies., And at each stage of the
leasing and development process and amendments, also created a new environmental studies
program to support assessment and it opened up avenues for state and local participation in OCS
decision making. The efforts failed, however, to resolve the tensions between enviro~mentaI
assessment and resource evaluation.. Environmental assessment demanded by local and
environmental groups slows down the process and sometimes halts it all together.

By Contrast, resource evaluation in the service of domestic energy production is biased toward
expedited development. It is no secret that the.development bias has permeated MMS and the
Department of Interior.. Watchdog groups see this as the result of the revolving door and
industry’s influencing peddling, but .it also stems from the basic mission and professional
orientation of many parts of the OCS program and this bias was strengthened when the BLM and
USGS conservation officers were merged to create IVIMS. The area wide leasing system
introduced by Secretary of Interior James Watt under the first early years of the Reagan

presidency further reinforced this bias by opening up larger areas of choice to industry and
shifting environmental and resource assessment ~o the post lease phase. The logic are very
widely seamless to explore first and ask questions later. Now, there were compelling geological
and economic reasons to perceive fl~s way in the Gulf of Mexico at the time, but area. wide
.leasing antagonized cdnstituencies elsewhere leading to legal and political gridlock just about
everywhere outside the Gulf.
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During the last 25 years the Gulf of Mexico has become one of the most dynamic oil and gas
produding regions in the world providing trem(ndous economic benefits to the region and the
nation. Both the industry, and MMS deserved, credit for bringing in valuable new sources of
supply and doing it rel.atively safely at least until April 20th of this year. However, their success
in the Gulf has led to a collective inattention inside and outside government to the risks of deep
water drilling there. As domestic oil production declined, elsewhere and these other coastal
areas, came un. der 1.easing moratoria, politicians in both parties eagerly encouraged development
of the deep water G~lf.and there was not a lot of environmental opposition to that development.
The opposition to area wide l~asing was mostly focused on the projected and real revenue
redu(tions that came from area wide leasing.

Their dramatic expansion of deep water drilling and production in the Gulf of Mexico since the
1990s has o.ccurre.d during a period of deregulatory fervor and fiscal restraint I believe has
handicapped the MMS. From !984 to 2009 the. MMS went from about two thouSand to six-teen
hundred total fulltime employees, a 20 percent reduction. Its annual budget increased from 163
million in 1984 to 296 million in 2009 but this was a decline of about tsn percent in real terms.
The part of the agency that I’m most familiar with, the environmental studies program, spent 20
million dollars on environmental stuciies in 2009 and this was less than half in nominal terms .of
what was spent by the program in 1975 when it was created. It is teia percent in real terms of
what environmental studies was in 1975. And this contraction, especially in the more recent
years, has happened during a significant expansion of MMS’s mandate to evaluate new. areas and
analyze envirdnmental questions surrounding alternative energy technology such as offshore
wind which present very different challenges than assessing the risks in technologies of oil and

Meanwhile, during the same period, 1984 tO 2009, 3,487 production facilities were installed on
the federal OCS and the Gulf, double the number installed in the previous 30 years of the
program going back to 1953. And there were hundreds of removals of old platforms which
involve extra layers of oversight. And add.to, this the increasing co.mplexity and expansive deep
water technology and the time constraints as we heard about in the previous pane! placed on
environmental assessment it is not difficult to conclude that the MMS was tmderfunded and
understaffed in carrying out its regulatory responsibilities. Thus, we can see why it often
allowed industry to draft regulatioi~s, why it moved to performan.ce based regulation that
transferred more responsibility to operators for safety or at least tried to, and why its use of
categorical exclusions to environmental assessment soared after 1997.

We all share in some of the failures that caused this disaster. We all consumed the energy
produced in the Gulf, but we have not all been mindful of the cost and risks borne by that region
in securing what domestic oil we are still able to produce. We accepted the plan.to explore first
and ask questions later and then we stopped .asking. Many of us are hopeful, however, that the
work of this commission will lead us to ask the right questions going forward. I thank the
commission again fo~ inviting me to present my views and I’m -- if you have questions, I’ll
attempt to respond today or later in writing.

William Reilly: Thank you. Mr. K_itsos.
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Thomas Kitsos: Thirty foyer years ago almost to the day an event occurred on the floor of the
House of Representatives which at first flash may not s.eem at all cormected to the deep water
horizon tragedy, but which I think upon .reflection says a lot about the relationship between
govermin, ent and the regulatory agency. Chairman Reilly, .Chairman Graham, I’m pleased tobe
invited to testify today and I came to the conclusion after seeing a coup!e of.newspaper stories
and watching most of your hearings and looking at the thorough testimony that’s been presented
about the OCS process that I would not duplicate that but simply provide some reflections on my
involvement over a tlumber of ye~s inthis process.

On September 28 of 1976 the select committee on the other continental shelf on the house
brought the floor a conference report that contained a provision which said, among o~her things,
the federal government is authorized and directed to carry out an exploratory drilling program.
Now, its prior authorization under the 53 Law provided similar authority, although it didr~’t
direct it. But most of the work that had been done by the interior secretaries at the point were of
structure stereographic testing, not on structure; because the industry did not want the department
to do it find the department did not do that.

The opposition to the provision directing the possibility of a federal exploratory program was
fraught with very interesting debate both on the record and on the floor of the house off
microphone and near the cloakrooms. And as an unspeakably young staff person whd was there,
it was very interesting to me and it’s all come back to haunt me to some extent as we Saw what
happened With the rise in oil spill. The opponent to this provision was the Honorable Pete
DuPont, who was the representative from Delaware to time the later governor of Delaware
republican presidential candidate and very articulate spokesperson on behalf of his position that
you did not want the government to be heavily involved in unstructured exploratory drilling.

The whole idea behind that provision had nothing to do with the question of deep water
development. We weren’( anywhere close to that. It had nothing to do with environmental or
safety issues. It had to do with the concept that the committee was rustling with .about separating
exploration from development. The concept was how can the government offer leases for sale to
oil companies if they really do not. know how much resources may be ou~ there. Seismic testing
was in its infaficy at that point and we didn’t really know until you put a drill on the ground how
much oil was golma be there. Therefore, the notion was have the government set up some kind
.ofa program in conjunction, withindustry or perhaps on its own.

And Congressman-DuPont made the case that you did not want government getting involved
heavily in the question of exploration drilling on the OCS. Yeg, they should regulate, but no,
they should not be overly involved. You certainly did .not want the government to be hiring
people or to engage in its own kind of drilling technology. Now, remember, toward the end of
.the debate it was quit~ lively. He turned and he -- toward the majority side of the house and he
said, my colleagues -- sometlling to this effect -- if you like the way the United States Postal
Service is operated, you’ll blow the federal oil and gas company. And the air kind of went out of
the room and Cong.ressman Hamilton Fish from New York, the ranking minority member,
moved to recommit the conference report back. to committee, in effect, killing it because it was at
toward the .end of the session. And the vote was a motion to recommit and it was a successful
vote and the conference report was killed, by four votes~ 198 to 194. I point that out because ih
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the 94th Congress, when those amendments were being considered, the democrats had just come
off a post Watergate election of enormous proportions and the democrats control the house by
291 votes to 144 for the republicans, the margin of 147votes.

OCS cuts across par~ lines and we see it time and time again. I’m suggesting that that provision
would have been a good idea or a bad idea but as far as I know, and I’ve been away from this
process for quite a while, that’s the last time and perhaps the only time that the direct issue of
should the government be more involved in the exploration drilling activities on the OCS was
directly confronted by congress and the decision was no. An,cl it took two years more work on
the select committee, the election of President Carter, and the dropping of that provision to get
the conference report passed Which led to the 1978 amendments.

I do think that the process that we have under the ’)8 amendments, although it’s subject now to
criticism, and.I think much of it is justified criticism, it’s time to change what we did back then,
what, it had been 23, 25 years before the 53 Act was amended. It’s been even longer since the
actual has been amended. Now, I think the time has come for that given what we have found out
about the d.eep water horizon oil spill. But the ’78 amendment served as well at that time and --
but they need revision. Clearly, we have a process which set up in MMS but.mistakes were
made. Clearly, we need to professionalize our inspectors and to increase the budget for that and
the administration is talking about that. Obviously, you’ve heard from m.any witnesses say that
part of the problem here was the BP. Blowout was that he had a pretty good safety record in
deep water,and that .is tm~. and that then tends to lead to letting decisions go that perhaps’ need
greater scrutiny. We’ve had, obviously, issues regarding the environment.

I just want to point .out that NEPA was ~:elatively new when the amendments were passed and
throughout -- spr~k4ed throughout the. [inaudible] [0:20:41] are provisions requiring that
environmental impact statements be done and in other areas, it be silent about whether NEPA
would apply.. And that’s because there was an internal debate.going on in congress at that time
about, if you mention NEPA, then that might mean that there’ll be interpretations that the
absence of NEPA means that it doesn’t apply. There were other schools of thought that NEPA
stands on its own and it’s not part of any individua! statute and it’s up to the federal manager to
make a decision on whether there’s an activity that significantly affects the quality of the human
environment. And so there was this debate in which sometimes the members of congress
advocating, mentioning NEPA won, and there are other times when other advocates of NEPA
say no, don’t mention it too many times, because pretty soon you’ll just -- you’ll wipe it off the
books for certain stages of the process. That’s why the OCS has sort of a mixed record.

i-have not been at.MMS since 2001. It’s been nine years. And I was there during the 1990s
which is really a time of transition as more companies made gr.eater finds in deep water and,
clearly, that’s where the resources are and the -- but we did i~ut forward deep water operation
plans and called for existing prescriptive’ regulations to be supplemented to require operators to
adopt safety and environmental management plans. That eventually apparently did not make it
through the process. I would note that during our time there was a deep .water subcommittee
added to the OCS Science Committe~ and I’m noi -- to look at the risks in the scientific
requirements in d~ep water developments. So there was .an awareness at that time that we were
moving into ’deeper water. We weren’t quite there yet. Perhaps we ~eeded more scientific.
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¯ kr,.owledge and technical knowledge, but then we l~ft and I’m not. sure exactly what happened
after that. I went off to ~he U.S. Commission on. Ocean Policy and we took a broader !ook at
ocean issues including a chapter on offshore energy.

In fact, when I was there, we spent a lot of time fighting about royalties and not offshore is.sues,.
fighting about what’s the value of a barre! of oil and we gotinto a big fight with the oil ~ndustry
¯ about how to process that. And that was -- I’ve seen statements made that that was being
stimulated by OMB lobking for additional revenues. That was not.my sense being at the agency
at that time. My sense .was there was a recog0i. "tion at MMS that there was some gaming going
on, that potentially was. going on, that would reduce the price of a barre! of oil at which royalties
would be calculated. It has nothing to do with the deep water horizon, but it’s the kind of issue
that just dominates your time when you are -- when you?re at the agency.. And congress has paid
a. lot of attention to it including moving toward the royalty and kind program which has its own
problems in Lakewood, Colorado. So you lose your attention on issues that probably are more
important. That was just part of the Nstory of what we experienced in the 1990s.

Let me ~onclude, Mr. Chairman, by saying I will not use all my time. I yie.ld to my colleagues
and maybe, we’ll ha.v~ more time for questions and answers. I think that it is quite obvious that
the agency, the federal government in genera!, need to adopt better safety requirements and to
.develop a stronger safety culture and that’s so easy to say .and so difficult to do. But I would als0
add that I believe the industry has its own responsibility fo) developing a safety culture..You
can,t just depend on the government to do it and I do worry about the question of technology.
And what can government agencies know compared to what this industry develop? It’s a very,
very difficult issue.

Again, I appreciate -- and, finally, let me just note that if you do nothing else, I think that you
s~lould make a recommendation that the 30 day requirement in. plan bf exploration be changed
depending by legislation. That just does not work and it was one of those compromises made in
the ’78 amendments. I appreciate the opportunity to be here. I’I1 be happy to try to answer any
questions when the time comes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

William Reilly: Thank you, Mr. Kitsos. Mr. Luthi.

Randall Luthi: Thank you very much and good afternoon Co-Chairman Reilly, Co-Chairman
¯ Graham, and other distinguished members of the commission. Thank you for the invitation and
the opportunity to meet with you today. And, first, I want to wish you the very best in your
investigation concerning this horrific, terrible accident. You know, none of our actions can ever
compensate for the loss of 11 lives. But ~ogether we are working to identify the recans to

¯ prevent such an accident from ever occurring again.

I understand you’ve asked me to talk a little bit in general telanS about my ten years as director of
the Minerals Management Service. I further.understand that you’re seeking an understanding of

¯ these kinds of issues, constraints, and challenges that often face a director. It was my.privilege to
be fire director of MMS from July of 2007 to mid-January 9f 2009. I’m honored to share the
table today with Director -- former director Liz Birnbaum and long-term acting director Tom
Kitsos. We former mid acting directors represent a wide range of interest, experience, and we’ve
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served in both the republican and democratic administrations.
they never lacked challenge.

Our jobs were never boring and

Since its inceptio~ in 1982, the dedicated employees of MMS have been instrumental in
developing secure and reliable energy from o~ nation’s other continental shelf. They have
collected billions of dollars that have funded federal and state programs in the land. and water

¯ conservation fund. Other continental shelf energy development provides about one-third of our
nation’s well and approximate a little more than 11 percent of o.ur natural gas While at MMS we
~lso made great strides in establishing the renewable energy program. Following my.departure
Director Bimbaum admirably received the baton and continued to make MMS the leader in
offshore energy production. Despite our varied backgrounds and our ".interest, I believe you’re
gonna find that we have several common beliefs, and one of the beliefs is that what the people of
MMS have done and what they will continue to do under whichever name it will eventually be
called is vital importance to 6ur nation because we are consumers of energy.

One of the consequences of a deep water horizon has been the vilification of the great people of
MMS. I have neverworked with a more dedicated, sincere, ethical, and let’s-do-the-right-thing
group of people. It has personally pained me to see the entire agency painted by those seeking
scapegoat with a broad brash of blame due to the irresponsible actioris of a handful employees in
the past. I would trust MMS employees with my safety, my money, and my reputation. These
are people that gave up countless months to review and. improve our ability to account
accurately, determine, and enforce, and collect royalties. These are the people that are on the
frontline whenlhurricanes w~eak havoc, death, and destruction. I personally recall that in 2008
four hurricanes swept across the Gulf of Mexico causing at times nearly 100 percent of the gas
and oil production to be shut in. Many offshore structures were badly damaged or destroyed but
there was no loss of Hfe and no appreciable spill of oil or gas from the outer continental shelf.
Those who oversaw, those operations were often hundreds of miles away from their families and
their loved ones.

Unfortunately, and I think i~’s with any large organization, it doesn’t have to necessarily bg large,
not all employees are perfect and not all behave in the manner expected by leadership or the
public. However, let me confirm what the inspector general reports have shown. Inappropriate
behavior at MMS while very well publicized was infrequent and involved a minority of

’employees. I mentioned the reports today because it illustrates how a director’s focus is pulled
.in many directions. As with all agencies that include hundreds of people spread over thousands
of miles, a director is not necessarily aware of every day to day activity. And I believe those of
us at th~ table, today would agree that it’s not what you know that comes up to bite you; it is what
you don’t know. The director provides l~ro~id policy guidelines and out -- goals and outlines and
seldom arewe involved in those really routine daily activities. That is left best to the
pro.fessio.nal managers of the agency. However, and I would say rightly so, the director is
ultimately responsible.

Inspector general investigations and GAG reports are example of.situations that require the
director’s time. Over. the years, MMS has certainly had its share of those invehtigation and
~eports. And when those resurfaced during my tenure, we cooperated fully with either the GAG
or inspector general. And when the reports were released, and I point out that often the repo.rts
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are released years after the events actually occurred, we discipline thos~ involved and we
implemented the recorm~aendations or implemented the changes recommended. During .my
tenure, considerable attention and, consequently, much of my time was devoted, to that royalty
determination and collection process. But I know that’snot your focus today.

The exact cause of the April 20 of loss of oil control and explosion has not yet been verified, but
it’s my hunch and,.as you know from looking at my background, I’m n6t an e.ngineer, I’m not an
expert in this area, but it’s my hunch that you are going to find a series of poor judgments and a
series of human, errors. An investigation such as the one you’re doing will fill in those holes or
whether the regulations didn’t require the correct ~esting or other correct safety measures or well
designed procedures were not followed. And once that picture is clear industry and federal
regulators must take corrective actions. If they have not already done s.o, we must never have a
repeat of this occurrence again. This event has often been referred to as a bladk swan, an event
that wasn’t adequately expected and.Will forever change exploration. But this deadly accident
also changes how we view the past. A missed inspection, a quick approval or a procedure, which
in the grand scale of }hings may or may not be significant, but suddenly it looms large. We look
differently at the past ni~w.

As you know, all offshore.energy has some risk and up until April 20th it appeared that the safety
mechanisms’ and the safeguards emplaced actually worked. The hurricane season of 2008 which
I mentioned is. a good example, but much of the good news. about 2008 was based upon the
lessons leamed after hurricanes Rita and Katrina. For example, additional mooring requirements
were put in place following 2005. Regulators-and industry learned hard lessons from disasters
and no doubt will do so now..

During my tenure many leases were sold, many wells were drilled in deeper and deeper water
and, certaiNy, at deeper and deeper debts. And while it .didn’t get the .public. attention of the
royalty program, safety both in terms of the environment and human safety was, in fact, very
much discussed. I think everyone involved in the leasing and safety program knew that j~ist one
accident, just one accident, would change everything, and how true that. has actually ended to be.
Through thelands Of the Macondo well, it appears that the technology to explore has outpaced
the technology to respond. But at the time, the track ~ecord of safety procedures, the blo~vout
preventers seemed well within the reasonable risks paran~eters. However, then and now, one of
the best ways to asstire safety is to have the best qualified and trained personnel involved in the
permitting and inspection areas.

While I was at MMS, the oil field was absolutely booming and we spent hours evaluating how to
reta~ and attract quality employees. These efforts included creating retention bonuses,
recruitment techniques, imploring the office of personnel management to approve a higher .salary
structure for New Orleans. And while I think we were fairly successful in that area of bonuses in
particular, there was always a chailenge to out" financial and technical r~sources as you’ve heard
of today’s discussion.

It’s industry .and not government that develop deep water technology and equipment and,
therefore, it’s not only necessary but .I would say.highly beneficial to develop and maintain
connections with the industry in order to keep abreast mad regulate the latest technology safety
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issues. I was never under the impression that industry was calling the shots. Well,. certainly
sought their input which I believe is rightfully so. And as you are acutely aware~ this nation is at
a crossroads in its energy development. .Your recommendations will help steer out energy
economy.

While the. deep water horizon accident changes our perception, it hasn’t changed the fact that we
depend upon a reliable, secuie ener.gy, source at a reasonable cost. It hasn’t, changed the fact that
we. import approximately 60 percent of our oil. It hasn’t changed the forecast that even with
greatly increased emphasis on renewable, fossil fuels will still likely provide three quarters of
our energy portfolio for at least the next generation. Lengthy exploration moratoriums, the fact
on moratoriums due to undefined additional reviews will eventually cost jobs, will eventually
cost energy reliability, and will eventually cost energy supply deficiencies. We’ve already read
of the job -- or the prediction of job loss of twenty three thousand jobs in the current moratorii~m.
Decreased domestic production will eventually result in more imports. It will eventuall~r result
in future and higher fuel cost..

Now, the challenge, as I see it to you andI wish you the best in it, is how far do we move tha)t
needle in additional safety regulations, in additional safety safeguards~ in response to this
accident. How far do we move that needle and yetwe do not go so far as to cripple our ability to
produce domestic energy. I wish you well in fmding that sweet spot.

In closing, I reiterate to you, it was an absolute honor }’or me to serve this country and a privilege
for me to work with the free people at MMS. The challenges were great. However, being a
director of MMS is a highlight -~ one of the highlights of my career. As a government agency, I
thought we were nimble, quick. We attempted to provide service, timely service, both in terms
of energy exploration as well as safety, but it’s a very, very delicate balance and it continues to
.remain so. And I think it’s good that we always have these kinds of discussions to remind us of
the type of balance it does take.

Thank you for your attention.. Thank you for your sacrifice for serving on this commission.
look forward to attempting to answer your questions in farther discussion.

William Reilly: ThaN( YoU, Mr. Luthi. Ms. Bimbaum2

S. Elizabeth Bianbaum: Good afternoon, Chairman Reilly., Chairman Graham, members of the
commission. My name is Liz Bimbaum and, as you mentioned, I served as the director of the
Minerals Management Service from July 2009 through May 2010. Let me start by expressing
my deep regret that the deep water horizon accident occurred during the period that I directed the
agency charged with regulating offshore oil and gas development. It was a tragedy for the 11
mgn who lost their lives and for their families and friends and an enviromnental disaster for the
Gulf of Mexico that will require an unknoma period for recovery. In that light, I am happy to
assist this commission in any way to fulfill the mandates set in the present executive order.

At this time I’d like to provide several, suggestions regarding the regulation of offshore oil and
gas .drilling based on my short tenure at MMS. The first and most obvious need with respect to
regulation of offshore oil and gas drilling is to upgrade technical requirements for equipment mud
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drilling practices. We reviewed a number of these technical issues during the month following
the incident including requirements for blowout preventer, manufacture, and testing, and
standards for well cementing and ceiling. Many. technical recommendations were included in
Secretary Salazar’s report to the president on May 27, and I belie.ve the Department of the
Interior has continued to consider additional technical requirements beyond those suggested in
that report. I would recommend that the commission support this ongoing review of technica!
standards and consider an extemat review of the overall technical regulatory scheme as well.

It appears that MMS Staff had upgraded technical standards on a regular basis over time, but no
comprghensive internal or external review of these standards had been conducted in many years.
Some regulatory, improvements have been recommended by staff during the years of the Bush
administration but never made it through the process t0.be finalized as regulations. For example,
staff’had proposed a regulation requ~ing a secondary trigger mechanism for blowout preventers,
a practice MMS had long required as a matter of practice in reviewing permits to drill. That
never made it into regulation.

In addition, as development moved into deeper and deeper water and deeper arid deeper
formations, MMS never condu~ted a comprehensive overhaul of the regulations to address the
novel risks posed by these activities. But any set of technical’standards can only service the first
step in regulating oil and gas development. Equipment failure may have contributed to the deep
water horizon incident but it also appears that,human err6r and the natural tendency to overlook
danger signals when a high priority is placed on oil and gas to production contributed
significantly. This has been ~eported repeatedly in media and congressional investigations and
the joint MMS-Coast .Guard hearings.

This brings me to my second recommendation. The commission should support the development
of a body regulation for oil and gas exploration and development processes. Such regulations
would be quite distinct from the technical standards generally adopted by MMS in the past. That
would address requirements for commtmicating internally, for establishing written protocols, and
living by them, for double and triple checking activities, and for providing incentives to internal
safety reporting. I Understand there’s a body of literature in academic investigation in support of
process safety for industrial activities. MMS had only begun to address the issue when I left.

When thedeep water horizon incident occurred, we were in the process of fmalizing safety in
enviroumental management systems regulations that MMS staff had developed after reviewing
the record of accidents and regulatory violations over the last several years. Staff analysis
deten~n6d that such safety systems would addz.ess failures involved in more than two-thirds of
the incidents. Secretary Salazar has .made 27 reports to the president, mentioned at the prospect
of publishirig these regulations. I would suggest that the commission consider not only insisting
that the regulations be finalized but also ordering a broader review of process regulations for
offshore oil and gas.

Another area of deficiency that has become apparent in the wake of the deep water horizon
incident is the lack of adequate oil spill response capacity. Despi~e the reforms adopted in the
Oil Pollution Act of 1990,the nation still has not developed adequate oil spill response plarming
an~t basic R and D for oil spill r.esponse technology. The .commission may wish to recommend



reforms on both of these issues. As the house energy in congress committee’s investigation has
shown oil spill response plans prepared by industry, an MMS’s review of those plans were
woefully lacking. In addition, while the U.S. Coast Guard is responsible for implementing the
plans, the Coast Guard has never acted on MMS’s offer to allow the Coast Guard to review the
plansbefore MMS approves them. The. commission may wish to reconsider the terms of the
executive order implementing the Oil Pollution Act which split the. responsibilities between these
two agencies. At any rate, to the extent that responsibility for oil spill response is shared, all
responsible agencies should review industry plans and the reviewers must be held to a higher
standard.

The second issue in oil spill response is the development of adequate cleanup technology. It’s a
~hallenge to maintain sufficient research planning for technology to address a problem that only
draws public attention once in a generation. The Oil Pollution Act attempted to meet this
challenge by using a portion of the industry contributions to the oil spill liability trust fund to
support oil spill cleanup R and D. MMS has received appropriations from .the trust fund under.
that act to conduct, research at the onset test tank in [inaudible] [0:42:55], Ne.w Jersey, and to
support oi! spill response training. Clearly, the level of investment has been inadequate. This
commission should address the issue. I would suggest that the commission determine an
adequate funding level and then recommend direct spending from the trust fund to support R and
D under the supervision of either the Coast Guard or MMS’s successor agencies, 9¢hoever is
responsible.

Finally, I’d like to address what I consider the most difficult issue in oil and ga~ regulation which
is inspection of offshore drilling rigs and production platforms. I appreciate the careful job done
by the Interior’s inspector general in her report on ethics violations by the Lake Charles "
inspectors in the lastadministration. But I think that the most telling aspect of our findings has
been underrepgrted. The inspectors who had accepted gifts from industry employees had
extensive, social and community connections, including family relationships, with those
employees. Simply put, they aI1 live in the. same towns. This is not a point of criticism.
Offshore inspectors have to live along the Texag and Louisiana coast in order to fly offshore on
daily inspections. And those areas are dominated by two industries, oil and gas shrimping. Even
if the agency brought in a completely new cadre of inspectors with no prior connection to the
industry or to the affected communities, those inspectors would still have to live there.

Following the Deepwater Horizon incident I heard some recommendations that MMS should
have had inspectors on the drilling rigs at all times_to observe all activities. While this is
possible, it would require the inspectors to live on the rigs a!ong with the d{’iiling crews. MMS
inspectors could not fly back and forth on shifts. The weather would make this impossible even
if funding allowed it. Having the inspectors live on the platforms would tie them even more
closely to the industry and the drilling 9rews.                  .

Another factor that contributes to the close relationship between inspectors in industry, the
training necessary to understand the operations of oil and gas drillingrigs and platforms is not
available in schools. It’s something like being,an auto mechanic. In order to understand how
things work, you have to spend some time unde~ the hood. Historically, people with experience
working for the industry have .been those with the knowledge necessary to inspect a rig or
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platform. The only way to eliminate this connection would be to provide extensive on-the-job
training for novice inspectors.

But even with that, there would be ~ao silver bullet to eliminate the close connection between
offshore inspectors and the employees of the industry they regulate. They will s~ill live in the
same communities. One helpful suggestion made by the Interior Inspector Genera! is that

penalties be established for industry in. addition to those for federal emp!oyees who receive
inappropriate gifts.. This would require legislation. Several other measures could reduce
connections - requiring regular rotation of inspectors sitting ftrewalls between inspectors and
facilities where their relatives work, monitoring the rate of violations found by various inspectors
and district offices, imposing moratoria on inspectors visiting .facilities operated .by the
companies that previously employed them, which I believe MMS has instituted. A combination
of these standards combined with c!oseoversight will be necessary t6 ensure adequate
inspections.

In addition, we asked the National Academy of Sciences to conduct a review of the offshore
safety inspec.tions and that report is due oht this fall. It may provide some ~dditional input to you
on this issue.

I want to thank, the Commission for the opportuni. "ty to present these thoughts on offshore oil and
gas regulation. I do not envy you the daunting.mission set for you by the President. In order to
provide recommendations that will ensure safety and environmental protection, the Commission
will need to go well beyond technical ~tandards to review all aspects of offshore industry
practices and enforcement. I will be happy to answer your questions.

William Reilly: Thank you very much Ms. Birnbaum. Well, you all have introduced
information here that supplements many cases as new and more detailed affecting the kinds of
concerns that we have and that have been raised and we appreciate it. We’re going to have as
our lead questioners here, Chairman Graham and Chansler Elmer. So, I will turn now to
Chairman Graham.

Bob Graham: Dr. Priest, earlier today we heard from Mr. Joe Lincoover [phonetic] of Shell and
he was asked the question about his evaluation ofthe drilling thdt took place Deepwater Horizon.
Do you have a number of technical comments as to how he thought it should or should not have
been done? That raised in my mind the question is there srme effort to have a determination of
best practice and lmifo.rm application of best practice where there is inactivity that relatively
repetitive and if not, why not and how is it that we can have one company do something as
standard as drilling admittedly a complex activity at this depth at such variance to what ahother
sister company would have done?

Tyler Priest: I think the indus.try makes a good faith effort at trying to develop and apply best
practices and it does this in many different ways primarily through the American Petroleum
Institute recommended practice documents, which operators are encouraged t9 follow and
contractors are encouraged to follow. There’s extensive technological information sharing and
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forums the Offshore Techno!ogy Conference in the society of drilling engineering. So, I don’t
think the industryis as a whole is negligent about these issues. They don’t want to see blowouts.
They don’t wanna see platforms exploding into flames. I think there is a good faith .effort
especially among the active operators to establish and follow best practices.

Bog Graham: And so this incident of VP assuming that the criticism that we heard was
appropriate was an outlier, an [inaudible] [00:49:22]?

Tyler Priest: Again, you have to remember I’m a Historian, so I look at thes~ things in historical
perspective and I hesitate to make judgments on the industries as the way .that operates now or
speculate on wh~tt it should be doing. I do know that there, s a long history of the industry getting
better and communicate what the best practices are.

Bob Graham: There have been a series of events in the last 10 years that have had some effect
on the context for.what happened on April the 20th and given the range of service of the three
MMS directors, who are here. You covered both of these events but I’d like to raise them and ask
some questioner, two about each. Mr. Kitsos, you were the Acting Director during the most of
the year 200t, which was the period in which a new administration had come to Washington and
had announced that they were going to have a new energy policy.. The Vice President was put in
charg~ of developing that policy. To what ~xtent were you as the Acting Director of MMS
consulted on issues of energy’ policy by the Vice President’s Task Force?

Thomas K_itsos: I was consulted about the’status of the program hnd what the offshore program
look like and all of the different procedures. I real~y was .not asked any questions about policy.
Senator Graham, I was a career sole service person and I took over when the prior director .left
b.ecause of .the change in administrations and I was there and, you know, subject to the new
administration selectingsomebody, it tunas out that I left before they actu .ally selected somebody
to go work.i~t the Ocean Commission. But the Vice President’s Energy Task Force got started
late in my time there and I just was getting off the grotmd. So, there was some early and
preliminary questions about what is this program all about? And I dealt with her staff on that
primarily at the people at the Interior Department. But by the time i left the Task Force to go off
and we’re making some policy decisions I believ~ thatI was not there.

Bob Graham: Did you know if the Task Force asked any of your staff or your successors
questions such as what would be the implications in terms of personnel and agency budget in
order to carry out various new energy policies that the Task Forcemight be suggesting?

Thomas Kitsos: No, I never received any questions about budget matters as far as I can recall.
They had the budget in numbers in front of them about what is the status quo at the time was but
where they direction they were headed was not something that ,was shared with me.

Bob Graham: The next event I wanted to discuss was ~he establishment of the Department of
Homeland Security which resulted in a considerable amount of reshuffling of agency
resp.onsibilities and one of the most affected agencies was the. Coast Guard which had been
variously in the Department of the Treasury and then at the.Department of Transportation and
now was moved to the new Department of Homeland Security with a priority assignment being
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counter terrorism. I understand that I think this occurred between Mr. Kitsos’ and Mr. Luthi’s ’
period that there was a memorandum of understanding at which, some of th6 Coat Guard~
previous responsibilities were transferred to MMS. Is that a correct statdment?

Randall Luthi: Mr. Chairman that sounds correct to me. I know it wasn’t in{tiated while I was
there.

Bob Graham: Y.eah, do you know -- d~d MMS get some additional resources in order to take over
the responsibilities that previously had been Coast Guard obligations?

Randall Luthi: Mr. Chairman I can’t answer that. That was probably done during the 20.04-05
budget hearings. The budgets I participated in was the end of the 2008 budget I believe -- no.
2009 budget beginning in the 2010. So, I really have no recollection one w@ or the other:

Gob Graham: In his testimony earlier, Dr. Priest talked about some of the declines in the budget
where there was I believe a reduction in head count from roughly 2000 to 1600 ~md the inflation
adjusted decline in your budget at approximately 10 percent. How did the agency during your
10:year goal about managing those reductions and resources particularly as this was also a time
of an accelerated level of activity particularly in Deepwater?

Randall Luthi: Frankly Mr. Chairman which you do is you do your best to: the best with less,
Those were times when it was very tight budget’times. You know, I mentioned to you as we
tried to figure out ways to keep on retained quality employees. We used what sources we have
available to use retention bonuses. We had discussions about how to make that money stretch
out as far as we possibly could. And so again it’s -- my recollection maybe a little fuzzy on that
just because of my timing in terms of the budget process, But when you come inat the end of
administration and I don’t mean I may in different than anyone else but I came in knowing that
was probably about an 18-month window regardless of how the elections tanned out, you are
going to be, yo.u know, probably finding another job. And sb you look at, am I gonn.a focus on
how to make the agency work with what it has or do I spent a lot of time trying to change it.
And franldy Mr. Chairman I try to make the agency work with what tools I was given.

Bog Graham: What were some Of the areas that you had to eliminate or reduce the previous
level of intensity such as number of inspections of well sites?

.Randall Luthi: I do not fecal} being the necessity to r~duce the number of inspections. The
inspection process is very fascinating and as I’m sure others can tell you it’s probably about as
weather :dependent as anything. But we were limited .in number of inspectors. I had the
opportunity to meet with many of the inspectors and got an idea of what kind of job they have to
do and I’m ver.y grateful for the job that.they do. But when you’re faced with -- you know, you
need to go out on a helicopter and you’re often, you’re more than a hundred miles most of the
time away from shore. And any kind of weather event you don’t want your inspectors out there.
And so in terms ofI donot recall having to reduce our number of inspections, I do recall I think
as b~fore I arrived there, there was quite a bit of discussion, about making sure we had
helicopters; so we get them too in from the rigs which i.s absolutely vital. You’ve got to be able
to get on the rigs if you’re gorma be able to inspect it effectively.
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Bob Graham: Ms. Bir~baum, anoth~ event that it occurred which was some of the discussion
with Panel II was the decision to open up more offshore are~is for oil and gas exploration. Were
you consulted by the administration in terms of (a).the policy, of opening up more and what
would be the consequenc?s of that on your agency such as on personal demands?

S. Elizabeth. Birnbaum: Certainiy, we had extensive discussion about the fact that if we went
into new areas, there would be requirements "for additional environmental studies as well as
additional oversight staff but the f~rst step would be. additional environmental and resource
studies which would require significant investment. The decision of what goes into the five-year
plan is one that’s never been delegated to the MMS director but certainly the information that the.
Secretary 0fthe Interior realized on came largely from MMS through me.

Bob Graham: So, in terms of what was your level of contribution to the decision to expand the
area for offshore oil and gas exploration which was announcekt in March of 2010?

S. Elizabeth Bimbaum: I provided the Secretary of the Interior with every piece of information I
could.

Bob Graham: And did you -- in addition to providing information, we also asked for your
judgment and opinion?

S. Elizabeth Birabaum: Yes..

Bob Graham: Andwhat was your judgment and opinion?

S. Elizabeth Birnbaum: I cannot tell you the number of meetings we had and the number of
conversations we had about different aspects of it. In the end I supported the administration’s
decision.                      .

Bob Graham: Ithink that’s all.

William Reiliy: Chancellor Ulmer?

Fran Ulmer: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and thanks to each and everyone of you for being here
today and providing additional insight. I’d like you to just first of all address tile question of the
reorganization from MMS and to BOEM and other pieces of the responsibility. I was very, very
interested in Professor Priest’s :description of the historical perspective that help~ us understand
how MMS. got toward is and why it make some of the decisions make some particularly
appreciated his reference to the culture of deregulation almost anti-regulation, which describes
sort of the American political environment for the last 25 years.. That creates an environment iri
which it’s prdbably difficult for M_MS to move forward just by reorganizing. It requires some
statutory changes. It requires resources. It requires expertise. But to the extent that a
reorganization might actually assist the people wl~o are working in the agency to make good
decisions andto be mord objective arid perhaps not quite as close in relationships as you were
des.cribing living in the same community, would,you reorganize MMS the way the
administration has proposed i~r would you make some other changes?
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Thomas Kitsos~ I think the leasing division of MMS needs to be separated from those that have
the responsibility for safety and environmental regulation and eliforcement and that part of the
administration’s proposals seems to me they make good sense. What I’m not clear about is
whether is being proposed that they remain different divisions within the new bureau or whether
they’d be separat9 .bureaus. But in any.event; I do think that that’s an important separation and
that you really hax)e a professionalization of your inspectors and your environmental people on
one side, and-the other side those who engage in dgveloping in a five-year leasing program and
as a leasing aspects..

However, there also have some to be cross fertilization. Yoti can’t. develop a five-year program
without the environmental people being involved and that would require either MOU within the
Interior Department of the two separate bureaus perhaps legislation. You have to have some
cross fertilization. I think the sep.aration of safety and environment from the leasing part is
critical.

Fran Ulmer: Who else warma comment on that?

Tyler Priest: May I just second that- I think there’s a reason why environmental ass.essment,
environmental studies is within the leasing part of the agency because just as Mr. Kitsos
explained, they need to be involved at the early stages. And environmental studies do work with
other sister aghncies in government. They contract with. NOAA and other agencies. There was
the sentiment expressed in an earlier panel that there needs to be more consultation. It does
happen very early, perhaps there needs to be more statutory authority related to that, I don’t
know but there is a reason why environmental studies and environmental assessment is in the
leasing part.

S. Elizabeth Bimbanm: Also, as Mr.,Priest said earlier actually there’s an inherent conflict in
that Continental Shelf Lands Act in how it requires both promotion or production and
environmental review and to some extent the environmental review may initially have been .an
after [inaudible] [01.:02:47] by now. The number of environmental laws that apply, it’s not so
much. But there is’a constant tension between the two. I think -- I agree with Tom that it’s very
important that the environmental review, folks be elevated be given at a level or inddpendence
that perhaps they’ve not had in the past. Well, that needs to be done in a separate agency or. not.
There is a lot of communicatio.n that needs to go back and forth on the environmental studies on
the resource evaluation even. And so creating some independence for the environmental view
andthe safety permitting and the inspections is very important. But you also need to develop
some sort of structure that allows for a continued communications on a whole variety of issues
that affect the oil and gas problem.

Fran Ulmer: Ms. Birnbaum you spoke the process safety and most very complex industrial
organizations and systems have process safety and I’m sure all of the companies were involved
in the Gulf of Mexico would say Nat they do something aiong those lines but obviously as we
heard this morning, different companies have very different approaches to it. So the question of
standardization at least in some way that proposed regulations, the summons, et cetera, which did
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not get adapted..Why is there so much r.esistance do you think from the in.dustry t.o regulations
’ like that that would set certain standards for safety when they all obviously have a vast interest in
having a safe record? I am particularly confused in this particular industry where you have so
many different players, the operators, the drillers, the contractors, the sub-contractors, the owners
and ea~ia and everyone of them have slightly different approaches. It raises all kinds of questions

¯ about consistency and how all contractors, sub-contractor can move from company A to
company B to company C and know what the standards are and.what the practices .are and what
kind of safety procedures apply. It seems a bit confusing. It almost as though some order.people
word see the advantage of having some consistency so that people have some predictability.
Why so much pushback?

S. Elizabeth Bimbaum: I think you made a very good point particularly where you have drilling
contract as for example who work with a numbe~: of ope~rators. The operators like BP or Shell or
whatever, lessee are the ones who are ultimately responsible but in a drilling contractor like Trans
Ocean works With most. of them and actually has the largest number of drilling operations in
offshore US water. So, you’d think they’d want to have consistency among the people they work
with but I also have to say that it’s my experience that virtually any industry universallyopposes
regulation generally and they. are no different. There are some standards, you know, API
actually has a standard that MMS looked at in deve!oping our ;afety systems proposal for
process systems, of best practices suggestion for the industry. But everybody likes to think they
have the best idea an.d they don’t wanna be told how to do it. So, I think that that’s, probably
generous way of saying industry .resist regulation partly because they think they know better.

¯ Fran Ulmer: Anyone else could give a comment on that?

Tyler Priest: Well; I can put a little bit of history on this. In July 1991, the MMS published
proposal for an integrated safety management prograna that they intended I believe to make a
mandatory on the industry and this was based on recommendations from a Marine Board
Committee of the National Research Council. It also .was coming in the aft~i-math Bhopal in
1984 and Piper Alpha in 1988. And after Bhopal, OSIA had done a process safety management
recommendations and EPA had its own risk assessment program. And the industry in response
to the MMS’ proposal preferred to draw up API recommended practice. It was a recommended
practice 75 and 14J and they had to .do with the development of a safety’ and environmental
management programs for operations and facilities and recommended practice for designing
hazards analysis. And it was determined that the time that MMS would riot maize SEMP as it
was called mandatory but that the industry would implement as voluntarily. But the MMSwould
monitor to see -- to make Sure that companies were following these best practices. And there
was a pretty high .degree of adoption in the late 1980s but I bslieve the SEMP just sort of lost
momentum in the 2000s.

So, there was a real effort in the early 1990s and the industry was serious about this too. It
wasn’t just MMS. The industry was serious but they thought they could do it on a voluntary
basis through the recommended practice documents.

Fran Ulmer: But didn’t. My last question is about, liability. Congress i.s debating whether or not
limitson liability should be raised. I’m just curious, do you have an opinion that you’d like to



share on the question of the extent to which liability limits influences safety culture risk, taking
balancing risk? Apparently not..

William Reilly: It would appear to be a hot one. All right, w~’d free to comment for the record
but I suspect nobody will. Ms. Beinecke?

Frances Beinecke: Thank you very much. Thank you all forbeing here. I wanted to delve a
little bit more into the issue of what the environmental review processes and the investment in
baseline ~cientific data and the’culture of MMS as far as doing the environmental review. I was
interested in Mr. Priest’s comment that the investment is going from iigures at 40 million to 10
million dollars annually and basic science and yet --

Tyler Priest: Twenty million.

Frances Beinecke: What did you s~y?

Tyler Priest: Twenty milhon.

Frances Beinecke: Twenty .million.

Tyl.er Priest: Yeah, I believe is the most recent.

Frances Beinecke: So but it straps significantiy since the early days and yet the expansion is
considerable..So, there had. been a lot of articles suggesting that within the MMS culture, the
scientists who are there, the scientific recommendations haven’t received the kind of seriousness
that maybe they should. In earlier panel we talked about the Interagency Process, the
consultanqy with other agencies in environmental review. Can you just reflect on your own
experience at MMS and how environmental decision-making is made? How you would
recommend strengthening it. Some have recommended there’d be a Senior Sdience Of~cer in
MMS which we give more weight to that side of the equation? Or is this s0metNng that MMS
should really focus much more on the development side and strengthen the other agencies that
we heard about earlier that have scientific information and data and have them engaged more in
the process? It seems as .though we haven’t as robust in environmental review program at MMS
that would appear necessary at this point in our OCS Development Program. So what would be
your --each of your recommendations on. how t6 fix that both [inaudible] [1:10:44] and sort of
culturally within the agency?

S. Elizabeth Bimbaum: I did look at this significantly while I was at M_MS and in fact appointed
as one of onl:~ two other politica~ appointees in MMS as science adviser, the first science adviser

to the director as he is still there Alan Thormhill. He had been the Executive Director to Society
for Conservation .Biology and he in fact was there in order to provide Support for and sort of
focus on whatever met science was, what. we might need to do to make.is a more robust and.how
to communicate that also because I think that to some extent MMS does suffer from the fact that
people don’t know what science MMS does and what the expertise of MMS scientist is. Science
Advisory Board that Mr. Priest was on is actually a very good collection of academics .from a
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wide range of disciplines that are affected by OCS Development but there’s no question that
there needs to be more investmet~t in Science. I d6 believe that that should at MMS. _.

There’s certainly is a huge need.for more science invest and at NOAA also and many other
places in the field of government. But.we actually have a lot of conservation about r~lying on
outside agencies baseline science versus the science who developed in the agency for this
specific purpose. MMS science is focused on what do.we need if we’re going to consider leasing
in this area? What baseline studies do we need? Whereas NOAA in doing baseline studies on
any particular species might be looking at a different area, the ocean? Then what is necessary for
the leasing question in this area? Or a~ we’re moving into offshore Renewable Energy
Development which is the near charge but Renewable Energy Development requires study of a
whole different set of issues that had not been considered before. Migratory bird issues offshore
that had never been examined but that the agency that’s actua!ly going to have work out there
needs to.develop a science. So, there needs to be a strong focus on science investment in MMS
as well as the baseline scientific, basic scientific agencies in the Federal government.

Randall Luthi: And ifI mayadd, I’ve read too some of the reports that there is concerned about
that the science was not getting the way they should at MMS. And frankly I found it surprising
and disturbing that is ~uly the case. We were actually very proud of what we thought the
scientist were doing and I agree certainly with the folTner director Birnbaum, it does help to have
the Science tied in with the exact mission you’re-dding. I remember -- and we made a public
relations 6ffort to emphasize the. types of science and MMS is doing and particularly a whale
study in the Gulf of Mexico, which is almost unprecedented at the time. But the sure answer is
money.

Frances Beinecke: Thank you.

Tyler Priest: May i just jump in. It’s important to put a little perspective on thi~, in 1975 there
were Studies. So that’s one reason why the budget was so much higher then than it’ is now. In
some cases, in some areas, there’s almost data indigestion because there’d been so many studies
¯ funded: So, it’s important to understand it from that perspective. Also there are other agencies
doing similar kinds of studies and I know that the studies program has to be careful not to
duplicate what other people-are doing. It’s a quality organization. They produce very good
science and they always have to balance between funding science and also gearing it and
tailoring it to the mission of the agency. That is a big challenge.

¯ Frances Beinecke: Thank you.

Thomas Kitsos: One relationship witti the diminishing science budget M MMS was the fact that
during the ’90% the offshore program was pretty limited because of more congressional
presidential moratorium withdrawals. And therefore, there was. a decision made. I think -- I
maybe wrong but I think at OMB when they saw that the program was contracting, that in fact
designs budget could go down a little bit and of course not enough.money was being spent in the
Gulf, which is where most of the lease-.and production occurred. When so much was taken off
the table, the science budget was one of the first things to go.
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Frances Beinecke: Thank you.

William ReilIy: As you look ba~k at the way the program has been administered and You see the
huge scale at which area wide planning for example takes place and we warma argument that the
sci.entist make is that in decisions first of all, there are not the appropriate spedificity which they
are consultant specifi.c, plans in a timely way there as to comment on very large areas in the
beginning of course and then there are the exclusion, categorical exclusions. Do you have
anything to recommend any changes to recommend in a way that leasing is conceived and
planned and scientist are consulted because we have to say that scientist outside MMS based
upon what I’ve been told, .do .not really think that they have been adequately, consulted or
effectively involved in these decisions. Some of them will say that they have had insufficient
resources themselves but others will say that they did not have confidence that had they put
greater efforts into some of.these consultations. They hadn’t been taken seriously anyway that
that was nor their history. Do you have any responses to that?

S. Elizabeth Birnbaum: Let me go first the question of area why leasing is quite tough. Actually
while I was in MMS, we were in the process of reviewing the practice of area of wid.e leasing. I
suspect that that is still going on. That review was significantly about the economics. It wasn’t
so much about the question of whether you could do sufficient scientific analysis at that level.
But Mr. Priest suggested -- I believe it was Mr. Priest -- somebody suggested that area wide
leasing had actually reduced the income from¯ leasing. There is a question as to whether if you
restrict the number-of parcels you make availal~le, thus the industry want to make ex amount of
investment .in these lease sales so they’ll actually be at more on fewer parcels, thus that work.
Economists had not completed toreview of this question but as I understand it’s an extremely a
complicated economic question. SO, that’s one issue about area wide leasing generally.

On the scientific basis, I’m a little bit dismayed to hear that scientists might have suggested that
they did not comment because they were afraid that nobody would listen to them if they did. I’m
not sure that that’s a question of area..,wide leasing or not. That’s a question of the culture at the
agency which is something that again; the environmental review culture that the agency needs to
}~e raised to be considered to be co-equal with the leasing program whatever waythey had been
viewed as subordinate -and that needs to be elevated. Fin not sure if that’s a question of area
wide leasing.

William Reilly: You know, with the program, however, that generates the largest amount of
.treasure revenues except I gather for the RIS. Is it ever reasonable you expect that that focus will
be as equivalent with respect t.o the science as on the leasing revenues themselves and that in one
agency? No mafter how that agency is broken up.

S. Elizabeth Birnbaum: I think it’s possible. It’s a question of what the culture is that you
inculcate within an agency. I have to say the revenue collection was never from my perspective,
the guiding force for anybody inyolving the Offshore Progritm except that the mdment when a
Iease sale occurs and everybody is sort of bragging about how much they’ve got in bonus bids.
But nobody ever brought that in as an issue of policy in determining how to do it or what the
environmental review was.                        "                               ’
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William Reilly: Let me ask another question. If you takg into account the Civil Service pay
grades, higher in constraints, cha!~enges of rapidly developing technologies in a huge amom~t of
specialization that characterizes this industry~ at least the industry people. HOw do you level a
playing fill so that the inspectors are mi~tched with the operators? Can you do that?

Frances Beinecke: Do you want to handle up first on the ring?

S. Elizabeth Birnbaum: Well, I’ll say I think it’s a really tough question that’s why I spent so
much time on my statement. You could bring’it -- you can insist that all the inspectors BPs but
you’re still going to have the problem number-one that they need on-the-job-Faining to
understand how drilling, rigs and platforms work. There are very specialized giant pieces of
equipment effectively. And you’re still gorma have the problem that they need to .live .along the
coast to do it. I think some. of tt~e ideas I suggest it rotations.. I still loosely raised about the pay
although the inspector.s haven’t been the folks who really had the pay limit problems so much in
the coast. But if you brought in engineers then .you would be paying them more anyway. ~’he
bigproblem in p~iy has actually been in the headquarters in the New Orleans region.

Randall Luthi: I may just add a little bit to that on the inspection side. We referenced the IG
report, the most recent one that BOEM Director Birnbaum talked about dealing with the
inspectors ~nd frankly I would recommend that report as well as the one dealing with the RIK
question. We mandatory reading for all Federal manage}s as well as anybody in the industry.
You should read those. But one of the telling .things as you got down into the details was an
email or a correspondence between an inspector that was actually and [inaudible] [1:20:4@ Let
me underline [inaudible] [01:20:47] inspecting a platform at the same time he was negotiating in
time. But one of the .things he talked about is you mean I can actually get paid $64,000 in all
those bills and .wNstles? That is. what caught my attention and I’m not sure I can say how
$64,000 relates to the economy in the Gulf. But that was certainly an issue for that inspector.
So, therefore, pay is a questionl The inspector is an end structural engineer as well.

William Reilly: Some of you may have heard the testimony, a presentation we heard from
Robinson West this morning about the shfety culture, the safety, case rather that characterizes the
UK system. Any of you familiar with that if you wanna comment on?

S. Elizabeth Birnbaum: I know a liffle bit but the UK system, I wasn’t here for the earlier
testimony.

Willlam Reilly: I’d be understood if you would comment to later. For the record, you submit
your views on it.because he certainl, yextolled that as a superior system in many respects. And
finally, I just ask if you know whose idea was it to expand offshore oil and gas? You said it was
oneyou supported? Did it originate within that MMS?

S. Elizabeth Birnbaum: Expanding the offshore oil and gas production had been put on the table
by Mr. Luthi before he left office.

William Reilly: No, I mean the decision that President Obama made to increase the areas subject
to that was on.your watch..
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S. Elizabeth Birnbaum: No, the proposal was much vaster. The proposal for-increasing the areas
subject to exploration was much vaster and have been presentedby the last administration on the
last day of th.e last administration. What this administration did was significantly cutback on that
proposal.

William Reilly: So the idea was a Bush idea?

S. Elizabeth Bimbaum: Yes.

William Reilly: That President Obama supported?

S. Ellzabeth.Birnbaum: President Obam£ cutback substantially on a Bush idea.

William Reilly: I understand but ther~ was a cross conference and announcement that

S. Elizabeth Birnbaum: That’s true.

William Reilly: All right. And what about the moratorium? Did that originate with MMS?

S. Elizabeth Birnbaum: Which moratorium, I’m sorry?

William Reilly: There had been two moratoriums on leasing deepwater in the Gulf?. The two in
~e last month.

S. Elizabeth Birnbamm: Oh the deepwater moratorium? All those. I wagn’t ~ere for the second
one.

William Reilly: You were there for the first one.

S. Elizabeth Birnbaum: For the first one there was substantial discussion back and forth between
the Department and the White House..I can’t even say .who originated. It was Bob [inaudible]
[01:23:05].

William Reilly: Okab). Any other commissioner? Oh Don?

Don Boesch: Yes.

William Reilly: Dr. Boesch?

Don Boesch: Yes. Mr. Kitsos, you are a tmique among these folks because you’ve actually been
in*colved in congress that ydur authorization of language having been handed in writing some of
the language of OCS Lands Act amendments. We had then executed and then with the Ocean
Commission you had to step back and look at the big picture with government. One of the things
we’ve been pursuing in our research in questio.ning is this issue of how we expanded in the
Deepwater without p..aying real attention to the new risks issues agsociated with it.. And I tl~ink
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Dr. Priest actually gave us a little bit of the summary of that new comment on this as well. I
wanna ask you too, what are your experience congress when -- I think-if I got the time right, you
were around then wh.en the royalty relief was put in place that gave opportunity for doing
Deepwater drilling with less payment of royalties. An..d then later you mentioned I think in your
testimony how you had been -- the MMS had been working on plafi and evaluation of the issues
associated with Deepwater. And then iri 2001 there, was sort of--- I thinly, you said you didn’t
know quite how that worked out, what happened to it? Could you give us a perspective on the
importance of both of those with how they influenced moving into deeper in Deepwater without
thinking through all of these issues?

Thomas Kitsos: In 1992, the Energy Security Act was a major law passed.by congress and
during that discussion; this is right at the end of Bush 41 administration. There was a big OCS
title in it that included some revenue shfiring, some moratoria, some promotion of production
areas and Senator Bennett Johnston of Louisiana came in and proposed Deep Water Royalty
Relief. At that time I was working ~or the Committee and Marine Fisheries and Congressman
Stud and Congressman George Miller from th~ Resources Committee were the league conferees
and the) strongly opposed that in the entire OCS titled dropped out of that.

In .1995 1 was at the Interior Department when that legislation was tested off and passed and part
of the larger Alaska Export. Restriction Bill. And I think that the efiactment of the Deep Water
Royalty Relief Act had a major impact 6n companies willing to make a more capital investments
in Deepwater. I always thought that they probably would have done ~o in any event with even

’ without the .royalty relief but we will never know. And it seemed that hhe amount of [inaudible]
[1:26:12] released was lkrge -- got larger and I think it was a major event.

The studies that I referred to earlier were just a series o.f different environmental assessments
when reported associated with a Shell proposal, another kind of a generic report. Quite frankly, I
can’t remember all of the details of who did them but within the agency, we were anticipating
going into the Deepwater met something different than what we were used to obviously in
shallow water and ther~ were a number of unanswered questions and we started to raise some of
those questions. But then I don’t know what happened. You know, I just --

Don Boesch: Dr. Priest, do you have a sense of that as historian of this?

Tyler Priest: I know a little bit about it. Deep Water Royalty Relief was something that’s under
discussion in the industry and I think even at the MMS in the early 1990s. It didn’t pass until
1995. It was sort of a victim of poor timing. I believe it wasn’t necessary when it was passed.
The bloom was already on in Deepwater. It did -- probably they have an effect on some
company’s decision ~o make larger investments bilt it’s hard to know cause and effect.

Don Boesch: Did you say was necessary dr was not necessary? You said you believed it was
necessary or it was not necessary?

Tyler Priest:

Don Boesch:

I believe the bloom would have happened anyway.

The bloom would have happened anyway, right.



Tyler Priest: And that’s because of the demonstration that Shell had with its Auger platform in
1994, which was came before Deep Water Royalty Relief. The industry was very excited about
Deepwater when Shaw demonstrated the flow rates that can come from ~ils in .the turbinate sand
stones’. My understanding is that one of the original proposals for Deep Water Royalty Relief
was that it would be based on a field basis, field by field. And the way that it came out of
congress was on a lease basis, lease by lease.

S. Elizabeth Birnbaum: May I make one quick comment no that just because we were involved
in determining what the royalty impact or the Deep Water Royalty Relief Act had been. It
provided the subsidy of tens of billions of dollars for Deep Water Development. It’s not clear
exactly how much the subsidy wil! mend until those leases expire because at this point those
leases are still not paying royalties because it was worth tens of. billions of dollars. Now I do
believe that the industry was going that direction but certainly that provides some incentive.

Don Boesch: A!! right, thank you.

William Re.illy: We hive reached the conclusion of 0ttr time. This has been very helpful and
we’re grateful to you all for the presentations you’ve made and to your r.esponsiveness to our
questions. We do have some more questions that we would like to post and there are numbers of
issues you opened up, I think we would love to explore with you if you’re willing to respond to
questions that we send you, we will appreciate ii. In any case, thank you very much for being
with us.

Male Speaker: We are actually going to have a short break to the agenda. So we are going to
break until 2:55 and at that point we will be starting the next panel.

[End of Transcript]
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Christopher Smith: Okay we’d like to cal! the meeting back to or~ter for panel number fourl We
do have a couple ofminor’changes to announce to the panel. Glenn Erwin who was initially on
the agenda will not be able to a~tend today’s hearing, so he’s’not -- he will not be testifying. The
order of the panelist will be: First, is the Retired Admiral James Ellis, president and CEO of the
institute for nuclear poWer operations. The second Will be Doctor Zach Pate, the former Chief
Executive Officer of INPO anii Chairman of the World Association of Nuclear Operations. The
third will be Erik Milito --

Erik Milito: Milito.

Christopher Smith: Apologies.

Erik Milito: It’s okay.

Christopher Smith: Director of Upstream and Industry Operations for American Petroleum
Institute: And the fourth panelist will be John Modine, Director of Global Industry Services for
American Petroleum Institute.

Bob Graham: Good. Thank you and welcome to this session of the commission and our fmal.
panel for today. Admiral Ellis ftrst?

James Ellis: Thank you Co-chairman Senator Graham and Mr. Reilly. I am Jim Ellis, President
and Chief Executive Officer of the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, more commonly
.known as .INPO. With me today is Doctor. Zack Pate who joined INPO 30 years ago in 1980,
shortly after it was founded and served as the iristitute’s Chief Executive Officer for many of its
formative yeafs from 1984 to 1996. Also accompanying me is Lee Guard, my staff assistant.

We are pleased to be here to provide remarks to ’this commission, materials describing INPO’s
organization. Our programs and activities were sent in advance and I will not review those items
here today. I am here today to address self-regulation in a high technology industry. I will first
talk briefly about thefomading of INO and then I will discuss the key factors that have enabled
INPO and self-regulation to effectivel~ he!p improve safety in the commercial nuclear power
industry. Before proceeding, I, too, want to acknowledge the 11 crew members of the
Deepwater Horizon Who died during the accident and express our condolences to their families,
their friends, and their colleagues. It is vital that the lessons learned and the actions to be taken
as result of this commission’s work and other investigations help prevent a repeat of such
accidents.

The founding of INPO and the beginning of self-regulatior~ in the U.S. nuglear power industry
came after the industry suffered its most serious accident, a partial meltdown of the Three Mile
Island unit to reactor core in March of 1979. The event qu.icldy became widely known as TMI
and the image of the plant’s cooling towers is one that has remained with the industry even
today. And. while there areno deaths, injuries or environmental damage caused by TMI, it did
g~nerate, concerns and reactions similar to those being addressed in the aftermath of the
Deepwater Horii.on acc.ident including questidns about the overall safetyand integrity of the
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industry, a fear of the unknown with uncertainty about the causes and ultimate consequences and
a severe loss ofpu.blic trust and gonfidence.

At the time of the TMI accident the United States has 70 cdmmercial nuclear p.ower reactors in
operation- with an operating record of more than 400 reactor years of service without a major.
event impacting the public. Following TMI, nearly 100 nuclear power plants either planned or
under constrdction were cancelled or abandoned and no new.permits or licenses for construction
¯ had been issued in the United States for 32 yeav.s. The Three Mile Island accident was caused by
a combination of human error, equipment, and design problems. More broadly the event showed
wealcnesses in the industry’s approach to operational standards~ to training, to the sharing and use
of industry operating experience, and emergency response.

Recognizing the need for prompt and comprehensive action, key leaders and the commercial
nuclear power industry moved quickly to form INPO. In fact, the organization was already
incorporated by the time the record -- excuse me, the report of the presence commission onthe
accident at Three Mile Island was issued in October of 1979, seven months after the event.
Recognizing the need fdr credible and authoritative leadership, the industry selected retired vice
admiral Eugene P. Wilkinson has the institute’s first president and chief executive officer. In his
younger days and early in his navy car~er, he had been commanding officer of USS Nodali.st,.~he
.f.n’st riuclear powered vessel, and was a stalwart of the early navy nuclear program. This is an
appropriate time invite Dr. Pate to provide his historical perspective on the formation of INPO
before I continue my remarks. Dr Pate?

Zack Pate: Thanks you Jim and thank you members of the commission for this opportunity.
When the Three Mile Island accident occurred, I was working for Admiral Rickover and naval
reactors headquarters in this city. Admiral Rickover while they recognize by that point of history
as a father of the nuclear navy, tgok a keen interest in the accident and the new presidential
commission. As soon as the Three Mile Island Commission was formed, he negotiated the place
of senior staff on the commission and the naval officer named Reilly Echeson [phonetics] was
named to that position. Captain Echeson kept Admiral.Pdckover and others at naval reactors,
fully informed throughout the six month proceedings of the colnmission and through ,his
involvement, naval reactors was able to keep abreast of theproceedings and to have an input.

[Inaudible] [0:08:22] doctoral thesis an MIT a decade earlier, was on reactor safety, and to a
considerable degree, their action on the Three Mile Island was a kind of a severe action than I
had studied. So needless to say, I had a [inaudible] [0:08:37] interest in the commission’s work
and as their study and conclusions unfolded, I made a decision to leave the navy and join.the
organization recommended by the commission, the organization that was to become the Institute
of Nuclear Power Operations.

The first CEO of INPO as Jim had mentioned, Admiral Demlis Wilkinson, took’ the
recommendations of the commission very seriously and INPO soon began implementing those.
that were within our scope. By the mid-1980s INPO had a staff of about 400 where i.t acquired
capable people from the industry and from the navy: By 1986, for example, we had 78
employees who had previously served as ~fficers in the.navy nuclear program. These people
brought with them the very high standaids expected of everyone and Admiral Rickover’s
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program and most of them, like Dennis Wilkinson and myself, brought up passion for nuclear
safety and excellence.

By the .10th anniversaryof TMI, wd were able to say that INPO and its member Utilities had made
considerable progress, in improving safety and reliability and in responding to the commission’s
rgcommendations. In 1989, ten years after the accident, we prepared a comprehensive report that
describe progress on every applicable recommendation the commission made and we ~end our
copy of this report to each member of the TMI commission and to a wide range of government
officials. Within a few weeks, we received an advance copy of a press release from Professor
Joan Kemeny, Chairman of the Commission, and key excerpts from his March 28, 1989 release
include and I quote, "A decade ago, I had the privilege of chairing the president’s commission on
the accident at TMI. Yes, due to nuclear power operations has just issued a report of nuclear
utility responses to [inaudible] [0:10:49] commission recommendations. Thereport takes up our
recommendations one by one and Summarizes the way they were implemented. The
improvements over the past decade had. been impressive and are very reassuring. We felt that
what. we wrote was important. We now know that the presidential commission has made a
difference." End of the quote of Professor Kemeny. With that early history and brief history,
and plenty of challenge after ten years, plenty of challenge remaining for INPO and its member
utilities, I turn back now to Admiral Jim Ellis.

James Ellis: Th.ank you, Zack. Though both INPO and the industry that it serves have evolved
over the years since, the-primary.recommendations from the presidents TMI panel as Zack noted,
known as the Kemeny commission, formed the basis for INPO’s corner stone, programs which

¯ remain in place today. The four corner stone programs, evaluations, training, .analysis and
assistance are desci-ibed in ’detail and the materials are provided to your staff in advance.

INPO is a nongovernmental corporation that operates on a nonprofit basis. We operate
independently of the industry and we avoid any conflicts of interest. We specifically, legally,
and philosophically cannot act .as an advocate for the nuclear power industry. That i~ not our
role. Our role is to help the nuclear power industry set and achieve the highest standards Of
safely and excellence in operational performance. Since our inception, all organizations that
have direct responsibility for the operation or construction of commercial nuclear power plants in
the United States have maintained continuous members in INPO. Currently; we have 26
members that operate 104 nuclear reactors in 31 states. In addition, many international groups
and supplier organizations are voluntary participants in !NPO. We have a staff of about .400
nuclear power professionals which includes 60 employees on lohn to us from member.utilities.
Our annual budget is 99 million dollars, most of which comes from members and participants’
dues.

I now move on to discuss.what we believe are the five key factors that have en.abled INPO and
self-regulation to be effective in fostering the highest standards of nuclear power safety at our
nation’s commercial nuclear plants. The five key factors are: Chief Executive Officer or CEO
engagement, Second, the nuclear power safety focus. Third, support fi’om the nuclear power
industry. Fourth, accountability. And finally, indepe.ndence.
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CEO engagement gaining the support and personal invol.vement of the member Comp .any Chief
E~ecutive Officers was a fundamental element in the founding of INPO. From the.beginning,.
INPO’S board of directors has. been comprised of member CEOs and other senior utility
executives. Mayo Shattuck, Chairman. and CEO of constellation energy group, is our current
chairmin and all of. our other board members are CEOs or presidents of the nuclear operating ¯
company. We found that working directly with CEOs is vital to maintaining.industry support
and responsiyeness to our safety mission and initiatives. For example, we provide CEOs
personally in the presence ’of their line management with detailed bflefings of evaluation
conducted at their nucleai power plants. We also communicate with and send request for action
to an operatidnal matters directly to the industry CEOs. Earlier this summer, for example, I sent
every CEO a letter that describes the dissatisfying trend in nuclear -- in recent nuclear power
plant operat.ional events and I asked them to coordinate with their management team and provide
me personally wiih specific actions and response. Every CEO.also participates personally in the
INPO annual conference which focuses solely on nuclear safety, and during which operational
events and nuclear power plant ratings assigned by INPO are discussed candidly and personally
with them..

The second key factor I will discuss is maintaining a nuclear safety focus. INPO’s mission,
whidh has not wavered since its founding, i; to pr.omote the highest l&vels of safety and
reli£bility to promote excellence in the operation of commercial nuclear power plants. That’s it.
The distinction of promoting excellence rather, than regulatory compliance is fundamental to
IN-PO’s role in racing nuclear power plant safety performance. Ove~ the years, there had been
many Suggestions and ~equests for INPO to become involved in a variety of new issues or with
different stakeholders and although each such endeavor may have p~;ovided some benefitto the
nuclear power industry, they also would have diluted the attention and resources placed on our
mission of excellence in nuclear power safety. In the end, nuclear power, safety is why we exist
and it i.s always through the lens of improving nuclear power safety that we examine any
potential new activities or changes in the scope of current efforts.

The third key factor in effective self regulation in improving nuclear power plant safety has be~n
the support from the industry. The nuclear power industr2 understands and has accepted that a
key part of self regulation is subjecting its plants to on-site peer views which we call plant
evaluations. The evaluations are intrusive, comprehensive, and performanc~ based and their
importance cannot be over stated. Since 1980, we have conducted nearly twelve hundred plant
evaluations, an average c;f more than 1’6 at every olSerating nuclear power plant in the country,
inspecting then on average once every two years. The fiucl.ear power industry participated ".m
.developing. standards of excellence and then committed to meeting those standards. The strong
industry participation has continued and it has played a key role in the numerous advance
standards and guidelines developed over the years, but the leadership of INPO supported by our
board ~f directors makes the final decision on expected levels of performance.

Altl~ough INPO prograrg..s today are part of the fabric of nuclear power industry, gaining wide
acceptance in the early years was not easy. Some nuclear p6wer plants question the technical
credibility of the plant evaluation teams and were skeptical about the value of INPO evaluations

themselves. We address these issues and overcame the challenges by cgntinuing to hire
competent and operationally experienced staffs, as Zack has noted, many of whom had valuable
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experience, as managers in commercial or navy nuclear power plants and’we continue to deliver
plant evaluation reports that identified important safety and reliability issues that when corrected,
improved safety and ~eliability, thereby improving performance...

In additionto its acceptance and welcoming of INPO activities and programs, the nuclear power
industry supports and partieipat.es in self-regulation to INPO with involvement in advisory
.groups, industry task forces and working groups and by loaning ~mp!oyees to INPO to serve in a,
variety of functions including as those inspectors or peer evaluators. This support provides
benefits to the individual organizations as well as to the entire nuclear power industry. By
serving as peer evaluators, for example, pr.ofessi6nals from individual utilities not only provide
added and currenf experience to the INPO evaluation team, they also gain insight in the nuclear
power industry best practices and take that knowledge back to their own companies. Through
their participation, peer evaluators also require a firsthand understanding of INPO’s role and the
impoliance for the industry self-regulation. Over the years, more than 13,000 industry peer
evaluators had served on INPO evaluation teams.

The fourth key factor is accountability. Self-regulation cannot be effective without an effective
means of ~nforcement. During INPO’s first five years, we completed a few rounds of
evaluations at every nuclear p~wer plant and it was clear that not all members were responsive to
INPO’s findings. To improve our effectiveness, we’have a group of senior industry.executives
led by Lee Silin, former chairman of Northeast Utilities, to a broad self-assessment of INPO
activities. Their recommendations included toughening the language in INPO evaluation reports,
estabIishing a f~rmal process for assessing the evaluation results and assigning a numerical
performance rating based on that assessment. Doing that enabled us to exert more authority and
demand more accountability. It also helped build our credibility with a nuclear power industry
and indeed with the regulator.

In addition, we changed our policy for distributing INPO evaluation reports. We made
evaluation reports confidential, distributed 6nly to the utiIity wherenuclear power -- thenuclear
power plant was evaluated. This change, from our initial policy of distributing all evaluation
reports industry wide provided for more Open and candid .interactions and discussions of
problems or areas for improvement. The confidentiality of reports has proven to be an important
aspect of performance improvement and nuclear safety.

Sanctions can come in various forms and although INPO does not have the statutory standing to
shut down an operatin, g unit, we on several occasions over our first 15 years exerted pressure that
influence nuclear power plant operators to shut down or delay .starting up until specific safety
issues we had raised were properly addressed. We also take formal follow-up actions when a
plant exhibits a lack of responsiveness or chronically poor performance2 In one notable case,the
company’s board of directors’ made changes in its executive leadership in response to..our
escalating concerns about their corporate management’s la.ck of responsiveness.. There had been
other situations where companies had been unsuccessful in improving chronic low performance
at their nuclear power plants and through INPO escalation and pressure changes were made from
.the top down. In all these cases, our actions were taken with the full support of the INPO board
and our broader industry. It is this peer pressure that is perhaps INPO’s most effective tool for
driving .real change.
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¯ Another incentive for nuclear power plants to t~efform well comes from the industry’.s collective
insurance company known as Nuclear Electric Insurance Limited or NEIL. After the TMI
accident, all nuclear.power plants were required to carry insurance through NEIL. NEIL in turn
requires INPO membership as a condition of insurability an.d it uses ~NPO plan~ evaluation
ratings as a factor in setting insurance premiums. The fifth key factor is independence. For
INPO to be successful as a self regulation role, we must be a part of the nuclear power industry
and the tiseful resource, but at the same time, we must remain independent and work to high
standards. In particular, we need to be independent from anyone company or riuclear power.
plant. We acdomplish this in the institutionalized ways in which we select team members and
distinguish clearly between our evaluative role and the many other collaborative interactions and
āctivities we have with our members.

Our mission is largely independent from the regulator, the nuclear regulatoryy commission but
also complementary and that both organizations focus on nuclear safety. Over the years the .
NRC has formally endorsed selected INPO programs as a satisfactory means for nuclear power
plant operators to meet certain regulatory requirements. And INPO has provided the NRC with
regul~ updates and communications on topics of mutual interest related to improving
perfon-nance in the industry. Through its 30-plus-year history, INPO has continued to raise the
bar for nuclear power plant safety and performance and has been a catalyst for action.in
important issues. Since the founding Of INPO and the start of self-re.gulation and the n~clear
~ower industry, there had been significant performance improvements and essentially every
measure of safety and reliabihty.

We are careful at INPO’not to take credit for that success: That belongs to those that operate
safely and effectively 24 hours a day, 7 days a week thosecommercial nuclear enterprises.
However, we do believe that we have contributed in significant ways to their success. For
example in the early 1980’s a typical nuclear power plant had a capacity factor of 63 percent.
Capacity factgr is the actual amount of electricity generated by a plant divided by the amount it
could .have generated if it was operating continually at ful! capacity. A typical plant also
experience seven automatic shut downs per year and it had a collective radiation exposure that,
although it met regulatory and health requirements, we felt it could be significantly reduced.
Today and throughout n~he past decade, the typical nuclear power plant now has a capacity factor
above 91 percent. With zerd automatic shut downs per year, an occupational radiation exposure
about six times lower than they experienced in the 1980’s. In addition, the number and severity
of operational events at nuclear power plants, has dramatically impro~’ed since then. Self-
regulation, however, is not a perfect process. ’Over the last 30 years, we occasionally fmd even
.with high industry standards .regulatory oversight, self-regulation, and yes, INPO. A series of’
errors or omissions can align to produce an unexpected major opdrational +vent or declining
trend and indust.ry performance.

Bob Graham: And admiral, we’ll gonna have to askyou to kind of move towards wrapping u,p
please.                                                                    ’     "

James Ellis: This reality’ demands constant vigilance. In sktmmary, we believe that INPO and
self-regulation in the nuclear power industry represent a. substantial and successful effort
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undertaken by a high technology industry to raise .its safety standards and performance levels.
We believe self-regulation has .proven to work effectively iri the nuclear power industry. We
also believe the key factors .to successful self-regulation had been and continue, to be CEO
engagement, nuclear safety power focus, industry suppo~, accountability, and independence.
Thank you for allowing me to speak before the commission and we would be happ~y to take
question~ at the appropriate timei

Bob Graham: Thank you very much Admiral Ellis and Dr. Pate f~)r a very impressive report.
Mr. Efik -- excuse me -- Milito of the -- Director of Upstream and industiry Operations a~t API
and John Modine, Director of Global Industry Services for API.

Erik Milito:. Good afternoon, Chairman Reilly, Chairman Graham, members of the commission. ’
Thank you for the opportunity, to address safety in the oil and natural gas industry. My name is
Erik Milito and I’m the Upstream Director for the American Petroleum Institute. API has about
400. member .companies which represent all sectors of America’s oil and natural gas industry.
Our industry supports 9.2 million American job.s including 170,000 in the Gulf of Mexicolrelated
to the deepwhter drilling business. And our indtistry provides most of the energy our nation
needs to power our economy and way of life.

Our indu.stry’s top priority has aiways be~n to provide energy in a safe, technol0gically sound,
and environmentally responsible manner. We support the commission’s work. We would do all
that we can to reduce the risks of an accident like this from ever happening again. Our thoughts
and prayers go out to those families who have lost loved ones, t]aose who have been injured and
all those in the Gulf who have been affected by this unprecedented and tragic event. The men
and women of the oil and gas industry recognize our responsibility to understand what happened
and why and work in cooperation with the government and to come up with ways to improve
iridusta’y .equipment, proc.edures, mad operations. The fact that spch a terrible accident happened,
has led some to think that safe operation.s and equipmentare unimportant to the industry that the
risks of more disasters were and are high. I do not believe a fair look at the facts supports that
conclusion.

The safety in the industry’s -- safety culture in this industry is strong. Our offshore companies
work cooperatively among themselves and with regulators to minimize risks including through
their participation and API standards programs. The safety record supports this. The incident
and volume spilled trend lines have generally gone steadily down. As we consider ways to
enhance safety oversight, we need to recognize the existing foundation within which any such
program would be created. My colleague, John Modine, will provide that background.

Since the accident, it’s important to recognize that the industry has looked at every aspect of
safety and taken significant steps to imprdve operations. We’ve assembled the world’s leading
experts to conduct the top to bottom review of offshore drilling i~rocedures from operations to
emergency response. Two industry taskforces that are addressing short term and long term
issues related to offshore equipment, and offshore operating procedures delivered
recommendations to the interior department in May, just a few weeks after the accident. While
the taskfc~rces are not involved in the review of the incident, they brought together industry
experts to identify best practices and offshore drilling eq~tipment and 0Perditions. Th+ir objective
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was to immediateIy remove industry standards to a higher level of safety to operational
performance.

The final report, from the interior department dated May 27 and submitted to the president
incorporated many of these recommendations. One of the primary recommendations of the
taskforces is the development and integration of safety, systems and critical documents for the
lease operator and the drilling contractor. The commission has h~ard some testimony about this
and I believe this morning,, you’ve heard a Joe Leimkuhler of Shell talk about this on a segment
on offshore drilling. The taskforces recommended the adgption of a safety case vchich is a
comprehensive and structured set of safety documents to ensure the safety of a specific vessel or
piece of equipment. The safety ~ase will ’be integrated or bridged with .the lea~e operator safety
management system through a Well Construction.Interfacing Document or WCID.

The taskforces have developed the draft WCID for consideration by the Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management and I believe the commission has received a copy as well. Most operators already
have a Safety management systdm in place and the Safety cases already used around the world by
the drilling community. Interior has agreed to mandate these programs and we expect them to
release new roles to implement them. The integration or bridging of these programs addresses
several critical factors involving all aspects of well-designed and management. And working
with other trade associations, API has also assembled experts for two additional taskforces 4o
review oil spill and blowout .response capabilities. One taskforce is focusing on stopping and
containing an oi! leak at the well head, the others focusin~ on oil spill responge at the surface and
shor6line. We expect the recommendations of those taskforces to be issued within .a week or
tWO.

Another example of the industry’s ongoing leadership and commi.’tment .to safe operations is a
soon to be formed marine well containment company. Through this one billion dollar effort
engineers will design, develop, and implement state of the art containment systems that go
beyond the capabilities employed during the deepwater horizon incident. The system will
consist of a new sub-C containment assembly which wilt preventoil from escaping into the
water in the future -- in the event of future deep water accidents. It will be deployable within 24
hours. ¯

Furthermore, the industry has been working with PP andother companies that have iinvolved in
the response related to the Macondo incident mid we believe that we will b~ able to have the
capabilities that have been in. use to stop that. well blowout in the weeks and months to come for
all of the industry to benefit from and for the public to know that we have systems in place to
address this kind of.blowout. Our industry’s commitment to learn from this experience and to
make offshore oil and natural gas exploration and production safer continues. In the long term
we intend to use any findings from the investigations to improve the technologies and practices
that will elevate safe and environmentally sound operati0nfi. As part of this process, we will
continue to develop new API standards and revise and adopt existing standards to raise the bar of
~afety performance.

Finally, we are currently studying the potential for enhancing safety to the creation of a new
industry safety oversight program which includes the consideration of program~ employed by
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other industries such as the nuclear industry, the chemical industry, and the U.K. based safety
program for oil and gas. These progr.ams .have.helped elevate safety and environmental
pexforrnance and they may suggest approaches for our own industry. However, a program for
the U.S. offshore industry will have to take into account its unique characteristics. Compared to .
the nuclear industry, it involves a large number of tremendously diverse businesses, some very
large and some far smaller, often doing v.~ry different kinds of work and in very different types
of geologic conditions~ The offshore industry also operates under a wide range of existing
industry safety programs and many federal agencies monitor and regulate its activities. All these
would have to be considered in evalnating the viability of a new industryoversight program.

All of what I discussed, of course, wil! be affected by ~hat the root cause analysis oi. this
incident tells us and by changes in a regulatory framework that ultimately are made. We still
have .nbt seen the final results of the investigations and we’re not sure at this point exactly what
the regulations are. golma look like and those ’are some key components of what have to be
looked at in terms of looking at any .kind of safety programs. We’re striving to improve because
we’re always to protect human life and.the environment. There’s no higher objective. The
initial safety and operational response has made us safer and we tend to build ’on that, but we
mnst also continue the business of supplying the "nation with the energy it needs to stay strong,
secure, and competitive, including energy from the rich resources in th~ Gulf. That will put
people back to work now affected by the moratorium while creating jobs for Americans in
supplying our government with much needed tax and other revenues.

T̄his concludes my statement. My colleague John Modine will now outline for you the existing
safety programs our industry has in place and has had in place for decades. Thank you..

John Modine: Thank you, Erik, and good afternoon, Chairman Graham, Chairman Reilly, and
members of the commission. My name is John Modine. I:m the director of G!obal Industry
Services at the American Petroleum.Institute. Among my other respohsibilities, I manage.API
certification and training programs which contribute to a better infollned and more safety
conscious industry wdrkforce.

I’d like to address regulatory oversight of offshore drilling, the industry safety standard and
certification programs, and other industry initiatives that enhance safe operation in offshore
development of oil and natural gas. As my colleague, Eric Milito said, this is the context or
starting point .for our path forward for safety. Out- hope is that we will take the best of what we
have and make constructive, practical changes so .that we take full advantage of what’s already in
place. Over the decades an enormous amount of effort on the part of both the regulators and the
operators has gone into staying safe offshore.

Offshore oil and iiatural gas development has been conducted for nearly 60 years in the Gulf of
Meffico. Since then more than forty two .thousand wells have been drilled including more than

¯ two thousand deep water wells. In that time safety has been given an increasing emphasis. It i~
now a well entrenched part of the offshore culture and never out of the minds of the men and
women that work on th~ rigs. And, as Erik has stated, the record in terms of spills has steadily
improved. The Gulf accident cast a shadow over. that achievement. And it necessitates to look at
all that has been done to look for ways to improve. We welcome that and we’ve been
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conducting that review as Erik has also described. But what has been done and what is already
in place to increase safety is considdrable and we need to shine a light on that and bring the best
of it forward.

Federal regulation on oil and natural gas operators on the off -- outer continental shelf is
extensive. As Secretary Salazar testified earlier this year, the o’ffshore oil and natural gas
industry is a very highly regulated: industry. But government regulation is not enough and, as an
industry, we have worked collectively for many iyears to establish safer equipment standards aid
operating practices. The huge investment in human capital and technology and the challenges of
operating the offshore environment require this. We understand the risks, and safety is our top
priority.

The API standards program is a critical part of how the industry has been advancing safety and
strengthening environmental stewardship. Since 1.924, API has been -- develops industry
standards and practices that promote reliability and safety through the use of proven engineering
practices, The API standards program is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute, the authority on U.S. standard setting, and the same Organization that accredits
prog~ams at several national laboratories. Our pro’gram undergoes regular audits to ensure that it
meets and sees the essential requirements for openness, balance, consensus, and due process.

API standards are developed collectively and Collaborative by industry experts, teclmical experts
from.government,-and other interested stakeholders: In fact, there are c!osely -- currently close
to 80 different government representatives serving as either members or observers on API
standards committees representing ten federal agen.cies, eight state organizations, and three
national labs. Working together we have helped create more than 500 different standards.
including some 240 exploration and productions standards that address offshore t~perations.
Seventy eight of those regulations have been referenced in the Bureau of Ocean and Energy
Management Regulation Enforcement Regs. Government chooses to reference these standards
because th.ey are product of the industry’s best technical thinNng and have a proven track record
of promoting safe operations. Earlier this week we greatly expanded public -- free public access
to our safety standards and all of those referenced in the federal regulation.

Standards related to offshore cover a range of areas, everything from blowout pJceventers to
comprehensive guidelines for offshore safety programs. These standards provide all operators
with solid enginegring guidance and operational best practices. And standards are reviewed and
improved periodically or in -the light of circumstances calling for immediate action such as the
incident in the Gulf. We are now reviewing al! relevant offshore standards and have initiated
work on a new one covering design of deepwater wells.

The .industry also runs certification programs and conducts frequent workshops that enhance
offshore safety, )kPI’s monogram program which is also.have been -- was established in 1924
provides for the consistent and reliable manufacturer of equipment and materials used in the
deepwater offshore and across the industry. The monogram program draws on the expertise of
the wide range of technical experts including those from the government, academia, and other
interested stakeholder groups in addition to those from the industry. "
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Reliable,. well built equipment is obviously critical to safe operations. API will conduct nearly
2,500 audits this year ~ilone to verify compliance and verify that the. manufacturersare
complying, with                    .API’s quality and manufacturing standards. In fact, the BOEM itself has
recognized the _e_,f_ficacy of-this API certification program. API also provides training -- the
training provider s certificatiori program which certifies schools globally that deliver training in
accordance with the industry standards and government regulations. This includes safety Courses
for offshore workers. An API certification is issued only after a course related documentation is
completed and an on-site audit system is passed. And, of course, there, are many other examples
of industry safety training initiatives which are referenced in my submitted testimony.

Finally, in the necessary and understandable effort to get to the bottom of what has happened in
the Gulf accident, we are all looking to find and rectify every possible safety shortcoming. This
is as it should be. But. it’s also important to recognize the strengths of a system that has helped
avoid incidents. This system expanded and approved in many ways over the years provides what
we think is the Solid foundation to build on for all of us who wants to enhance s.afety. Thhnk
you.

Bob Graham: Thank you very much, gentlemen. Our lead questioners for the INPO panelist
will b~ Co-chairman Reilly and for the API panelist Cherry Murray and Terry Garcia. Bill.

Wilham Reilly: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very interested Admiral Ellis in the -- some of
th~ details surrounding a number of the points that you made. I’m interested in the quality and
training of your staff, your professional staff. You said you have 400 of them, 60 of them are
lent from companies. I have beefi under the impression that it’s very hard to fred quality nuclear
engineers today in any-quantity that we kind of stopped turning them out or they -- p~opie who
might have been gone into that profession or in other lines of work given that we haven’t had any
reactors approved for 30 years that.you mentioned. So I’d be interested whether you train them
yourself for -- or where you get them, what kinds of compensation levels yo.u are able to offer.

And one issue that has been brought up in this field is conflicts. And if you have 60 people that
you have boirowed from ind~istry who are part of these evaluation teams, how are they not
conflicted from time to time as they’re ~- presumaNy, they’re not allowed to look at their own
company’s reactors, but -- and I wonder also are there any trade secrets.

And the point that was just made by Mr. Milito, how do you deal with this suppliers and
transporters of fuels and the providers of reinforcing steel and cement and, I mean, there must be
a whole set of ancillary supportive industries that have to be part of your evaluations in looking
at a reactor oJ: looking at a reactor operator. And if you could just shed some light on that and let
us understanda little bit more practically how it actually works that you have the quality people
you have or you’re able to retain and continue to keep in that, obviously, very productive role.

Jame~ Ellis: Well, . thank you, Mr. Reilly. The -- as you might expect, the answer is probably all
"of the above in many ways. While our earlier .days, as Doctor Pate noted, we had a
predominance of folks that may have come from the nucle.ar navy largely because of the
relatively young character of the nuclear industry. Over the last 30 years that industry tias grown.
mad matured and gro.wn its .own capable technicians and senior executives. And so we draw
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heavily on that and we believe and I think many .in the industry believe that service at INPO~ a)
it’s of service to the indus.try but certainly it’soa developmental opportunity for upwardly mobile
and -- employees and that they get to see the best of.the industry. They get to. travel a great deal
and see how others do the job that they’ll ultimately be doing when they return to their industry.
And so the tendency is for them to send us qualified and capable people along the way.

We have begun because o.fthe issue thi~t you addressed, too, for the first time in our history o~¢er
¯ the last four or five years. Higher, young nuclear professionals just out of college and train them
ourselves give them the initial qualifications, reactor operator qualifications, and familiarity with
~he industry and grow that capability coz I do believe that that’s an effective way for us to meet
our own .demographic and diversity challenges within the industry and so we needed to take
more of that on ourselves. But to ?/our point, factually, the enrolment in the nuclear courses in
our nation’s college is actually up at record level and many of those schools at the better
universities are, .in fact, full in acknowledgement of the potential here for a rebirth in that
industry as we look at construction for the first time being underway at, at least, three sites
within the U.S. So we -- that’s how we address the broader issues of training. We still draw
some from the nuclear navy but it’s an oddest -- nearly its largesse source: The navy itself is
much smaller than it was in years past.

And so we also have continuirig training of our own to make sure that our folks remain current
and invested and understanding in the nuclear enterprise. Fo~ example, if we hire someone and
they served 25 years at INPO, probably on three different occasions they will leave the company
and go in to the industr# to act in a line management role for a year and a half to two years to
keep current on the practices and have a better understanding and appreciation for the context in
which they are evaluating this industry. It would not be helpful for us to be -- to live in .an ivory
tower in Atlanta and have our experience be dated, and i~o longer relevant to an industry that has
emerged.. So through all of those mechanisms we’reable to sustain and develop a -- develop, and
sustain a capable workf0rce.

Compensation in broad terms we have a metric that Hnks us to graded positions within a
commercial nuclear enterprise. In other words, vice president in my company might be
equivalent to a plant manager or a site vice president in the industry. And the evaluators in my
company are linked to midlevel or managers or technicians in the industry. And so we kind of
compare ourselves to that and while it’s a nonprofit, we don’t even have stock, much less stock
options. There are some variabilities in our ability to compensate with the private s.ector. On
balance we attractfolks that are really iriterested in giving back or at a phase in their career in the
industry where they’re looking for a bit more stability, than the intensity that they see at the.
nuclear power plant. So it’s a win-win proposition for us.

The 60 people that you talked about, obviously, we do not assign any of th.em to evaluate plans
in their own --intheir fleet tour or the plant from which they came. That would certainly be a
conflict of interest. -But they come and have been raised in an industry where they understand
the value of what this is all about and the value that they bring is not just helping people connect
the dots, but many times recognizing what is a dot which is even more of a challenge so that we

¯ portray an accurate picture, of what exist at the site. And I assure you that in our industry there
are n6 shrinking violets and when they get out on. those evaluation teams, they contribute
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actively and .effectively. And in most cases they’re in -- you can’t differentiate between the
permmaent INPO employees and those that are on loan tous where the peers that join Us from the
industry for just that one evaluation.

guppliers, we do have a relationship with the suppliers. They cannot be members -- or members
are only the 26 folks that operate nuclear power reactors in this country. We think that’s
appropriate. But we l~ave affiliation relationships with suppliers and those in the internati~na!
arena that are committed to the same standards to which we aspire. The suppliers, they don’t get
evaluations, quote but they get visits, assist visits, from us. We visit their ci~mmercial enterprise
whether they’re a fuel manufacturer or others and look for same types of things we do when we
visit, the plants to .address safety and ’liability issues~. ’ So we do understand that,, but the
accountability model is that our license holders, our members, are responsible for what happens
at that site. It can be done.by a contractor. It can be. done¯ by a vendor. But they are the ones
that are ultimately responsible for the safe and effective operation of that plant and that
accotmtability cannot be transferred.. Zack, you have any questions?

zack Pate: I think you fully answered the question. I might just emphasize one aspect and that
is that is the -- that peer evaluator is on every team and that’s people borrowed from other plants
other than the one that wi!l be evaluated. So I don’t know what the numb’ers are today but three
or four people who come from the industry add to tl~estrength and the independence of that

team.

William Reilly: I would relate to NRC. NRC has how many inspectors would NRC have? How
often are they visiting? My understanding is there’s somebody always in a reactor from NRC.

James Ellis: .Yes, sir. They have resident inspectors that are full time resident at the site as you
might infer from their name and that’s their job and they’re there for a period of assignment,
normally, years to provide a continuity in the perspective that the regulator values. They have
other mechanisms and teams that they can. deploy when needed and I see a need on the part .of
the industry and as is appropriate for the regulator and, you know, we are very, very clear that we
believe that an intrusive and effective regulator is an important element of oversight of the
nuclear indugtry. We view our role as complementary.

As I said at the outset, we compare our plants operatidns to standards of excellence and the
regulators you might expect deals with the legal requirements and the regulatory requirements
that must be met. And so we aspire to the same thing, nuclear safety, We perhaps go at it a bit
differently. There’s this -- is the technique that’s proven t0be effective for them. We believe
that our approach of observations -- when we do these evaluations, this is not a one day visit.
It’s about a fly6 week process with two weeks resident on site with specific observations of
maintenance and operation and the like. It’s not ji~st a check of records or qualifications or
training records. All those, things are important but we actually go out and observe what’s
happening at the~ite. And not only that. In anticipation of a visit, if something happens at the
site, they unexpectedly have to come down and power something. We’ll deploy a team early.to
watch them operate these plant~. We get a better sense of what’s really happening rather than
just watch them for two weeks when things are steaming at a hundred percent power with no
.significant evolutions underway. So we have a different approach than the NRC doe~ in many
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ways but our objective, I think in all candor, are the sam6 and we think that several,¯ a coupleof
layers, were different Processes that pursue nuclear safety have served the nuclear industry well..

William Reilly: .I don’t think I’ve ever heard anyofle use intrusive with as enthusiastic and
positive a tone as you have twice tod.ay.

[I~anghter]

William Reilly! Are you aware of anything like this in other industries?

James Ellis: I am not, Mr. Chairman. We have been visited on occasion by a number of.other
industries. Some, including~ it might not surprise you, the medical industry, for example, and
financial industry. Zack has. some experience in the hospital side and, occasionally, even the
chemical indus.~y, refinery industry, but I know of no self regulatory model that has been
implemented that comes cloge to what we do on.behalf of the nuclear.industry. I’m not implying
that it’s bad. It’s just that they have chosen not .to pursue that or find that their unique
circumstances and their view make it diffic .ult.

The shared challenge that Watershed event in the U.S. industry were -- literally, they were not --
the industry was not focusing on its success. It was focusing on its survival at that point. It was
a catalytic event that brought industry leadership together --the leadership of these companies
together in very, very powerful ways. Not everyone was in agreement but enough powerful
figures were in agreement that they decided the INPO model was going to be essential at this
source of energy, this, you know, admissions free, low cost, reliable source of base load
generation, as they say, was going to be available to the American people going forward. And so
they cormrdtted themselves to that and, obviously, ceded, some significant authorities and
influence to our organization in order to make that work.

William Reilly: Well, great safety cultures often date to a large crisis or disaster I noticed in.any
number of companies. What -- Doctor Pate, the description that Admiral has provided of the
culture of independence maintains through all of those years while .you’re actually involved so
intimately with the industry must have been difficult to establish. That’s a cultural kind of
commitment that obviously runs very deep in ]NPO.

Zack Pate: Well, I think that was One of the big challenges early on because INPO was funded
by the industry and so they had this question that it Was put on the table a number of times. "How
can you be truly independent if your resources, all come from the industry? And the way we
address that is saying that we had to be totally independent, adequately independent, of any one
member. But we can’t be totally in.dependent of the whole industry.. And our members in our
board supported that concept from early on..So when we took up an issue with an individual
member, one thing that helped when we started, we had 54 utilities. They:ve consolidated to the
point now that it’s 26, I believe, but in the early days we had 54 and later 40 and 30 and so on.
But when you have that large number of members and you have an issue with one individual
member, you can take .that up strongly and, as Jim said, intrusively and your board and your
other members bi~ck you because they know what.’..s in their long term best interest.
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And then, in addition, as ~im explained, after several years we had close partnership with the
insurer for the industry, Nuclear Electric insurance, Limited, and we cultivated that partnership
and our board encouraged us to cultivate that partnership. So we had the leverage o.f the
insurance industry that would adjust rates based On performance and that had a heavy threat over
a utility that didn’t measure up to performance. So the coupling of thos~ two things, the
independence of any one member and a partnership with the insurer gave u.s .a totally adequate
clout when a member was doing something that needed to be upgraded, needed to. be
strengthened.

William Reilly: Did I --

Zack Pate:. But we thought a lot about and, you know, nurture the idea 6f how do we build up
this adequate independence when a problem arises.

William Reilly: Did I -- if I were reading a reactor, pick up your manual arid copy everything or
comply with everything that’ s in it and guarantee getting a number one rating?

James Ellis: Well, we p.rov.ided, I think, the criteria against which we evaluate these plants and
we say very candidly it’s an open book quiz. I mean, there are no secrets here. We want them to
understand it. The challenge, as is many complex industries, is the quality and the degree of
execution and compliance.

William Reilly: You look at machinery and equipment as well as human capability training
expertise and --

James Ellis: Absolutely, sir. A!1 elements of this including increasingly the culture of the
organization and we differentiate between the s.afety programs which are absolutely essential and
important elements arid the real culture of the organization were very careful that, you know,
safety culture is what -~ as we define it, is an organization’s values ahd behaviors modeled by its
leaders and internalized by its members..That served to make nuclear safety the overriding
priority. It is more than a program. It is more than a checklist or standards documents. All of
those things are important but. it’s what people really think and the things that are really going
through their mind when they ard first confronted with something that’s out of normal -- an off
normal set of circumstances, do they have the courage and the confidence that they’ll be backed
up to stop and ~o ask the questions and to understand that that behavior is going to be rewarded.
And so, from a cultural basis, that’s part of-- we asses that to the degree that we can. Certainly,
cultural issues are, you know -- my HR folks call them soft Skills. I think they’re hard. They’re
not soft.

William Reitly: Grade on the curve? How many ones are there?

James Ellis: Well, we do not grade on the curve and there’s no quota. And we have over 20 and
they’re in the one category now, but we don’t r~ormally --

William Reilly: Out of 26.
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James Ellis: No, no. No,

William Reilly: Out of 104.

James Ellis: Out of the65 sites. We inspect by sites. And sosome of these.sites are -- have two
or in a few cases evdn three reactors on them. So th~it’s how we --

William Reilly: This is very helpful to the commission. Thank you both very much. Mr.
Chairman.

Bob Graham: Good. Ms. Murray. Mr. Garcia.

Cherry Murray: . Yeah. I actually want to follow up with Admirals Ellis and Pate, possibly
Admiral Pate, just because he was at the inception of INPO which was what were the largest
barriers that you had to overcome? You talked about a little about how you overcame some of
the reluctance of some members of the industry to cede some power to INPO. But ivhat were the
largest barriers to creating and what are the largest barriers now to maintain the safety culture?

Zach Pate: We1!, I’ll try and answer the f~rst part and then turn to Admiral Ellis for the second
part.- I think the -- clearly, the largest barrier in the early days was skepticism of a lot of
members. And the plant managers and people working in the plants who have. a very
challenging job and, as Jim E!lis has said, 24/7 job, didn’t want to know the layover 0f regulation
or another layer of oversight. There is historically a strong regulator in the nuclear industry and,
as has been pointed out, there’s a .resident inspector, sometimes more than one of each nuclear
plant, each nuclear site. So the plant managers and the people in the plant, the last thing they
want is another layer of oversight of another layer of intrusion. And the point Jim Ellis made
about working with the CEOs was critica! to dealing with that. We had to win the suppor~ and
keep the support of the CEOs.

Eventually, if the CEOs supports INPO programs, the guys down in the . organization come
along. And then it was our challenge t0 make them believe that they should come along and to
build a credibility so that eventually they wanted to see our teams and realize their were gonna
benefit from that. ’That was a huge early challenge, and it took years tO -- I don’t want to say
overcome because .I don’t think you ever completely overcome it -- but a key to itwas working
with the top management, the CEO and then having.teams thatthrough having peers onthe team
.and having loaned employees from the industry on the team, could build credibility in the plants.

James Ellis: With regard to today’s challenges, Dr. Murray, as you might expect with the
industry at near record levels of performance, the complacency issue is very .real. As of metrics
that we chmlered in the ear]y part of this year, the top five nuclear power plants in the World and
.eight of the top i0 are in the United States of America. And so that’s good. The median
performance is exceptional. The challenge is ..to avoid the complacency and to increasingly, you
know, make more fine the mesh with which we sift through the events and the issues and the
performance at these sites to ensure that. we’re not trying to raise the bar becaiase we dan but to
try and be a bit more predictive, a bit more sensitive to the !ower level issues so that we, in
engineering terms, reduce the level of the oscillation and critically damp any. perturbations from
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ēxcellence before they become urmecessarily iarge challenges to the safe and effective operation.
That’s increasingly harder in an.indust~ that’s obviolisly.doing very, very well and knows it is.

But the most thoughtful of them understand that this is i~crgdible important. When these plants
operate well and safely, they are a superb business and a superb business and a superb
investment. They generate electricity ~hich has a clear and inextricable link to the prosperity
not just of this country but to the world. And so there’s a huge demand ont there. And when
these are running well they really do make business .sense as well as safety sense. And so our
CEOs tend to understand that and their level of support allows us to continue to do the types of
things that we do with their plants on a regular basis and look~g for the more predictive metrics
rather than in the early days when, you know, we didn’t -- as Zach would tell you, we didn’t have
to pick low-hanging fruit in the days after GMI. We were tripping over it. It was -- and now, it’s

¯ much more subtle, there’s much more in terms of culture, and I like that we have to be sensitive,
too, and so that’, always a challenge for us.

Cherry Murray: So for theoil and gas industry, I was very pleased to hear that you ware
thinking of something, developing standards, calling in ~m industry safety oversight. Could you
go into a little bit more detail what the industry is thinking about? How does it either look
similar to or differ from what we just heard about INPO, for example?

Erik Milito! What we as an industry are doing is we’re studying all the programs out there.
We’re looking at INPO, we’re looking at responsible care within the Chemistry industry, we’re
looking at U.K.’s step change and safety. And we’re trying to look and see what elements of
these programs, individually, collectively,, work best for this industry. And we’re looking at this
in the context of everything that’s going on. We have had a lot of work that’s gone into
improving equipment operations and safety since the incident. And so there’s been a lot of
movement~ And in addition to that, w.e have the existing standardg and certification framework,
but at the same time not kn. owing what the ultimate investigation is going to reveal as to the root
cause analysis, as well as what tl~e regulations are going t.o look like in the end.

So what we’re doing is bringing together the companies and fostering the discussion to make
sure .that we’re considering all the positives, that a~e out there that could apply with an
understanding of what we have already in placeand what m~y becomingout in the future related
to the incident .and regulations, so that we’re building and crafting the best possible program
possible. That said, I can’t say at this point what anything would look iike. The idea is to
integrate everything across the board to elevate safety and performance and to make sure that
we’re not ignoring or creating redundancies based upon what’s alread.y out there.

Cherry Murray: Does that mean you’re looking at various models like a sepm:ate entity that
wonld be a nonprofit corporation Similar to what INPO is, not necessarily what they’re doing
specifically bedause, as you point out, the industry is a little bit different. But you must admit,
API is .an advocacy organization and it was set up to do advocacy for the oil and gas industry.

Erik Milito: Actually it was set up to do standard and certifications f~om the beginning. Post
World War I ~he industry saw a Iieed to create some consistency among the members of the
.industry asto the way it works. So from the outset it was for standards and certification. And
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there’s a little bit of a divide there between --within API as to advocacy and these programs.
like to ai:lvocate that we have these programs in place because they show that we’re doing go~d

work.

I can turn it over to John bec.auseI think he Can really describe the robustness of these programs
and how they..have the independence not at the level that INPO does but that they are verifi.ed
and audited to show that they have the independence. Beginning to the point, we are studying all
the options out there. And what we want. to do is make sure that we’re recognizing the.
uniqueness of this-industry. You know, we have.the Department of the Interior, Departinent of
Commerce, Department of Homeland Security, EPA, Coast Guard, the Bureau of Ocean. Energy
Management; that we’re under 24 different permits, 88 regulatory parts, 27 statut~s, so it’s a bit of
a challenge to really recognize what’s in place, what’s going to be in place, and shape a pot~ntial
program around that. But I think john might be"able to shed some more light on how wallet’s
API does have a program that does show some levels o£independence..

John Modine: Thanks, Erik. We don’t have a separate Organization. .It’s not a separate
incorporated organization that performs our certification activity. But all of API’s global
industry services, the area that I’m respqnsible for, or what we can a!l API Self Supporting. We
not rely on API member dues to pay for the kinds of things that we provide, the services-that we
provide. And the largest program that we deliver .is what we call the -- monogram program
which I talked about.

Some of the independence that the Admiral talked about is -- also applies to .thg kinds of things
that we do here. One, for example, we have under the monogram program three thousand
different licensees and we’re not really relying to on any one of th~se or two of ~ose or any
scal~ of any of those on the support of our program. It’s a large enough program that in and of
itself, one of those would just to fall off, it wouldn’t impact the -- our decision making. So we
also -- we license certified members and non-members. A large portion of the licensee bases are
non-members that operate around the world. So, you "!,mow, we include the entire supplier chains
if you would.

We’re also what you call ANAB accredited. That’s the American National Accreditation Body
for certification bodies. It’s a mouthful, but, basically, we’re talking about the accreditation of
the third part certification bodies, APIs and accredited body. And part of that objectivity is that
when they come out and do our audits, we’re audited twi~e a year, frankly, they come out and
verify that we have mechanisms in place and our decisionmaking is thiird-party and objectives.
And they look through the records, they loo!~ at to our decision making, .to our certification
decisions. So those are the other things.

Frankly, we also cancel our members all the time. We have licensees that aren’t doing a good
job, that are, what we call under API’s general membership, that we have to cancel because they
are not performing. When we go out and do an audit and they are not up to speed, we have to
either suspend or cancel their license. So -- and those are the areas, at least just in that one
program in particular that kind of-- how we establish the independence from, let’s say, the
advocacy side that, obviously, the industry and the government is very used to, and then my area
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of the business which is this challenge tokeep.it -- some challenge to keep it separate, but it’s
separate in the fact -- the way we operate here independent, so.       ..

Cherry Murray: Can you say a little bit more about the accountability and enforcement? You
say you suspend licenses. What does that actually mean, let’s just say, going on a rig.

John Modine: Sure. Well, for example, again, we’re talking -- mostly, what we’re talking about
here ar~ the manufacturers that supply equipment to the oil and gas business, So -- I want~ to
make sure we understood that. So if we provide a license after they’ve passed an audit at one
point, we’ll give them a license to use -- license to manufacture equipment and then stmnp our
certification mark on the side of that equipment. And that, in turn, essentially tells the buyer that
this manufacturer is approved by API, it’s been licensed by API. But then when the
manufacturer uses that logo on the side of equipment, the manufacturer has been given a license
by API to use the logo when they determine that.they’ve manufactured that piece of equipment
in accordance With AP.I standards.

So with that said, when we go back and audit _2 and do our routine at~dits on. an annual or every
two or three years, depending ontheir status, and we go through our three or four or five day
audits depending on the size of the ¯facility and how many auditors are there, if we uncover non-
conformities that are no longer compliant with our program requirements -- it’s the type of non-
con~’ormance ,and the amount of non-conformance as mas} fi~d -- we will then send those reports
and that recommendation back to API staff internally and then our panel, our group of our own
internal experts, both standard experts and certification experts, make a decision on whether to
suspend or cancel that license from that manufacturer. And based on the s~verity and the
amount, it may lead to either a suspension or, for the most severe, an immediate cancellation.

Cherry Murray: Okay, but that’s one thing which is technical equipment. Human performance
and actually operational performance and safety culture is completely a different thing. It does
include, of course, that equipment works.

John Modine: Yeah, it does. I mean, when we do the audits, you know, obviously, it’s a two-
phase audit in most cases. It is a quality management system audit. And it includes the
specification ahd the manufacturing ~apability audit. The quality system management systems
typically go in to personal training, experience, education, qualification, thdse kinds of things. It
does not necessarily address health and safety and environmental. There are other standards for
those kinds of things and API does provide those kinds of certification services as well. We,
again, are in. ANAB, fully accredited, ISO9001 environment l~ealth in safety and quality
management system certification body where we do those kinds of things, the things you’re
talking about, that are more overarching management system kinds of compliance audits.. But,
no, you’re right. There are differences between the very technical specification type of audit and
the things that you’re discussing here as well.

Cherr~ Murray: One -- I just have one more question before Terry. But one difference that I can
see between the safety culture of, let’s just say, deepwater drilling rig with complex equipment,
20, 40 different contractors doing .different things, is how do you maintain a safety culture and



between that and a nuclear power plant, where the nuclear power plan~ is in operating, condition,
is that there are I’ar more complex arrangements between the contractors on the platform.

Eric Milito: I think that was discussed a little bit earlier with Joe Leimkuhler this morning and
then with -- in thelast panel where it was mentioned of the U.K. safety case. A lot of that to this
point, has been done voluntarily. You know, most companies have safety and enviromnenta!
management plan in place.. A lot of drillers have the safety case in. a place. A lot of operators
require a safety case right now, but it’s not mand.atory. As I said, the j6int ig.dustry task force has
recommended that they bemade mandatory and that’s moving forward now. So what we have is
an expectation that the interior department tl£rough BOEM is going to release regulations now
with the SEMP and then with the safety case.

And we’ve also recommended that they bridge them together and what we’ll be looking at is a
document that both parties, the drilling contractor and the operator, would sign which gets into
all the critical factors that are being .discussed about the deepwater, horizon incident. We’re
talking about well-designed identification of hazards, poor pressure and fracture gradients,
casing design, well execution, risk assessments, management structure, responsibilities and
accountabilities. And management chain is a huge issue that ¯will be addressed. Personnel
management, competencies, trai.n~g and experience, and certification requirements, and ~11 your
-ri~k management processes .and that’s also going to be implemented by Interior. It’s something
that industry as a whole came together and is working on the guidelines to how you create that’
document. And we’re hopeful that in the near future we’ll see these, guidelines accepted so that
the industry as a whole’ understands how to put this document together so that everybody
working together on a rig understands, you know, what the geologic risks are, what the risks are
around the well bore, what the accountability processes, are, all that, and all that will b.e in place.

So, in addition to that and one thing I wanted to add is there was also discussion earlier in the
previous panel about the API recommended practice on safety and environmental management
programs. You know, we did put that in 1993. And, you know, my understanding is most
operators have those programs in pl.ace and are using that document as gnidance. We’ll soon see
that as a requirement, but up fill now, we have had the industry following that. S.o those types of
processes have been in place through that standard we created. So there’s a lot of layers to it.
You .know, you haveto make sure your equipment is designed and certified. You’ve got to make

¯ sure the processes are in place: make sure you’re not overlapping with a regulatory requirement.
So we’re trying to look at all these.

Cherry Murray: Thank you.

Bob Graham: Terry.

Terry Garcia: Thank you all for being here. Let’s stick with the .regulation for a minute. I
noticed that Mr. Milito and Modine, you didn:t use the phrase "intrusive regulatidn and
testimony." But I gather that you do think that whateve~ happens, stronger regulation is going to
be necessary. Is .that right?
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Erik Milito: I believe that we’re seeing changes already by the regulators whether it’s the
regulations or new requirements. It’s already .occurring and our industry supports that. One area
we have concern is making sure that the agencies are fully funded and resourced so.we can get to
work. It’s key that we ha;ce the inspectors and the people who can -~ can c.arry out the duties of
the agencies.              -

.Terr.y Garcia: But asspming that’s the case, you support stronger oversight?.

Erik Milito: We support effective, reasonable oversight.

Terry Garcia: Effective and stronger, okay.

[Laughter]

Terry Garcia: So, as the standard setter and in Iight of the deepwater horizon incidgnt, what
lessons have ?;ou drawn .from that for your safety standards? Do you feel they were adequate?
Could you comment on that?

Erik Milito: One thing, I keep reiterating this, but~ you know, we do have to wait to seewhat the
ultimate root cause analysis shows. But at the same time, when industry has come together
through this task force, as in through the API committees, they’re kind of looking at this through
an open lens where put the deepwater horizon situation aside, we understand the regulations have
a certain degree of flexibility. And what the companies have done is they’d look across the
board to see where there might be gaps and raise the bar across so we have consistency. Xnd
some of-those include the requirements for twd barriers in the wellbore so that you have a
requirement in .place that you have multiple layers of redundancy so that hydrocarbons will not
escape from the wellbore. And then there are more requirements related to testing, a BOP,
[inaudible] [1 :17:42], and those types of specific requirements that they have come together and
said, thesg are the ty~es of things that makes sense across the board. They’.re already made thes~
recommendatiofls and they’re in a place through -- notice, [inaudible] [1:17:54] number five that.
Interior has already put up. So I think it’s provided an opportunity to really look and see where
there might be gaps and where they can be filled and they’ve come forward and done that.

Terry Garcia: Do you agree that the shifting topics here -- do you agree, that the response
technology has failed to keep pace with drilling techno!ogy?

Erik Milito: that’s another area where we’re still learning a lot. You know, a lot of the people
inv6lved in the response are still involved in it. So when we, as an industry, get togethe~, we
really need those experts at the table to engage in a dialogue to fmd. out what they faced in
trenches in dealing with the response. I think .the administr~ttion came out with some positive
news ~ifter the spill was capped in terms of the amount that has been captured or evaporated or
biodegraded. But we see that there are arehs that we need to look for to make improvement. We
need to look at planning. Our taskforce is looking at the.ways to make sure that we have the best
plan in place so that there’s an event, we can respond adequately. I think the government has
done a lot in terms of streamlining the way it can respond, and it can deploy a lot of the public
and pri’~ate assets. There were some questions ~ibout that. So the ~overnment itself is trying to
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worl~ on the processes to work with the industry and the public and private sector to make it
improve.                                    "

And then the. technologies themselves we :have a lot to learn about dispersants, sensitive burning,
skimmers, boomers. The research and development has to continue and we have to look at the
le~sons learned as we move forward. But there will be areas for improvement but that’s gging to
be based upon, ultimately, you know, what of lessons learned are.

Terry Garcia: So if history is to be a guide, the next incident, hopefully it does not happen, but if
it does, it will be very different from this one. Are you -- I assume yOu’re taking thatinto
account in your current review of standards and regulations, of operating procedures. For
example, what about the arctic?

Erik Milito: Yeah, we are. When these taskforces get together, they’re not isolated and looldng
just at the Gulf of Mexico.. In fact, even before this API has been engaged in a !ot of research
activities in terms of spill response in arctic conditions and we’ve’ been working on an
international level with IPCOE, GP~ some of these European based groups to look at those types
of factors when dealing with r.esponse. So the task force is, I think, immediately are looking at
the Gulf, but we have a !ot of folks on these taskfo~ces who are arctic experts and who deal with,
primarily, you know, leasing in the offshore Alaska. So it’s is on the table.

And when you’re looking at response capabilities, I am confident that we already have an
enhanced system in place in the Gulf and anywhere else in the U.S. We’ll be working: And a lot
of.that is because weave got it stopped, we’ve got it the lit capped and we’re going to be able to
see those resources dep!oyed and available for the industry in the event there is another blowout.
But the first leg -- we call it a three legge.d stool. First leg is prevention. And we’re doing a lot
of work on prevention, the others are response and mitigation. So we’re .working on all three of
the legs in terms of being able to prevent it, to intervene and mitigate the ability of that leak to
continue, and then responding at the shoreline coastline. ¯ And .we’re looking at them all but
there’s been a tremendous amount of progress on prevention.

Terry Garcia: Are you familiar with the findings of the Baker Commission?

Erik Millto: To some degree. I’m not a -- I haven;t worked on the refining side for API, but to
So’me extent..

Terry Garcia: Just generally then, are there, some lessons .that could be drawn from the Baker
Commission work that would be. instructive either for this commission or that were .lessons
learned that should have been taken away by the industry?

Erik Milito: I’d have to talk to some of the folks that have been more intimately.involved in that
back at API. We have been involved in it. We~ve come out with standards related to that. So I
think the process is moving the similar fashiot~. There’s. fatigue s(andards a.nd there’s -- we came
out with a document on where you place portable buildings, things like that. So we’ve -- I think
.the process, is very similar in how we’re doing an evaluation of what’s in place to make
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improvements. And we’re looking at our standards in creating new OileS so that similar, but
terms of, the specific.s of what ha~ppened there, I’d have to get back to my internal staff.

John Modine: Just, ifI could just add on just that -- again, I’m not an expert in the Baker results
either, but I-do say that all of API’s 500 -: more than 500 standards have to go through a five-
year -- at least, that’s the longest period of time, a five year review process, that they undergo
either a revision and republication of a n~w version of the standard because the committees.have
worked on it and saw changes that need to be made or if stalidards still remains valid and
applicable, t6 the oil and gas industry, they reaffirmed them; or if, frankly, it’s outlived its
usefulness, they’ll sunset the ddcuments. But all of the 550 standards have to go through this
process to kind of keep them alive and breathing’ and, hopefully, it’s applicable to the current
operations if possible.

Terry Garcia: And, chairman, we are coming to the end of the time for this session.

Chairman: We’re going to extend for ten minutes. Is that satisfactory?

Terry Garcia: Thanks.

Frances Beinecke: Well, I have a question for both INPO and for API. In your certification and
audits of nuclear power plants or of API industry practices, is there’ any public reposing or
transparenc~r requirements? .How wmlld the public be informed about what the performance is of
either of your operations? Is there an element to public reporting in your programs?

James Ellis: There is. not in the INPO Side, but there certainly is on the )egulatory side. As you
know, many of the metrics and’ the criteria against which we .measure the industry are very
similar to those thai .are employed by the regulator and all of the NRC’s d.ocuments are in the
public domain. Ours are. not -- as I said, .we believe that the candor and the opelmess that’s’
required when we’re dealing with the folks that are operating and maintaining these plants
demands tfiat we have that level of confidentiality and we have continued to pursue that and it
does work for us ".in our model, Ms. Beinecke.

France~ Beinecke: Thank you. And how’s the API?

John Modine: Ycah, in terms of our -- like the API monogram again, the monogram program,
we will provide -- we have a website, a publicly available website, that lists those companies that
are either .newly licensed or suspended or canceled. We will identify, exactly who those
companies are. We are looking into seeing wh~ther we could provide actually more information.
on why -- what the causes of those, either of, suspensions ~e, cancellations are, but again, that’s
readily available as it stand~ today. And it’s a living, breathing list because every day it changes,
whether we’ve cancelled, add somebody or suspended somebodY. But .in terms of looking
forward on, like, an oversight safety program for our .industry, I know that that’s one of the
tenants that we’re looking at, is what kind 6f reportability would we make a part of the program?
Would it be -- how trarisparent -- you know, the transparency issue is an impor[ant element going
forwai;d for us so.



Frances Beinecke: Thank you.

John Modine: Yeah.

Bob Gr.aham: I would like to ask another question about the Baker report. It was indicated that
after Three Mile Island there was. a commission which issued a report and that one of the things
that INPO didwas to do an evaluation ofatl of the recommendations that came out of that report.
Is that -, did I understand what you said?.

James Ellis: You did, sir. In fact, it’s even more extensive than that, as Doctor Pate made
mention in his remarks. The -- follow on to the commission, they actually established a
presidential commission to monitor the implementation of the recommendations of the original
Three Mile Island Commission. So there was a second commission and ten years later it’s that
report that Doctor .Pate referred to. So, yes, there was a careful monitoring for a decade
afterwards of the implementation of the recommendations of that commission by a formally and
paneled presidential commission.

Bob Graham: Did API do a similar analysis of the Baker Commission’s i:eview of the incident at
the BP Texas City Refinery?

Erik Milito: We did and we worked very closely with the Chemical Safety Board. They
providgd recommendations and we did come out with two new standards based uponthat..

Bob Graham: Could you supply us with a copy of that API evaluation?

Erik Milito: Yes, we can provide you all the documents that we put together in response to that.

Bob Graham’: An.d second, did you have a follow-up process similar to the one that has been
described, Three Mile Island, to see what’s happened subsequently?

Erik Milito: I think we have -- once again, I’m pleading a little bit of ignorance here because I’m
on exploration and production side and ihat’s on the refining’side. But we have our committees

¯ in place who work on those issues, who continue to engage in dialogue amongthe industry and
with the regulatdrs. But I would have to go back and get you more information on that, but I’m
pretty sure that is true.

John Modine: And we’ve had follow up s~ce that time, we’ll include that with our report on the
originall

Bob Graham: And would you include in that evaluation -- I see that BP subsequently paid a fine
of 50.61 million dollars for failure to abate stemming from the company’s failure to live. up to the ¯
settlement agreement after that Texas City Refinery and there have been 270 failure to abate
alleged violhtions or F10s issued to BP. Do you monit.or individual industry performance against
the Baker Commission recommendations?

Erik Milito: We do not.



Bob Graham: I’d like to use a scale of zero to ten and on a scale of zero to ten you said that API
is studying the INPO or Other industry models. Where would you say you are in terms 6f with
zero being no action to develop a plan and ten being full implementation? Where is your study?
Are you at a two or a seven or where on that scalebetween no action and full implementation?

Erik Milito: ’ Can wetalk about the upcoming football season or something? I think We’re
probably --

Bob Graham: You can pick up Sports Illustrated and they’ll give you a very numerical rating
involved the college football team. What’s your Sports Illustrated?

Erik Milito: I would say that we’re probably in the five to six range at this point. And what’s
happened is immediately after the incident we looked to see how we.can make the operational --
equipment improvements and then we moved on and have engaged in discussions among our
executives about where we might need to go with such a program. So I would say about five to
six range.

Bob Graham: And if you’re live to six now, where do you think you’re going to be in a couple
of months and that’s ari important timeframe for us because that’s about when we’re going to
start putting together our final report and r~c0mmendations.

Erik Milito: I think it’s hard for .us to give a hard deadline only because we really truly want to
see --

Bob Graham: I’m not asking for a deadline. If you’ve moved from zero to five to six now i.n 60
days, do you third( you’ll be .at seven or eight or what’s the pace of your progress towards
impleme.ntation?

Erik Milito: I am hopeful in about three months that we would be at about a seven or eight.

Bob Graham: Do you think that your -- the standard program that you are currently utilizing is a
strong; good model for a peer revigw system?

Erik Milito: I think it involves a Jot of peer review as it exist today because you’re bJ:inging in
not only API members, not only operators, you’re bringing in a!l the players. You’re bringing in
third party engineering groups or consultants. You’re bringing in the classification society. So it
has a high level of peer review in terms of creating thatspecification for equipment or that
operating best practice. And it’s inherent in the system as it exists.

Bob Gr~hana: And if the peer reviewers finds a serious safety weal~ess during their review of a
particular rig, what are they -: what do they currently do with that information and what do you
think -- you might be considering as additions or alternatives to what they are currently doing
with the information?
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Erik Milito: What I’m referring to is the development .of the documents that the industry uses,
not in the actual deployment or employment of those documents by .the industry. When the
industry comes together to creatg the practices and. create specifications for the equipment
they’re ultimately used, that’s where we have the peer regiew. We’re not out there analyzing
what individual operator is doing in the Gulf. Weare not in the position to regulate. We defer.to
the interior department and all the other agencies that are involved to .do that at this point.

Bob Graham: Mr. Reilly uses a term "defense in depth" which I think means that you dqn’t just
rely on one entity such as the regulator but you have multiple entities in the individual operators,
in the industry as a whole, as well as governmental ~;egulators. When you gave yourself a rating
of fiv~ to six, were you talking about five to six to get to the establishment of the standards or
five to six on a scale which has as ten implement.ation of a full-scale program similar to that that
INPO has?

Erik Milito: Yeah, I’m talking about the consideration and implementation of a program. We’re
looking at how we could crop .one and how it could work for our industry and that’s where we’.re
looking at so that’s what the five or six is based upon.

Bob Graham: Well, you can ap.~ticipate that in about 60 d~ys you’re going to get a requestfor a
report card as to --

Male Speaker: Where are you?

Bob Graham: Yeah. Yes.

Frances Ulmer: Mr. Chalrm~n, if I might. Mr. Ellis, when you told us that you have 26
members of IN-PC, i was going to ask how many members -- how many prospecti’Ce members or
people who are operating who aren’t members and after you told me that in order to get
insurance they must be members of INPO, I realize that you had a hundred percent participation
among nuclear Operators which, of course, is .a tremendous leverage point, shall we say. And I
was trying to make the jump then between something like INPO to the petroleum industry to
offshore drilling operators aiad it seems again to me, I’m trying to imagine, how that might work.
You probably have all kinds of different companies that insure at many different levels. So the
idea that you could possibly have a system where insurance was dependent upon the certification
by an INPO like organization for al! of the oil and gas operators and deepwater drilling,

Erik. Milito: That’s correct.

Frances ulmer: I can’t begin to imagine how Lhat could possibly work. So if you wouldn’t have
that leverage point in terms of getting people to participate voluntarily and hold themselves
accountable. to the standards and be willing to have the kind of intrusive ~valuation that INPO
has, it’s hard for me to imagine a meaningful way to get the kind of voluntary enforcement that
h~tppens with INPO .given the nature of your industry, given the,large number of insurers, given,
as you pointed out, the variety of operating conditions that your companies have .to operate in.
Am I reading reality about the same way you are?
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Erik Milito: No, you’re fight on which is why.we’re looking .at all the different models out there
and the responsible care programs setup by the American Chemistry Council, has proven to be
very effective and they have the same issues related to a large number of chemical facilities and
a large number of instirers. Step change and safety, it’s a different type of program. It’s more
goal oriented but they’ve shown success in evaluating the incident rates and targeting areas to
make improvement across the industry and really kind of auditing against performance without
"having, you know, a leveraging tool like that. But these programs, and there are a lot of. other
ones out there have shown to be effective in. raising the bar. So we have a lot of factors and
challenges ahead of us and we’re looking at all of them and there are a lot -- there’s a lot that
INPO does that could work but we just have to figure out what would work best for our industry.

Frances Ulmer: Thanks.

.Bob Graham: Thank you very much for another excellent pa~.el and very ihformative. Thank

yOU.

Erik Milito: Thank you, sir.

Christopher Smith: Thank you. We’re goSag to take a short break for about five minutes. The
next period is going to be the public comment period. So I think we’ve got around 15 public
commenters so individuals who are going to be participating~ the public comment period, we’ll
ask you to come towards the front of the room. There are a lot of staff that will guide you to
your position at the table. So we will be reconvening in five minutes.

End of Transcript]
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Chris Smith: So before we hand the floor back to our chairman, I’d just like to mention a
couple of’ground rules for the public comment period. Each of the comments can have
three minutes. You’!l ha~)e a timekeeper.right in front of you here who’s going to hold up.
a sign at one minute and 30 seconds, and then at the end of your period. So we do want
to make sure that everybody gets an opportm~ty to speak and make their voice heard so
we’.ll ask you to the best of your ability; please keep to the time period .and again your
timer wilt help.you !n staying under. And with that I’d like to pass back to our chairman.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you very much, Chris. If we could, I’m awaiting the list of
all the people who are going to be testifying - oh here we are - public comment. I’m not
certain .that this list reflects the order in which they’re going to b~ appearing so if you
would please give your name and the organization if you represent an organizat!on .that
you represented then present your statement and then the gentleman in the middle and
then the lady, we’d appreciate. Thank you very much for contributing to our
understanding today. Yes, sir.

Zach Corrigan: Members of the commission, thank you, my name is Zach Corrigan, I’m
Senior Staff Attorney with Food & Water Watch, a fiational consumer advocacy
organization. My comments today reiterate written comments we’ve already..submitted
to ttie cdmmission as well as 5500 public comments to the commission urging that the
commissioi~ recommend the.immediate shutdown of the BP Atlantisfacility until proven
safe. I comment, today On two issues: first, as mentioned, we’d like to bring to your

attention another BP-run oil and gas facility in the Gulf of Mexico which, until its
problems are fixed, is a ticking time bomb, perhaps the next Deepwater Horizon accident

¯ waiting to happen. I do So in the context of your broad mission. ’This is akin to the Baker
Commission.

Indeed we know the problems of the Texas City Refinery explosion not only because of
the Chemical Safety Board’s investigation but because of the Bake~ investigation into the
company-wide systematic problems with their process safety management programs.
Second I.would like to discuss BP’s troubling use of the dispersant Corexit. First point,
in October 2007, BP Atlantis, one of the world’s deepest and largest oil and gas facility
started productionwithout proper engineering documentation for its sub-sea components.
An internal August 2008 email by management acknowledged that this could lead to
catastrophic operator errors. A worse case blowout at the BP Atlantis could cause a spill
¯ three times larger than what we saw with the BP Horizon. Today there was a lot talked
about with process safety management, risk analysis. Well some platforms, deep.water
operating platforms are already required to have set programmed but you can’t do an
adequate stem program unless you know what your facility looks like. And the BP
Atlantis facility is currently operating Without these critical drawings. MMS has known
about these problems for more than a year. It ha.s not done anything until it launched an
investigation this spring when 19 members of Congress demanded it. Since that time, .34
members of Congress have called out for the immediate shutdo.wn of the BP Atlantis
until proven safe. BP’s disregard for the need to maintain proper Engineering documents
Was a cause of the Texas City Refinery explosion. There’s also evidence that it was one
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of the causes of the BP Deepwater Horizon explosion, for example, contributing to
operator confusion about blowottt preventer confusion. Therefore, we urge. the
commission to include in its investigation whether BP has all proper engineering
d0cum~nts for the Deepwater Horizon.as well as all of its operating facilities in the Gulf
of Mexico. I would quickly bring up one poirit which is we released two million gallons
of Corexit into the Gulf of Mexico: It has caused at least 334 reported health issues. We
urge the commission the Use of dispersants part of its investigation and td look into the
regulatory process by which we allow such troubling uses of chemical dispersants to
react to oil spills. Thank you..

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you, sir.

John Hocevar: Chairman Graham, commissioners, my name is John Hocevar, I’m a
marine biologist with the environmental organization Greenpeace which represents
nearly three million members Worldwide. In a report released earlier this month, the
Obama administration declared.that 74% of theoil from the BP oil spill has evaporated .or
been burned off, sldmmed or recovered or dispersed. EPA Administrator, Carol
Browner, told us that the vast maj ority of the oil is gone. The head of NOAA, Dr. Jane
Lubchenco, responded to reports questioning the government’s findings as °’a tempest in
a teapot." As noted by scientists from Woods Hole, the University of Georgia, and
elsewhere, however, the government’s conclusions are somewhere between wishful
thinking and outright spin. The fact is that even this report acknowledged that no more
than .a quarter has been redove.red. A bit more has evaporated, leaving somewhere
between 3 and 4 million barrels of oil still in the Gulf and on the shorelines of Florida,
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Alabama. The equivalent of more than 10 Exxon Valdez
spills is still out there. And while dispersed or dissolved oil is no longer in the same form
as when it was released from the wellhead, it’s still there, and still causing problems that
are poorly understood but likely to be serious and often persistent.
Pie chm’ts a~ide, We know that the Gulf will be feeling the effects of this disaster long
after the oil disappears from the human eye. D~spite the fact that the we!lhead appears to
have been capped, we must redouble efforts to understand the true impacts of this
cata.strophe. There is no question that some of the oil isbeing broken down by bacteria,
but this eats up a lot of oxygen. How is this process affecting the Gulf dead Zone that
plagues, the Gulf each summer? The impact on commercially and recreationally
importan~ fish stocks is another huge concern, .but so far remains largely unknown. Of
further concern is the impact on Gulf food webs. Oil and dispersant has been observed in
plankton, which moves quickly up the food chain to whales and sea birds.. Even more
poorly understood is the. impact on the deep sea. Cold water reefs and the sponges and
anemones of the sea floor provide habitat for many species, but very, very little
exploration .has been done to inirestigate the health of this critical part of the Gulf
ecosystem. There are many questions that s~ill n~ed answers in the wake of this disaster
and that’s why the Greenpeace ship Arctic Sunrise has embarked on a three-month
expedition to support independent scientists’ efforts to research the impacts to the Gulf’s
ecosystem and marine life. What is clear at this stage is that where we .have offshore
drilling, we have risk of serious accidents that can neither be cleaned up nor .quickly
recovered from, either ecologically or economically. .As this Commission assesses
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appropriate responses to the BP Horizon disaster, Greenpeace urges you to recommend a
ban on new offshore drilling, beginning with the. extremely risky operations planned for
th,e remote and pristine waters of the Arctic. This disaster has revealed the limitations of
th~ oil industry and the government’s abilities tc~ control a spill, even in relatively
manageable conditions of the Gulf of Mexico. In the treacherous Arctic, ~/blowout in a
scenario where a relief well cannot be completed in the same driliing season could lead to
oil gushing until at least next spring, when oil becomes trapped under sheets of thick ice.
The Coast Guard has called the spill in the Arctic a "nightmare scenario" for which they
lack the capacity to respond. Ultimately, We need a sincere and comprehensive effort to
shift away from.reliance on fossil fuels to clean, reriewable energy sources as quickly as
possible. Thank you.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you very much., ~ir.

Shatmna McCovey: Thank you Mr. Chair, members of the commission for the
oppomm_ity to comment at today’s important hearing. My name is Shaunna McCdvey
and I am a policy manager for marine spatial planning with Ocean Conservancy. Many
speakers today have addressed the important improvements to regulatory: and statutory
regime governing offshore oil and gas development, many of which Ocean Conservancy
supports. I would like to take this opportunity to place .the events of the past severa!
months .in a larger context. The devasfating impacts of the BP Deepwater Hon.’zon
disaster shows now more than ever why healthy oceans matter not only for fish and
marine wildlife but for. coastal economies that rely on healthy fisheries and clean beaches.
Unfortunately it sometimes takes events like this to serve as a wakeup call t+ the natiofl.
And in this case that wakeup c.all is that the time has come for us to reform our overall
approach to managing our oceans and coasts. Our country does not have a unified policy
to guide .management in the use of oceans and coasts intelligently. Rather, we have a
piecemeal approach and lack coor.dination among agencies.

And in that effort to avoid user conflicts and ecosystem degradation, this July President
Obama signed an Executive Order adopting the inter-agency ocean policy task force
r.eport that named coastal and marine spatial planning one of the nine priority objectives
to bette.r meet stewardship responsibilities for oce~ans, coasts, and great lakes. Coastal
and marine spatial planning will allow for better coordination between agencies,
stakeholders, the state, federal, and tribal g~vemments as’well as increase public input
into decision-making. By planning comprehensively and involving the most interested.
partiefi, CMSP can ensure that managers carefully consider the reduced risks and reduced
risks of advers~ impacts of oil and gas activities on thg marine coastal environment, other
ocean users, and ecosystem health and resilience. Having in place a multi-objective plan
and an established agreement on management goals can also help in emergencies such a~
oil disasters and hurricanes. The CMSP process would prov.ide baseline scientific data
that would"ident~fy future use and management problems and promote smarter, more
sustainable uses. As an example, CMSP could be useful during and in the aftermatl~ of a
disaster such as this BP Deepwater Horizon disaster by one, providing initial information
on ecosystems that helps identify important habitats and ecosystem functions; and two;
by outlining how government agencies, the scientific community, and stakeholders .will
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respond to such accidents. Our response to this catastrophe should be broad enough to
protect, restore,.ad manage our oceans and coasts better, so that such a disaster does not
happen again. And we strongly advocate tl~at the commission recommend pursuing
coastal and marine spatial planning in o~der to prevent or mitigate the adverse impacts of
offshore diilling.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you very much.. Yes sir.

Dan Fraser: Honorable commission melflbers -my name is Dan Fraser and I’m from
Argonne National Laboratory. At the very first commission meeting I watched and I
think honorable Bill Reilly, your suggestion .to bring in IMPO was absolutely brilliant
and’I think the comparison then the discussions put place today I think it was - you’re

¯ absolutely on the right track. There is one thing that IMPO had, however, that the oil
industry today doesli’t have and that’s what I’d like to jl~st mention. If. you go back prior
to th4 NRC and IMPO, there was a time - it was very - in my mind very comparable to
the oil industry today but. in the nu4lear industry everything was fme. Yes, we have
problems but we can fix them. We understand the major safety igsues and everything’s
working fine: And along about that period of time, in 1975/1978, there was a brilliant
watershed study - took place called the WASH-1400 and that stepped thehigh bar for the
analysis doing a probabilistic risk analysis and quantitative risk analysis that absolutely
set the high bar. And a few years later there was a disaster, Three Mile Island, and as a
result of the disaster and this terrific study that we had in place, we Were able then to
determine a realistic set of regulations. This is what really powered the. regulation
industry and effectively then give rise to IMPO. So one of the things that’s missing is I’m
sitting here today and you can see it, there’s no such systematic study that’s been done to
assess the comprehensive risks involved fzom a systematic perspective and that’s what
I’d like to advocate for. YOu can see it, I think, in the discussions that took place just a
few minutes ago where some of the folks are looking for the risks and say "Well, we’ll
see what the root cause was and then we’ll fix that."

It needs to be more proactive in that, we .knew a systematic study is something
comparable to WASH-1400, something that takes into account the added complexities
that the oil industry has. Issues like the number, of sub-contractors that are being
managed. What I would like to suggest, in fact, is that thenational laboratories have the
caFiability to do this kind of analysis. And I would hope that in your final assessment that
you will end up recommending this type of analysis to be done as part to help guide
Whatever future regulating commissions come in to place to play. I think this is a key
elemeI~tl Thank you very much.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you very much. Yes sirl

Christopher Guith: Chairman Graham, my name is Christopher Guith and I’m the Vice
President for Policy at the Institute for 21st Century Energy,I an. affiliate of the United
States Chamber of Commerce; the world’s largest business federation representing the
interest of more than three million businesses and organizations of every size, sector, and
region and we are pleased to - I’m plehsed to paraphrase the comments we’ve already
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sul~mitted. Many options have been proposed in the public arenas to date including
legislation that would have serious collateral consequ.~nces considering that the oil and
gas industry employs more than nine million Americans including more than 46~000 in
the Gu.lf Coast region alone. We believe, that there is a bright line between increasing
safety, prote.cting public health, and safeguarding the environment on one hand and
creating a regulatory environment, so unfit for business that oil and gas companies that
operate in the United States will take their business elsewhere. On tlie other, ladies and
gentlemen, you’ve been given a very broad charge from the President and We would
certainly ask thatyou be very cognizant of unattended consequences. We’ve seen the
public debate, especially in Congress~ replete with unattended consequences throughout
the course of the last six months. And we especially ask that you look at potential
impacts on economic growih, not only in the region of the gulf but also in California and
the nation as a whole, and also, perhaps more importantly, you’ll look at the impacts to
energy security. We do not want to shift further reliance dn imported oil. I’ll just make a
couple of notes of specific proposals that have been made and ask yon to be especially
conscious of them. We .urge you to do certainly recommend against the creation of any
umlecessary or duplicative regulatory obstacles for business. It car~ make it exceedingly
difficult to produce in the gulf. The current uncertainty created by the existing and
plarmed regulatory actions stemming from Secretary Salazar’s May 27 safety reports,
President Obama has already, created and caused energy producers to begin moving
infrastructure, to other countries. While the moratorium pm~ortedly only applies to
deepwater activities; related regulatory act!ons have created a de facto moratorium on any
offshore ’energy exploration. To date, the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management has only
approved two. app!~ations for permits, to. drill on shallow waters since the new notice to
lessees was issued: We. urge-.the commission to avoid recommendations that would
increase the avail’ability of [inaudible 17:42] economic damages. We would urge the
commission to oppose efforts to set unlimited and excessive liability caps for any
explorative activities. And finally, we .would urge the commission to avoid any.
recormllendations of levy-excessive or new energy taxes or fees on the American
consumer and the producer.

We ask you to properly weigh any potential recommendations against the impacts of
energy security and economic competitiveness, in the gulf region. We appreciate your
service to this country and on the support issue ’and we value the opportunity to
participate in this proceeding.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you.

Anna Gowan: Good afternoon. My name is Anna Gowan. I’m speaking on behalf of
Oceana. We’re the largest international organization focused solely on ocean
.conservation. We have more thma 400,000 supporters from all 50 states and from
countries around the globe. We’ve opposed offshore drilling in previousiy protected
a~eas since long be~’ore the Deepwater Horizon oil spill occurred. The Deepwater
Horizon drilling disaster is a clear testament that offshore drilling is a dirty and dangerous
business. It’s one that threatens jobs, public health, and the health ofmarine ecosystems.
With200 million gallons of oil and about two million gallons of dlspersants dumped into
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the Gulf of Mexico, entire coastlines from the Louisiana Buoy to the Florida Keys
remains threatened. While the well h~s stopped gushing, we may not know the true catise
of tl’iis catastrophe, for many years or even decades to come. Much of the wildlife impact
will remain unseen. Oil can have long term effects on the feeding, reproduction, and
overall health of an animal. These long term effects can ripple throughout entire marine
ecosystems, impacting everything from larvae into fish to marine mammals, sea turtles
and birds, as well as coastal tofirism and commercial and recreational fisheries.. The
economic" impacts i~a the gulf [inandil~le 19:35] fisheries could be devastating. According.
to the research group. Core Logic, from the months of May through July, Louisiana
fishei:ies alone lost an estimated 49 ~o 69 millidn dollars in landings which would cost
between 35~ to 515 million dollars in sales plus 192 to 268 million dollars in income and
between 8 and 11 thousand jobs. The impact on cgastal tourism is also severe. Oxford
Economics estimates that the spill will.cost thegulf region between 7.6 and 22.7 billion
dollars over a period of three years. Oil companies must be held accountable for
accidents such as this. The fishermen, the waitress, the tour guide do not have to pay to
clean upthe very 0il that devastated their industry in the first place and the government
must remove the liability cap such that oilcompanies are fully responsible for their
actions and fully compensate those harmed by their mistakes. The Deepwa.ter Horizon
tragedy was a horribl~’ way to learn a lesson, that drilling in more and more extreme
environments places additional risks and problems while this is a harsh lesson that the
commission should make sure is never repeated. In the Arctic, dangers while different
are j~st as severe as in the Deepwater in the gulf, the weather is unpredictable, there are
long periods of darkmess as well as hazardous ice conditions, and the Arctic is incredibly
remote froni any response or rescue equipment. While it’s very important that we
strengthen regulations regarding existing drilling, we must also reinstate permanent
protections for areas that Were protected for years under both Presidential and
Congressional moratoria and we also need to take the Arctic off the table. The
Deepwater drilling disaster shows us -that techno!og~ and regulation cannot prevent what
we now know is inevitable, a major spill of oil into the marine envirolgnent and one
which is to date beyond our control.

The Deepwater drilling disaster illustrates that the harm posed by oil and gas activities in
the outer continental shelf dramatically outweighs any perceivedbenefits that can be
gained by expanded drilling. Thank you very much.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you.

Jessica Ennis: Hi my .name is Jessic~i Ennis, speaking in behalf of Earthjustice, a non-
profit environmental law fu-m. First, thank you to the members of the National
Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling. Your time
and energy devoted to this investigation is appreciated, and we look forward to seeing
your findings at the e~d of this process. The tragic Deepwater Horizon rig explosion and
subsequent oil spili in the Gulf of Mexico highlighted inadequacies of the current system
for regulating offshore drilling and approving spill respons.e plans. The commission
plays a critical role in identifying those inadequacies and proposing changes, to address
them. Across this coufitry, government officials accepted assurances Of the oil industry
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that technological improvements meant to catastrophic oil spill was impossible but in the
unlikely event of a spill, the industry assured regulators that it had the capacity to
respond. Those assurances proved as faulty as the industry’s response to the Deepwater
Horizgn disaster. Unfortunately the syst.emic regulatory and industrial failings that led to
this disaster are not unique to the Gulf of Mexico. As a result, the commission must
examine the regulatory frame governing offshore drilling and oil spill re,spouse
.:~equirements from a position of independence and critica! evaluation.    The
’administratidn’~ decision to suspend summer exploration drilling [inaudible 22:53] was
the right one. More decision points are approaching and as Arctic ocean drilling has
considered, lessons learned .from Deepwater Horizon should be taken into account. Even
though the Gulf of Mexico is geographically differ.cut from the Arctic Ocean, many of
the problems face -- both regions faced with offshore drilling are the same. And the gulf
is not a fail-safe blowup preventer fail and then when it was time to r~spond, the oil spill
response plan in place was wholly inadequate and proved to be much less effective than it
stated. Th~ implications of a disaster of this scale in the Arctic are immense. Just like
the Gulf of Mexico; industries showed regulators that in today’s offshore drilling
catastrophic. ~pills never happen. Approved exploration plans for the summer 2010
drilling failed to consider the possibility of a blowup. If this occurred, on a rig with a
faulty blowup preventer in the Arctic Ocean, it co~ld trigger a spill that simply cannot be
cleaned up. Experts, including Dr. Lubchenco just this morning recognized to cleanup
the spill in the icy waters of the Arctic is difficult if not impossible. In addition in that
spill’response Capacity is miniscule in the Arctic compared to the gulf. The closest Coast
Guard station from some of the drilling sites is more than a thousand mil.es away. The
nearest airport that can handle cargo planes needed to bring these equipment is 100 miles
away and then people will have to rely on helicopters and cargo planes to travel the rest
of the way. As a country, we cannot continue to ignore the risks and consequences of the
oil industry’s insatiable desire to drill in deeper water and more remote places. The days
of ignoring-.flhe risks posed by catastrophic spills are at an end. The commission’s
independent evaluation can help ensure that the companies that want to drill for oil. in our
oceans have concrete answers for how to prevent and respond to an oil spill. Throughout
the day, panelists have emphasized the need for information before making decisions.
In the Arctic ~e still lack simple baseline data about natural resources. As a result,
decisions about whgther and how to proceed with dr)lling in remote areas like the Arctic
Ocean. must be made using the resultsof this investigation. The price of continued
ignorance is too high. Thank you.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you.

Crreg Fritz:. Hello, my name is Greg Fritz, I’m a private citizen. I’d like to thank the
commission for giving me this opportunity to speak. In 58 FR 15284, the Federal
Register notice clarification of regulatory determination for wastes from the exploration,
development, and production of crude oil, natural gas, and geothermal energy, the EPA
exempted various crude oil products and Wastes from treatment as RCRA Subtitle C
hazardous wastes. I would like to have the commission at least consider whether or not
they believe that" in light o~-the BP Deepwater Hori~.on oil spill that it’s worth
~:econsidering whether to reclassify oil well leaks as RCRA Subtitle C hazardous wastes .
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because it would help to handle to wastes, under a. more structured way than they are
currently. Thank you.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you, sir.

Michael Gravitz:. Good afternoon. Thank youfor the commission g.iving us the ability to
testify" today. My name is Michael Gravitz,. I’m the Oceans Advocate at Environment
America. I’ve worked extensively on. the issue of offshore drilling for about five years.
Environment America is the Washington, DC office of a federation of 29 statewide,
citizen-based grassroots organizations with over one million members and email activists.
Sixteen of our state organizations are in coastal or coastal states so you can see why

we’re quite ".interested in the issue of offshore drilling.’ Environment America and its
affiliate state drganizations have opposed-the expansion of offshore drilling outside the
Western mad central Gulf of Mexico for over two decades but that’s not why I’m here
today. I’m here to review the statutory reforms and regulatory reforms and structural
reforms that our community believes are needed. One, the OCSLA topic. OCSLA was
first drafted decades ago and as [inaudible 26:41] and others have .indicated as badly in
need of being updated, OCSLA’s purpose statement emphasizes expeditiou~ and orderly
development of our oceans for energy and other mineral resources with the implication
that environmental protection is of secondary, importance. We believe that we should
update OCSLA to make it clear that leasing, exploration, and production will occur only
wher~ and when activities can be pursued while preserving and protecting the health of
the oceans. In many places we believe the underlying natural resources and/or the
sustainable uses will be more important than the underlying non-renewable oil and gas
assets. Section 18 of OCSLA is the heart of its planning requirements. We believe it
should be rewritten to require a detailed planning and environmental analysis for much
smaller units of the ocean and are currently considered. We believe that OCSLA should
be amended to give other agencies like NOAA that have more ocean expertise and
seienti~c resources than the Department of Interior, a much larger role in ~he planning
stage for where and when to. do leasing and greater input in the exploration and
developments decisions and permitting. Let me make two other points.
One, OCSLA should be required to identify worst case oil spill scenarios. Let me just
remind the panel, the commission, that really the dirty little secret of oil spill cleanup is
that no matter how mnch you try, no matter how much money you spend, BP spent
billions of dollars and ended up cleaning up about - removing about 10% of the oil that
was spilled, typically in the open ocean only 15% or 20% of the oil can ever be cleaned
up and so having plans in place shouldn’t give us a false, sense of security as to what the
damage ultimately from these spills will be. The.other point I would make is that people
like.fo talk about these events as one in a million while in fact there have been about. 4000
or 4500 deepwater wells so this - Deep.water Horizon spill is about a one in 4500 event,
hardly one in a million. I just want you to remember that as you consider regulations and
other policies for [inaudible 28:5@ Thank you.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you. Yes sir.
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Steve Shaima: Good afternoon. My name is Steve Shaima and I’m here today on.behalf
of the National.. Coalition of Environrflental Groups dedicated to protecting human
communities in the environment by making full compliance with National Environmental
Policy Act a priority.. I’m grateful for the opportunity to submit comments at this hearing
and to explain ways to prevent and mitigate future oil spills. NEPA is our basic natural
charter for protection of the environment. T.he goal of NEPA is to ensure informed
agency decisigns and to fostdr public participation in the decision-makirig process.
¯ NEPA is designed to disclose a type of risk th~{t led to. the Dee~water Horizon oil spill
and the resulting environmental catastrophe. By mandating informed decision-making by
agency officials, NEPA is designed to draw attention to the very risk and the number of
mineral management service ignored because if [inaudible 29:47] NEPA provisions. Last
week the CEQ published its report on NEPA procedures, for environmental reviews by
the former MMS and offered a suite Of recommendatibns aimed at promoting a more
robust and transparent implementation of NEPA practices. These recommendations are
an encouraging first step on the way to further needed reform. We urge the commission
to advice that [iiaaudible 30:09] .go further in pursuit of the twofollowing reforms so that

¯ the permitting process under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act .truly is the
environmentally informed deci.sion-maldng process envisioned by NEPA. First, while
we. applaud the Department of Interior’s temporary suspension of the use of selected
categorical exclusions, we believe the use of any categorical exclusion in permitting
offshore drilling is not in accordance with the law. According to federal regulations,
these exclusions are only applicable to actions which do not individually or cumulatively
have significant effect on human environment. Even in the absence of cati~strophi9
events such asan oil spill, the impacts associated with normal drilling operations include
noise,, air, and water pollution as well as seismic disturbance and increased vessel and-air
traffic. Drilling impacts, both individual and cumulative, on a human environment ar~
significant. Therefore we urge the commission to advise that the use of any categorical
exclusion in th’e OCSLA permitting process is not.in accordance with the law and should
be prohibited. Second, envirol~mental review of exploratibn plans should not be
subjected to impossibly short time frames. Instrumental on making any informed
decision is providing the reviewing agency with sufficient time to conduct a robust
environmental review.

Currently, OCSLA mandates that the decision On an exploration plan be approved within
30 days or the plan will be subject to default approval. Such a willfully short time frame.
promotes expedient decisions rather than wise ones. The current law should be amended
to provide, at a minimum, 90 days to conduct an. environmental review with further time
allowed where more information is necessary. We therefore urge the. commi;sion to
endorse the revision to OCSLA which would reflect a more realistic time frame in
evaluating exp!oration plans. Once again I thank the commission for this opportunity to
provide comments.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you, sir.

Natalie Joubert: My name is Natalie Joubert and I’m representing Consumer ’ Energy
Alliance. On behalf of CEA, I appreciate the opportunity to comment today on the
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impacts of the Deepwater Horizon explosion inclu, ding the economic effects of federal
measures implemented to respondto the oil spill incident. CEA i~ a non-profit, non-
parti~an organization committed to worki.ng with elective leaders, affected stakeholders
and consumers to help create sound energy policy and ma.intain stable energy prices.
CEA has 140 affiliated organizations including energy, suppliers and. producers,
manufacturers, small business, and community organizations as well as a network of
almost 280,000 consumer advocates. As the Federa! Government ~ontinues to review the
circumstances and consequences associated with the Deepwater Horizon accident, I ask
that the National Commission and other federal policy makers carefully consider the
positive economic impacts that robust, thoughtful offshore oil and gas exploration
development have on the gulf coast region and nationwide. CEA strongly opposes the
administration’s decision to implement an open-ended moratorium on offshore drilling as
well as the administration’s failure to .implement a regulatory framework that safely,
efficiently, and expeditiously resumes offshore development. Further, the continued
regulatory and permittingdelays with regards to the development of offshore energy in
Alaska raised additional concerns: The stateof Alaska has long. supported [inaudible
33:28] development. Indeed the trains of Alaska pipeline, the permanent fund, and tens
ofthousands of Alaskan jobs depend on continued oi! and natural gas development. The
entire nation relies on the safe, efficient, and predictable supply of Alaskan energy. Quite
simply, the administration’s continued delays in resuming offshore energy is contributing
to higher unemployment, a crippled.economy, and less stable supphes of affordable
energy. Even more troubling ar.e recent Wall Street Journal. article reports that the
Department of the Interior was fu.lly aware that over 23,000 jobs will be lost as a
consequence of a suspension in deepwater drilling on top of the billions in-lost revenue
for faith in local ’ governments. Offshore energy .explOration and production are vital
components of our nati~al energy strategy as US demand for oil and natural gas will
continue to increase for the’ foreseeable future. For the more offshore energy
development creates and supports hundreds of thousands of jobs throughout the US
economy We cannot afford to unnecessarily keep critical supplies of domestic oil and
natural gas off limits that cab be safely leveraged into good,paying jobs and affordable
energy for struggling American families and small businesses. In conclusion, CEA urges
the National Commission and the administration to act with efficiency in setting
boundaries for drilling in the gulf.
CEA also encourages tho~e in the energy industry to work cooperatively with the Federal
Government to improve the regulatory system that oversees and ensures offshore safe
responsible energy operations. Thank you.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you.

Eleanor Schwartz: Chairmen Graham and Reilly and .commis.sioners, I’m Eleanor
Schwartz.. I represent the California State Lands Conmaission. This commission has
jurisdiction over the submerged lands and flaat includes the lands that go out three miles
offshore. And they have also oil and gas leases both on shore and offshore and have
responsibility for trying to prevent oil spills at marine terminals. Just last Friday, on
August 20th, the State Lands Commission adopted a resolution based on its study of
Deepwater Horizdn oil spill and its comparison with California practices which I’ll be
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glad to leave with you: They’ve put a lot of thought into this and perhaps a little known
fact is that they have. a thousand to 1100 wells offshore, and they have low incidence 6f
oil spills in fact o~er the last"l 0 years. It seems to be averaging less than a half a barrel a
year and maybe up to 12 spills but they measure this in drops and ounces. So I hope
you’ll take some of their ideas into account as you. put ~our thoughts together about
dealing with the oil spills. Their resolutions supported eight principles consistent with
existing and proposed state law and the idea is to !ook at ways of strengthening federal
laws and regulations. First, that they’re looking to see that federal laws repeal or
substantially increase the current cap on liability for offshore oil spills; second, tO require
the best available technologies for weil design and operations including oil spill response
technology; third, to establish stronger standards for blowout preventers, well designs,
and cementing programs; next, mandating the use of worst case planning scenarios for
relief well timelines;they call for monthly inspections of offshore drilling facilities with
more frequent intervals where there are safety violations; next, specifically address and
regulate. ’ the .use of chemical dispersants to ensure their safety to water quality and
environment; thes~ want to protect whistleblow.ers who work for offshore energy
operations; and improve the federal government’s capabilities relating to oil spill
preparedness, prevention, response, restoration, research, and oversight; lastly, the
commission again urges a permanent ban on new offshore oil and gas lease sales of
California. I appreciate your time. I h6pe you’ll take a look at their report and resolution
and thank you for your attention.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you. Tharik you for the report. We will look forward to
examining it. Yes sir.

Good afternoon. My name is Ethan Emmanuel and I’m with the CR Club and I want to
thank the commission for allowing the public comment period and thank the members for
serving even if it’s a little disconcerting for me to speak in front of this panel because this
is the first time I think I’ve seen Senator Graham not wear a Florida tie. I moved here

¯ from Florida and it became something we were used to So it’s interesting.

I agree and echo most of the comments other members of the environmental community
made about reforming the way we do .offshore drilling policy and the changes needed to
how we do things off the coast so i just wan~ to touch briefly on three topics. One is that
we do hope this commissions keeps the .focus on gulf restoration. Even prior to this spill
the gMf coast and the wetlands and the ecosystem there was under stress from the oil and
gas industry and we hope this commission continfies to keep the public’s focus on that
especially now after the ~ig’s been capped and this issue may move offthe front pages so
we encourage the commission to keep that focus on the gulf and on the long term
restoration that we need in the Gulf of Mexico. Number two, we do like actually a lot of
reforms that have been proposed both by the Interior Department in the wake of the spill
but also we urge the commission to take a look at what Congr.ess is doing especially the
House bill that passed out of the Natural Resources Committee two weeks ago. A lot of
great and very good reforms were included in that bill that we think have been long
overdue and are very pragmatic in how we. look at the future of offshore drilling and in
particular we do like What’s both in the House and Senate bill when it comes to unlimited
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liability. We do think the oil industry should be held accotmtable for future spills and
should be responsible for all the damages they cause should another occur, a .spill like this
occur in the future. And number thr.ee., of course, with CR Club, we do think this spill is
a wakeup Call that it’s time for our nation to move offthe fossil fuels and so to that end,
we’d like to see the US gel off of oil within 20 years. It’s a very ambitious goal but one
¯ that we need to do in order to clean up our air, protect our environment, make us more
energy efficient and energy secure, but also to combat and fight global warming. And so
we think an important part of getting off of oil is actually a revamp in the transportation
sector doing more in_efficiency, doing more in clean renewable fuels, but also we think a
key component of that would be a ban on new drilling to halt the expansion of offshore
drilling outside of the central and western gulf. And to that en.d three months ago a
coalition of 14 o.f our members did call on President Obama to issue an executive
withdrawal to do what he did for Bristol Bay in Alaska for the rest of the country and to
prohibit expansion of new offshore drilling.. So we think those are three important steps
and the bottom line for us on this issue is that this is absoiutely an industry that has some
problems, that makes mistakes, and that we don’t think that tradeoff is worth it when ~ou
consider that the United States only has about 3% of the world’s proven oil reserves. So
we’re never going to drill our way out of our problems with oil. and gas and energy but
we do think we can innovate our way out of that and in doing so fight climate change and
get our country off of fossil fuels in 20 years. And again, thank you for your time and
thank you for the time to speak.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you, sir.

Gerald Poje: Thank you very much. My name is Gerald Poje. I’m appearing today as
just a citizen concerned about the matters before your commission but also informed by
two terms of Service on the US Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board which
investigated on shore industrial facilities’ catastrophic failures.

So not withstanding what my prior .colleague was stating, I do want to elevate one
dimension that I’m thankful that you and your staff have brought before today’s
deliberations and that’s that this incident is first and foremost a monumental failure of
process safety and you’ve delved deeply into this question with a numbsr of your
panelists and I think the focus that you can bring to this through your further analysis and
ultimate recommendations will have ramifications both beyond these shores of this nation
but also the shores of so many other nations who are looking to guidance .on what we’ve
learned so far and I think process safety in the on shore industries would also benefit
from your deliberations. History should be a great teacher in this area arid your first
panelist. Mr. West, elevated some of the major catastrophic events. I point again and
urge. you to consider working with your staff to drill deeper into the Piper Alpha event
and the [inaudible 42:44] that came from that. Lord Collins’ commission was mentioned

¯ earlier. One of the most fundamental things that occurred from that commission was the
extraction from the Department .of Energy in the UK of health and safety functions into
the health and safety executive,, a premier health and safety organization respected around
the world but withottt the encumbrances of trying to also broker offshore profitability of
mining mineral resources. They also precipitated the development of the safety case
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which you’ve heard about today and I think there are many lessons to be learned from the
implementation of those programs in the UK and in Norway.. We’ve heard about the
need for an aggressive federal regulatory presence I think aldn to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission vis-i-vis your discussions with the nuclear industry. We lack that right now.
in both the offshore and on shore process safety industrigs involving petroleum. Both of
those entities in Norway and in the UK could lend enormous knowledge, about how to
tool up .an effective regulatory presence with the correct amount of expertise and the
correct amount of oversight. Fina.lly, I would like to say that the Chemical Safety
Board’s investigation into the 2005 event with BP a~d the Baker Commissions provides
an awful lot of important insights into catastrophic failure prevention, t think you should
team with the Chemical Safet5i Board who is currently investigating tNs event to make
sure that you’re optimizing the synergies of both entities. Thank you.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank. you Very much, sir.

Malia Hale: Hi my name is Malia Hale and I’m with the National Wildlife Federation
who has been on the ground in the gulf for years before this happened and has been on
the ground working With the response since the oil spill has happen.ed..Well, we have
brought interest in the commission’s work i’d like tofocus my comments today on one
pargdular area: the comparatively paltry .roy~ilties that oil and gas companies are required
to.pay in the United States. This is.a major problem because it is just clear that both state
and federal government do not have adequate dedicated resources to police the industry
and show proper response readiness and to make ongoing, investments in critical
ecosystems that have been and will continue to be impacted by the oil and gas
development .including and especially the rapidly disappearing wetlands of the
Mississippi Delta. According to a 2008 GAO report, the government take from drilling
in the deepwat~r of US Gulf of Me.xico ranked 93rd lowest of 104 oil and gas fiscal
systems evaluated. At the same time, according to a 2007 World Bank study, out of 178
countries the US ranked 3rd on the list of most favorable place to conduct business.
Given the attractiveness of conducting busihess in the US and the remaining available oil
and gas reserves in the gulf, the GAO recommended that the Interior conduct a full
reevaluation of its fiscal system. The Interior has not conducted a full evaluation in more

¯ than 25 years. In April 2010, prompted by the GAO r.eport, the Department of Interior
and BLM announ6ed they would fund a study to examine US royalty rates as compared
to othe~ countries. The final study is expected to be released in early 2011. In addition to
providing revenue for policing the industry and providing the adequate readiness
response, additional revenues from offshore drilling should be used to restore the gulf
.ecosystem which has suffered at the hands of oil and gas industry for decades. Canals
constructed for oil and gas extraction have exacerbated coastal wetland laws, contributing
to conversions’of wetlands into open water. Up the coast of Louisianh, a wetland area
larger than the state of Delaware has disappeared in part due to the industry’s activities.
Now with the onset of tens of thousands of gallons of oil that still remain in the system,
funding is needed more than ever to help restore this resiliency and read io’oking at the
way these royalties are conducted and the way the oil and gas companies are expected to
pay would be one way to help achieve all of this. The National Wildlife Federation looks
forward to ~haring })fir thoughts, to continuing sharing ottr thoughts and experiences with
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.the commission on all your work including what I’ve spoken about today. So thai~ you
very much for your time.           .o

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you very much.

Johalma Polsenberg: Good afternoon. My name is Johalma Polsenberg and I am with the
Gulf Restoration Network, an organization working td restore the marine and coastal
ecosystems of the gulf and sustain the Communities that rely upon them. I would like to
ask you to consider the establishment of regional citizens advisory councils for the Gulf
of Mexico and to explore sources of dedicated funding for gulf restoration. First,
regional citizen advis.ory councils of RCACs were legislative for Alaska in the Oil
Pollution Act fo~owing the Prince WilliamSound’s bill and currently exists there and in
Cook’s Inlet. A Gulf of Mexico RCAC would give impacted citizens in the five gulf
states such as commercial and reci)eational fishing and tourism industries, marine and
coastal conservation organizations, indigenous and socially vulnerable peoples, and local
municipalities the opportunity to oversee the industry. An RCAC would monitor oil and
gas exploration and development activities and the operation of supporting infrastructure,
assess environmenta! impacts, and determine spill prevention and preparedness. The
RCAC would make recommendations to ensure oil and gas activities are environmentally
sound and safe and are no~ disproportionately impactful and would help promote the
resilience and well being of coastal communities. We are exploring any 6pportunities to
move this legislatively but there have been often too many opportunities, we don’t expect
there would be too many in the future. There is very strong support in the House and in
the Senate. The.. Shore Act which was recommended by the Senate Commerce
Committee included relatively comprehensive legislation for an RCAC but it was
somdwhat slimmed down in the draft recommended by the Senate Leader.

We believe that there have been important lessons learned by the RCACs operating over
the last two decades in Alaska and with the Gulf Restoration Network and our colleagues
are prepared to assist you in .any way in developing one for the Gulf of Mexico. Second,
many of you have noted today that we’re presented with a unique opportunity to focus on
restoring the gulf but we’re finding - the Gulf Restoration Network and our colleagues
are finding that there are limited sources of d~dicated funding for this purpose and they
remain elusive. Please kdep this as an essential elemeitt of you~ reco.mmendat!ons and of
rigliting this wrong. Thank you very much.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you.

Will Nuckel: He!.lo again,. I’m Will Nuckel. Nice to see you ali again. I haven’t seen
you since we’ve last time in New Orleans. Last time I was talking about marine salvage
capabilities in the US and Wing to encourage you to talk to the supervisor of salvage
[inaudible 50:27] and sort of look at this problem in that sense in terms of the laws of the
platform. Today I’d like to take a different tack at this and talk to you about the use of
sub-contractors in the oil and gas industry which is quite pervas!ve and that industry, as a
number of other industries in the US, but to ldok at this in terms of whether you think it’s
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better for the nation on the whole to have a system of cascading sub-contractors, all of
which are working ultimately" for. a leas~ bid winner or whether or not a system of
vertically integrated expertise and larger companies would ultimately serve the interest of
the US in terms 0fhaving better accountability. I think you’ve seen through some of the
investigative bodies that are going on.. There’s a m.assive finger po.inting exercise
underway and I think in general mirrors what happens typically when things go wrong in
a series Of sub-contractors. Those of you familiar with business in gen.eral understand
that while you can express ma~ndates to your subs you can’t truly manage them in the way
you can your employees, if you do you get in trouble with the. government, everybody.
tends to push up to a point, but when things really get controversial you have to back off
legally, you would not have that trouble in a different system. I just hope you can look at
the pluses and minuse~ in both.. Certainly plusesto the sub-~ontractor side, you develop
.niche experts, I think which are probably more qualified than they a~;e often in larger
systems but like I said that comes with a cost. I hope you can look at the pluses and
minuses in that: I’d like to close by talking a little bit about the moratorium that’s popped
up several times. I too was moved by the peopl.e of the gulf.and their pleas to try and do
things to end the moratorium as soon as possible and ask you to help with that as much as
you could. But I’m not sure that I agree with.the tag ttiat’s been occurring, the inquiries
of the Interior.asking them about why they’re doing it or how their process is going,
might of field of your mandate. I think the best way to get the moratorium out of the way
from your position is to work as fast as possible and although you have. a six-month
window as of delivery date, look at the option of even moving faster than that, either with
a set of inner recommendations or even completing the work in general. I know you’re
meeting monthly, I hope you entertain the option of meeting more often than that,
ramping up the process and trying to get .tNs in early. It doesn’t happen very often in DC
that we do things on tim.e, as this early, but I think your work could possibly be the
exception to the rule..Thank you.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you.

Non-is McDonald: Members of the commission, my name is Norris McDonald, I’m
President of the Center for Environment, Commerce; and Energy. We’re an
environmental group. The center provided input to the Interagency Ocean Policy Task
Force at CEQ headquarters in Washington DC. The center is a member of the Marine
Fish Conservation Network. The center opposes expanded off the east and west coast
and coasts of Florida. The center will continue to work to reestablish the moratorium on.
expanded drilling. The Macondo well should be put into production by a respons.ible
offshore oil production company. BP estimates that the reservoir contains up to 50
million barrels ofoil. A.significant portion of the money from such production should go
directly to the families of the ! 1 people killed during the April 20th 2010 explosion.
Additiona! revenues should go to the economic relief of the gulf economies hat have been
negatively affected by the oil spill disaster. The center has opposed the moratorium on
deepwater drilling because of the harm to the gulf economy and our belief that the other
companies have been operating responsibly. The center supports the efforts of Exxon
Mobile Corporation, the role that Shell PLC and ConocoPhillips to provide emergency .
response services for deepwater oil blowouts. The center, through its membership arm,
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the African American Environmentalist Association is pursuing ownership stakes in
offshore oil drilling operations because blacks do not own any energy infrastructure and
resources in America. This is an effort by us to gain equity in the energy sector. AAEA
is concerned that o’fthe more than 4000 offshore oil wells in the Gulf of Mexico, none of
the leases are held by black-owned companies. Blacks in Government, BIG, have also
raise the issue of fewto no blacks in MMS, BOEM, management positions overseeing
offshore drilling. Citin~ the lack of diversity among senior managers at the Department
of Energy, BIG sees the same cozy good old boys network as contributing to the failed
oversight that contributed to the gulf oil disaster. BIG has described in detail this cozy
network of attitudes in its recent paper on race relations at Interior. And I’m very    :
confident that my comments will receive the appropriate weight because, of William
Reiliy and that’s because William Reilly is a legend in the Environmental Justice
Movement: William Reilly received a standing ovation from the environmental justice
activists from all over the country at our last meeting when he was EPA Administrator
when the agency was trying to get ~nvironmental justice established at the agency.
William Reilly es.tablished the Environmental Justice Office at the Environmental
Protection Agency when he was EPA Administrator so I have every confidence that my
comments will be weighed properly, Senator Graham, member.s of the commission thank
.you.

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you. And thank you for your very constructive and
appropriate words about our co-chair. Yes sir.

John Gustafson: Good afternoon. I’m John Gustafson,’I’m retired speaking as a citizen
but I was Executive Director of the National Response Team for 10. years and then prior
to that was on the investigating team for the Exxon Valdez incident.

One matter for consideration by the commission would be to include in the public record
the recdmmendations for the Exxon Valdez inciderit so that you consider the contint~ities
that may come from that document through to the work that you’re doing. So if you
would consider that I thinkj perhaps could be helpful. Another kind of low hanging fruit
relates to the National Response Team. The National Response Team is made up of 16
federdl agencies dealing with preparedness and response but after the major explosions in
the 1.990s we tried to establish a p.revention portion of that which dealt with whether to
deal with professionals at the OS 15 approximate Ievels,.sitting around the table and
developing reports, technical guidance, as well as sharing ideas on what could be~ done in
prevention. We were unable to do that at that time largely for resource pu.rposes but as
you may know the National Response Team played a fairly important role in the
b~ginning of the work on this particular incident so my low hanging fruit is to consider
incl~_~ding in the National Response Team activities that would deal with prevention as
well as a response and preparedness so that you’d have that technical work done in ma
easy manner. And the last idea is to endorse the idea of thosegiven to you by Mr. Poster
to coordinate your work with the work speed of the Chemical Safrety Board. They’ve
developed a treme.ndous amount of respect in the last five years and I’m sure the
coordination that you can do with them on boot cause would be very valuable. I thank "
ybu for the opportunity here.
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Senator Bob Graham: Thank you very much, sir, for very constructive suggestions. Are
there any other members of the public? If not, Bill do you have any comments?

William Reilly: I have a concluding comment of I t~ink a remarkable beauty that I have
come across and I think I’ll just close by reading it. We have necessarily, of course, been
preoccupied with issues of blame, responsibility, and cause in such disasters almost as if
we were following the examples of 18th century sermons about the sea, as if catastrophes
could be fully understood as the consequences of evil human actions where the violation
of some deep principles of contemporary faith. S~ch transgressions andliabilities may
well exist but it is Worth recalling that reason and preparation also have their lirm’ts. The
oil spill might ~eem a completely man-made mess, the result of some careless drilling,
but the nature of the enterprise plumbing the ocean’s resources, bearing the dangers of
the deep, risking lives to fill elemental needs is unthinkable without taking .the sea’s
poweis and promise into account. Perhaps offs}mre drilling is a contemporary form of
19th century whaling, even in the object of the quest, but during eras when the ocean and
the natural world was taken more seriously, it was also understoodthere Can never be a
way to completely eliminate hazards or fully control the sea’s fearsome powers. Before
such forces all lives hang in the balance. My wife, Libby, sent me this. It’s a statement
by -part of an article by Edward Rusty, music critic and composer, cultural critic of the .
New York Times. A2nd it is apparently part of the exhibit thitt is currently at the folgier,
the,English and the Sea, the folgier here in Washington which, though I had not seen,
based upon this I will see and I recommend. Thank you Mr. Chairman. ’

Senator Bob Graham: Thank you very much. Are there any comments from member.s of
the commission?                                ¯

Unidentified Female Speaker: After that beautiful statement, no.

Senator Bob Graham: Chris? If there are no furthe.r comments, the meeting is adjourned.
Thank you.

End of audio.
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Last month, we began our journey in New Orleans learning first-hand from

the people of the Gulf about the impact the spill was taking on their lives.

This week we are seeking to understand the root causes of the April 20th

Deepwater Horizon explosion and the critical question of whether our

regulatory systems and business practices are adequate. We will be

hearing from a distinguished group of past and present government

officials, as well as from experts from private industry, academia, and non-

profit organizations.

Deepwater drilling is a new frontier for energy exploration. Some statistics

tell that story. In 1990, wells deeper than 1,000 feet accounted for just 4%

of total Gulf of Mexico oil production; in 2009, that figure was 80%. And we

are going deeper. In the past five years, the share of the Gulf’s production

from ultra-deep wells - wells deeper than 5,000 feet - climbed from 1% to

32%. But ultra-deepwater drilling creates special risks, including that

which appears to be the primary cause of the Deepwater Horizon tragedy --



an uncontrolled blow-out. These risks were there to be seen but were

largely unprepared for or ignored by government and industry. We want to

know why.

It is clear that the move to deepwater represents an enormous change in

U.S. energy exploration. Unfortunately, our government and industry did

not undergo a similar transformation in its regulatory and safety focus. We

need such a shift now and today we will be hearing information to guide our

thinking about what it should look like.

Many of the causes of the disaster go back many decades and are

¯ attributable across the spectrum: to government and industry, to White

Houses and Congresses, to Republicans and Democrats. We should be

clear- this disaster represents an enormous, and shared, failure of public

policy. We will be holding all responsible parties to account; not so that we

can play a blame game, but because we must diagnose what happened

before we can credibly prescribe new directions for the future.

I look forward to hearing from today’s speakers and I thank them in

advance for taking the time to contribute to our effort to understand what

went wrong and what we can learn from it.
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Since our last meeting in New Orleans, the gusher has been capped. We can be

grateful for that, but it is hardly cause for celebration. The lesson from other spills and

other disasters is that the consequences play out over a long time and often in

unexpected ways. Some issues undoubtedly will turn out to be less severe than feared,

while others prove worse than we imagined.

Even if it is too soon to spell out the full impact on the Gulf, we do recognize the

immense human and economic costs that have already been experienced.

--11 lives were lost and many others were injured

--billions have been lost in tourism, fishing, oil revenues, and others elements of

the Gulf economy;

--the psychological impact on the people of a region already traumatized by

Katrina and other pressures has been devastating;

--and the continuing moratorium on deepwater drilling has taken a toll; as we

heard repeatedly in New Orleans, virtually everyone, no matter their

circumstances, wants to see the moratorium lifted sooner rather than later as the

key to the region’s economic recovery.



Before April, many of us were under the impression that the risks of an accident like this

were small. That view has been shattered. What we don’t yet know is whether the

accident was the result of one company’s missteps, bad judgment and human error in

managing this complex drilling technology, or whether it was caused by something

more systemic in the way the country and the industry has sought to tap these

deepwater oil reserves. Regardless, the consequences have been profound. And we

do know, for sure, that we must seriously rethink how we regulate offshore drilling and

how the industry meets its safety responsibilities.

It would seem in everyone’s interest, when drilling resumes, that each and every

operation is safe and run in accord with world class standards. Though, clearly, our

government has to take the lead in ensuring this, industry has a critical part to play as

well. Today we will hear about an industry-sponsored approach that has been used

effectively, with great success, in the nuclear power industry as an important safety

complement to -- not a substitute for -- government oversight and regulation.

The President has charged our Commission with determining the root causes of this

accident,-and we are examining the regulations and regulators, the industry and its

culture, the technology and its adequacy, and other factors. We are keen to extract the

lessons from this spill to develop policies to guide the long-term future of offshore

drilling -- not just in the Gulf but elsewhere in U.S. waters.



We will make recommendations to the President and, by implication, to the American

people, that will make a disaster like this one far less likely to occur again, and should

something happen, for whatever reason, that we are better prepared and have a greatly

improved containment and response capability.

It is also vital to look at restoring the region’s environment. The Gulf has suffered over

decades from policies that favor flood control and navigation on the Mississippi River

and lessen the sediments deposited in the Delta. The result, along with the channels

made for oil and gas development, has been an alarming loss of wetlands that protect

the shoreline, buffer the effects of storms, serve as nurseries for economically important

fisheries, and provide recreation and enjoyment for residents and visitors alike. They

are as important to the Gulf’s recovery, the economy included, as the region’s other

resources.

The Commission will be taking up all of these topics here and in subsequent hearings.

Today our focus is primarily on the policies, regulatory and otherwise, needed to

prevent future disasters.

Thank you.




